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1. INTRODUCTION

This report documents the efforts and accomplishments of the
basic production facility (BPF) program for the XM587E2/XM724 elec-
tronic time fuzes. Plase I consisted of an engineeringinvestigation of
the conceptual d-ign of two automated assembly i:nes. One of the
automated assembly lines assernbles, tests, and inspects either the
XM587E2 electronic time fuze or the XM724 electronic time fuze and
the other automated assembly line assembles, tests, and inspects the
safing and arming (S&A) modules for these fuzes. Fhase H consisted
of writing specifications for the machines/stations propcs d for the
automated assembly lines, conducting unit product cost (UPC) esti-
mates, and analyzing the automated assembly line amorttization time
period. Phase II also included reliability-availability-maintainability
(RAM) and hazard analyses.

The XM587E2 and XM724 fuzes are digital electronic time fuzes
for use in ammunition for the 4. 2-inch mortar, 105mm howitzer,
155mm howitzer, 175mm gun, and the 8-inch hcwitzer, The overall a
length of the fuzes is 5.27 inches nominal, and the weight is 1.70±0.4

pounds. The external configuration of the XM587E2/XM724 fuzes is
shown in figure 1. 4

The S&A modules for both fuzes are functionally and physicalhy
identical. Thus, the assembly of the S&A modules can be accomplish-
ed on ore automated assembly line.

The functional characteristics of the two fuzes differ slightly in
that the XM587E2 fuze provides electronic time function with point det-
onation backup and point detonation only, whereas the XM724 fuze pro-
vides electronic time function with a limited point detonation capabili-
ty. Due to the differences in functional characteristics, there is a
slight difference in the internal physical figurations of the fuzes.

in the XM587E2 fuze, the point detonation backup firing pin is on
the bias spring, whereas, in the XM724 fu'-e, the firing pin has been
removed from the bias spring. There is also an extra track on one of
the printed wiring boards in the XM724 fuze.

The minor physical configuration differences of the fuzes does not
present any problem from the assembly standpoint in that only a probe
is required to verify the presence or absence of the firing pin on the
bias spring, depending upon which fuze is being assembled.

The automated assembly line concepts documented in this report
are intended to have an output capability of 100, 000 units per month on
.a 1-8-5 production basis (one shift - 8 hours per day - 5 days per
week) and a capability of 290, 000 units a month on a 3-8-7 production

@, Z• i
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basis (three shifts - 8 hors per day - 7 days per week).

The automated assembly lines ut4.ize standard, proven, commer-
cially-available machines to the greatest extent possible. The custom-
designed machines incorporate the use of exist'.g, commercially-
available components with proven performance to the greatest extent
possible.

Design changes which are proposed to facilitate the assembly of
the S&A module or fuzes by the automated assembly machines are not
included in this report. They have been submitted as 19 engineering
change proposals (ECPs). The automated assembl. line concepts con-
tained in this report assume approval of these ECPs.

The level of automation descri'Led in this report is considered to
be optimum at the present time. It does not presently appear neces-
sary to include the mechanization for automated assembly/fabrication
of any major components beyond those described in this repoet.

r
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2. SUMMARY

2. 1 Automated Assembly Line Development

The development of automated assembly lines for the production
of a speeific product is accomplished by proceeding through a series
of rather specifi., steps or phases. These phases define the program
from design concept through production of the given product. The
phases A •ich apply to the progran. documented in this report are as
follows:

*, Conceptual design.

a Automated assembly machine design, development,
fabrication, and debug.

* Machine acceptance run.

* Factory shakedown.

* Production.

A brief disruooion of each of these phases is presented below in
order to indicate the relationship of each phase of the program des-
cribed in this report with a total development program fur automated
assembly line equipment. Since a product to be assembled on auto-
mated assembly line equipment requires special tolerancing and de-
sign techniques, the product design is an evolutionary procedure
throughout the automated assembly machine development phases.

2. 1. 1 Conceptual Design -- This phase generally consists of analyz-
ing apefic assembly and inspection operations to determine if they
can be effectively performed by individual automated assembly mach-
ines.

This analysis forms the basis upon which all other factors affect-
ing the design of the automated assembly line are generated. Follow-
ing the basic conc(,pt design phase, the following information is usual-
ly generated:

* Assembly flow chart.

* Physical plant layout.

a Amortization data.

0 Automated assembly machine specifications.

14
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0 Management and data acquisition system specifications.

In this particular program, the conceptual design phase was fur-
ther subdivided into two phases. This report covers the Phase I con-
ceptual design activities.

2. 1.2 Automated As•sembly Machine. Design, Development, Build,
and Debug -- This phase consists of the design, development, fabl•l-
cation, and debug of individual autonated assembly machines. During
this phase, a quantity of parts and subassemblies is used and consum-
ed in development, tryout, and adjustment of the machine and tooling
components.

2. 1. 3 Machine Acceptance Ru-n -- This is a qualifying test ran in
which a predetermined number of units of properly assembled product
are produced within a predetermined amount of time. Qualification of
the machine acceptance run would normally result in release of the e-
quipment for production or to the buyer. Acceptance hardware in
quantity to satisfy the final machine acceptance run is required. As-
semblies from a machine acceptance run usually result in deliverable
hardware.

2, 1.4 Factory Shakedown -- This phase of the program covers the
time frame in which the automated assembly machines are set up in a
production facility and run in a production environment. Problemin
caused by the production environment are solved during the factory
shakedown. Examples of these problems include variations between
lots of parts and mechanical deficiencies in the machine performance
that are intermittent and difficult to isolate.

2,. 1. 5 Production -- This phase involves continuous production of the
specific product at rates specified by a contract or product demand.
A diagram of the phases described above, showing the approximate op-
erating efficiency of the automated assembly machines over a time
period, is shown in figure 2.

2.2 Automated Assembly l'Ano Philosophy and Approach

Honeywell's philosophy of multi-machine automated assembly
lines utilizes the concept of modularized multi-station automated as-
sembly machines. This philosophy is based on the experience that
Honeywell has gained as a designer, builder, and user of automated
assembly and inkpection machines for high-volume automated assem-
bly lines. The modularized automated assembly machines are united
into a production system through the application of input-output part
and subassembly transfer and storage capabilities between machines.

15
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z CONCEPTUAL ASSEMBLY MACHINE
, DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND BUILD PHASE INTO PRODUCTION

I-a: CONCEPT GENERATE ASSEMBLY MACHINE ACCEPT- FACTORY SHAKE- PRODUC-

, FORMU- SPECIFICA- DEVELOPMENT ANCE DOWN (FINAL IN- TIONU LATION TIONS RUN STALLATION)1, 00

TIME (NOT TO SCALE)

½1tgure 2. 1iPhases in the development of an automoted
assembly line

The practice of incorporating independent modularized automated
assembly machines into an automated assembly line has resulted in a
more efficient production capability. During those time periods when
an automated assembly machine is undergoing repair, the automated
assembly line has the capability of continuing production of the given
product.

The machines proposed for the XM587E2/XM724 fuze BPF pro-
gram and discussed in this report are of the following types:

S EHoneywell dial-index automated assembly machines.

* Commercial electronic component insertion equipment.

* A commercial flow solder machine.

• Commercial spring winders.

* Automated test equipment.

0 An automated encapsulation system.

* Manual assembly operations.

All of the commercial equipment has been selected based on prov-
en performance in factory situations. The dial-index automated as-
sembly machines are fabricated as modularized production units and
have been proven by Honeywell on many previous production programs.

16
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The automated test equipment and automated encapsulation macb.-
ine are of special designs, but are similar to machines designed and
utilized on other Honeywell production programs.

Manual assembly is necessary for certain operations due to the
complexity of the production process. The use of automated assembly
in these operations is neither physically practical nor economically
sound. Several manual assembly operations are proposed within the
automated assembly lines. These operations are required because
the physical shape of the parts/ subassemblies and/or the tim~e requir-
ed for handling can best be accomplished by a manual oper-otion. An
example of a manual operation is the installation o~ the printed wiring
board and the subsequent mating and soldering of five lead wires. Si-
midtaneous mating of the five wires cannot be accomplished by mach-
ine operation since some adjusting is necessary. Soldering is then
accomplished in an area inaccesgible to machine type tooling.

This selection of machine and equipment will result in automated
assembly lines capable of the required production rates.

2. 3 S&A Module Automated Assembly Line Concept

The S&A module automated assembly line includes the use of dial-
index automated assembly machines along with appropriate bowl, hop-
per, or magazine feed mechanisms and spring winders. The S&A
module assembly line flow diagram is shown in figure 3.

Dial-index automated assembly machines utilize a mechanical
drive that rotates and positions (indexes) a circular table by means of
positive cam action mechanisms. The machine also simultaneously
raises and lowers a reciprocating upper tool plate which accomplishes
specific assembly, probing, or inspection tasks on the given part as it
is moved around the circular table. Part assembly nests are placed
around the outer edge of the circular table. The circular tables are
available in various sizeEs depending on the assembly requirements.
The part assembly nests are sized and configured to be compatible
with the specific part and/or subassembly being fabricated. Parts
feeding mechanisms and assembly-, probing, and inspection stations
are installed around or above the part assembly nests or on the upper
tooling plate. Appendix A includes a more detailed discussion of typi-
cal Honeywell dial-index automated assembly machines.

The spring winders are standard items which have been adapted to
fabricate the specific spring and to feed the finished springs into mag-
azines.

17
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The automated assembly machines shown in figure 3 and identi-
fied as machines S1 through S7 accomplish the assembly of the S&A
module. At the completion of the assembly step at Machine S5, the
S&A module is complete except for installation of the outer can, out-
put lead, and setback pin mechanism. In Machine S8, the S&A module
is exercised in spin to chcck the gear train, after which the output
lead and outer can are installed.

In Marhine S9, the arm and nonarm spin levels are checked. In
the final automated assembly machine, Machine S10, the setback pin
mechanism is installed. The S&A modules to be lot sample tested are
removed from the output of Machine S10.

The XM537E}2/XM724 fuze S&A module automated assembly line
concept is patterned after a similar automated assembly line develop-
ed for the M739 point detonating fuze S&A module. The machines for
the M739 fuze S&A mod'ule automated assembly line were completed
in July 1977.

A detailed discussion of the S&A module automated assembly line

and a description of each machine function is presented in section 3.

2.4 Fuze Automated Assem. :r Line Concept

The assembly ancO inspection of the XM587E2/XM724 fuzes are
complex operations and involve a significant number of tasks utilizing
several types of assembly operations and types of equipment.

The types of operations required for the fuze automated assembly
line are as follows:

& Axial-leaded component sequencing.

0 Axial-leaded component insertion.r Dual in-line package (DIP) integrated circuit insertion.

0 Transistor insertion.

* Manual assembly operations.

* Wave soldering.

* Printed wiring board punch out.

I * Automated assembly.

19



* Automated encapsulation

* Automated test.

* Crimping.

A flow diagram of the fuze automated assembly line is shown in

figures 4 and 5.

able machines is contained in the following paragraphs. A more de-
tailed description of the fuze automated assembly line is contained in
section 4.

The axial-leaded components, dual in-line package (DIP) inte-
grated circuits, and transistors are all inserted into the printed wir-
ing boards with standard X-Y component insertion equipment. Axial-
leaded components and transistor are fed into the component inserter
via tape which is contained on reels. The axial-leaded components
are placed on the tape by means of a sequencing machine. The DIP
integrated circuits are fed into the component inserter via slide mag-
az ine s.

Several components are currently configured in such a way that
they are not capable of insertion into pri~nted wiring boards with Stan-
da rd component inserters. These specific components are as follows:

* Precision oscillator (11711427).

* Impact switch (11718418).

* Encapsulated transformer (11711448).

* Signal conditioner (10990455).

Since these components present very complex insertion problems,I, their insertion i-s currently defined as a manual operation. Design
changes to the oscillator and signal conditioner currently in process
may allow the use of machine insertion equipment,

In order to performa the automated component inser-tion operation
efficiently, the printed wiring boards are configured with several
boards 'on an array. The array is processed through the componentI- inserter, manual assembly operations, and wave soldering operations.
The individual printed wiring boards are then separated from the
array by a punch out operation using a self-contained bench press.
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The wave soldering operation is accomplished on a standard continuous
wave soldering machine.

The automated assembly operations are accomplished on din1-
index automated assembly machines similar to those described for
S&A module automated assembly operations. The nose plug assembly
and the electronics cup /cover assembly are assembled with dial-index
automated assembly machines. The electronics subassembly is as-
sembled by a manual operation. This has been defined as a manual
operation at the present time because of the complexity of the assemb-
ly operation.

Once the electronics subassembly is assembled, it goes through
the automated test station and is then pressed and staked into the nose
cone. The potting mixing and dispensing is an automated operation
with an oven cure prior to trimming the fill tubes. The electronics
and nose cone assembly lot sample tests are removed at this point.

S&A modules from an accepted lot are assembled along with the
other required parts to fabricate the rear fitting assembly. At this
point, the samples for rear fitting assembly lot sample tests are re-
moved.

The electronics nose cone assembly and rear fitting assembly are
combined in a manual operation and the two assemblies are crimped
together. The finished fuzes are tested and are then ready for packag-
ing.

2. 5 General Automated Assembly Mchine Requirements

The machines and equipment w, be designed to comply with
Occupational Safety and Health Act OSHA) requirements. Moving
machinery, pinch points, and impact points which may cause operator
injury will be shielded.

All stations handling or working with explosive components wil] be
properly barricaded to funnel upward. Barricades will be equipped
with doors for operator entrance and switches to stop the machine
when the door is opened. The design goal for maximum machine and
equipment noise will be to meet OSHA requirements.

Feeder bowls will be shrouded, as required, to ensure compliance
with noise level requirements.

The machines and equipment will be painted. Exposed metal sur-
faces other than bearing, sliding, or work surfaces will. be plated or
painted.
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Stress-relieved castings will be utilized for the machine bases to
achieve compact, rigid construction. The main drive for the mach-
ines will include a closed-cam, dial-index system with a reciprocat-
ing, vertical-motion tooling plate and a mechanical overload break-
away that prevents machine damage if a jammed dial occurs. The dial
position will be accurately maintained with a shotpin locator. All
machines will include a lubricating system with provisions to lubricate
major pivot points and a handwheel to permit manual machine opera-
tion.

All feed stations will be designed to feed at a rate in excess of
machine requirements. Probes which determine part presence and
position will follow each feed station. Although only parts meeting
drawing-specified tolerances are to be run in the machine, the feed
system will be designed to protect the stations and the machine itself
from malformed or damaged parts.

If loss of power, loss of memory, or circuit failure occurs, the
acceptable assemblies will be ejected at the reject station. Defective
assemblies will not be ejected to the accept station, thus ensuring a
fail-safe system.

Machine air drive or control systems will include necessary air
filters, cylinders with flow controls, regulators, oilers, surge tanks,
etc. All elements of the air systems wiJl be rated for 150 psi milli-
mum. Each machine will include a minimum air pressure safety
switch and an air brake clutch-coupled reducer to the main drive
motor.

All electrical components and wiring used on the machines and
equipment will comply with the specifications and National Electrical
Code (NEC) requirements. Because the machines for each fuze as-
sembly operation are different in makeup, a varying degree of memo-
ry will be used in each control system. This will ensure better qual-
ity, less parts handling, and a minimum of part loss. Where the full
memory control system is used, all consecutive stations following a
detected defective unit will be locked out so that no further work is
performed on the defective unit.

Each machine will include a push button control panel located for
operator convenience. The control panel will include motor start and
stop, manual mode, automatic mode, emergency -top, and individual
reset buttons for individual stations where necessary.
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3. S&A MODULE AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINE

3. 1 General Description

The automated assembly line for the XM587E2/XM724 fuze S&A
module requires 10 automated assembly machines and three spring
winders. This quantity of machines will be required to establish a
production line capable of an output of 100, 000 units per month on a
1-8-5 production basis and 290,000 units per month on a 3-8-7 pro-
duction basis. These outputs will be accomplished after the continu-
ous production of 1, 000, 000 units at a rate consistent with the stage
of development of the line.

Figure 6 is a process flow diagram showing the machines requir-
ed and the flow of parts and subassemblies through the line including
the minimum required production cycle rate for each machine. Dup-
licates of machines S9 and SIO will be required to maintain the pro-
jected production rate. The output of machines S9 and S10 is limited
due to the spin time required during the arm/nonv, i:, ý,-kl

Thi legend on the flow dikgram de',icLs the proposed parts han'1-
ing mechanisms; e.g., parts will bh hopper or bowl fed into machine
S1. This subassembly (S&A module lower subassembly) will be eect-
ed to a suitable container and subsequently hlippvr or bowl fed intm
machine S3. The subassembly from machine S2 will be ejected to a
special magazine for subsequent feeding into machine S5. An assem-
bly breakdown of parts assembled by machines Si through S5 is shown
in figure 7. .

The spring winding machines will pr( ice springs and feed them.
to suitable stick magazines. Magazines allow stocking and lot buildup
of springs independent of the subsequent assembly operation. Pro-
duction from spring winders usually exceeds that of automated assem-
bly machines as shown in the flow diagram. Note that the spinlock
spring from machine S7 is a two-.u1ser in machine S5, but one spring
winder is capable of maintaining the projected production rate, Ad-
ditionally, the two S10 machines can be stocked with springs from the
spring winder (machine S11).

The output of S&A modules from the SI 0 machines will be ejected
to special magazines fabricated from either roll formed sheet rmetal
or extruded aluminum. These magazines will provide a safe storage
and transfer vehicle until the S&A modules are required for installa-

tion in the rear fitting assembly. An assembly breakdown of parts
assembled in machines S8 and S10 is s' wn in figure 8.
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Figure 7, Assembly breakdown, S&A module
subassemblies
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Individual descriptions and a dial schematic layout of each propos-
ed machine are included in the following pages. The automated as
sembly machine dial schematics show the proposed number of nests
and the work being accomplished at each nest, plus the idle and in-
spection stations. In addition to the inspections perfornmed on the
machines, additional quality conformance inspections will be conduct-
ed as noted in the individual descriptions. Inspection stations are i-
dentified as follows:

111-1 identifies a requirement listed in the applicable
specification control drawing.

A identifies features in1po)tCd for contractor control.

3.2 Individual Automated Assembly Machine Descriptionti

3.2. 1 Machine S1 - S&A Module Lower SubaeHembly (11720313)
operation 1 --

3. 2. 1. 1 (peration - - Machine Si Htakcs axd probes tih Hpitnloek
spring pockets as : .Ts assHemnbling the two spiHnl)ctk sh:1 and the
four iroduleo pins to the Hpacur geallr plate. Two of thet moduhle pitifn
(shown in drawing 11720313) are asseinhled on this nmchine to reliove

thto complexity on machine SS., All four' mrodule pinti and two shl.ftst
are checked for presence anid position. See figure 9.

3. 2. 1. 2 llarts AHHmhld --

Item .1 :'a rt Numbe i'

Ge(ar plate spacer 117203 1 H
Module pins (4) 11720304
Spinlock shaifts (2) 11720322

3. 2. 1. 3 1,Ot SamplhtlsC Ins)ection -- A lot :a ni. le ins e(ction i:
planned for cc, king spinl.ck spring pocket stize i ýihowu In d(rawing
11720318.

3. 2. 1. 4 Next O)peration -- Machine S2 - S&A Module Iower Sub -
aHsemnbly -pea 2.

3. 2. 2 Machine S2 - S&A Module LIower yua.sembl (1.1720313) Oper-
ation 2

3. 2. 2, 1 Operations -- Machine S2 asseirblh,, the bottorn plate,
lower plate arY ,haft as sembly, hower subassembly (from opertation
1), rotor lock pin arnd lock pin 4pring anF' well as blanking arnd staking
the lock pin disk. All piece parts are probed for presence and position

P?
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HOPPER FEED
MODULE PINS (2)

PROBE PRESENCE _
AND POSITION (2) -/IDLE

PROBE PRESENCE
IDLE - - -' AND POSITION (2)

PRESS MODULE - _,_ IHOPPER FIELD

PINS (4) 13 12

PROBE HEIGHT (4) 1- 10 DI)E

17 9
"IDL" .. mPilr SIIAFTI D L .... •'•'/"•"J • IHEI GH IT(2)

STAKE SPRING -PRESS SHAFTS (2)
POCKLJ S

PROBE SPRING 20I6kID
POCKET STAKE: 21

22 4'• k •"" iROlti: IiRESEN(,E
11) .1, 2 2 1 2 AND POSITION (2)

I':,II.(; G O II'EI I"10P LR F ED SPIN
G,6ONTfAINER --- .O('OK SHAFT'S (2)

REJECI'T TO 1) 0lCONTAINI: ,

GO NO I TA•I ,I IN F R"

PRO)IEL E.:MPTY ().. OI'i'[ION
NEST

llOIPIl N l[t".lD S PACI',:N
G(;AR Pl AlI.

F.'igure' (9. I)iaI Hlchemattic, matchine S1. - S&.A inoduie lower Hub-
atHtlembly operation 1.
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and the lock pin disk ýs checked for flush or below. See figure 10.

3. 2.2.2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Bottom plate 11720335
Lower plate and shaft 11720319

assembly
Lower subassembly 11720313

(operation 1)
Rotor lock pin 11720324
Lock pin spring 11720325
Lock pin dtsk 11720317

3. 2. 2. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot iample inspection is
planned for checking the Feighft-"t-e module -ins above the spacer
surface as shown in drawing 11720313.

3. 2. 2.4 Next Operation -- Machine S5 - S&A Module Subassem-
bly Operation T.7

3.2. 3 Machine S3 - Lower Plate and Shaft Assembly (11720319) --

3. 2.3. 1 Operations -- Machine S3 assembles and stakes the pal-
let 4haft to the lower gear plate. After a 2-pound pushout force is
applied, the 0. 177-inch maximum height of the pallet shaft is checked.
This machine is double tooled with dual nettg, but it could be built
with single tooling with the option of adding the second set of tooling.
Sce figure 11.

3. 2. 3. 2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Lower gear plate 11720321
Pallet shaft 11720320

3. 2, 3. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- None.

3. 2. 3. 4 Next Operation -- Machine S2 - S&A Module Lower Sub-
assembly Operation_2.

3. 2. 4 Machine S5 - S&A Module Subassembly Operation 1 (Gear
Train - 11720301) --

3. 2. 4. 1 Operations -- Machine S5 assembles the parts listed be-
low to the S&A Module subassembly. The assembly process includes
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SEAT AND PROBE

IDLE __HOPPER FEED
BOTTOM PLATE

MAGAZINE FEED IDL
LOCK PIN SPRING

PROBE PRESENCE -

16L 10-- PROBE PRE--'SENCEEAND POSITION

BLANK FEED AND HOPPER FEED ROTOR
STAKE LOCK PIN "LC I

DISK K8
PROBE STAKE

FLUSH OR BELOW 19 7 -IDLE

IDLE -IDL

CONTAINER 2 A
REJCT TO 24HOPPER FEED) LOWER

CONTAINER PLATE AND SHAFT
ASSEMBLY

PRO9E EMPTY -IDLE

NEST 

PROB3E PRESENCE
IDLE AND POSITION

HOPPER FEED GEAR
PLATE SPACER

Figure 10. Dial schematic, machine S2 - S&A
module lower subassembly operation 2
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STAKE PALLET SHAFT

2-POUND PUSH OUT IDLE

2-POUND PUSH OUT STAKE PALLET SHAFTI

PROBE 0.177 INCH MAXIMUM 14 8 PROBE PRESENCE AND

16 6 HOPPER FEED PALLET
PROBE 0.177 INCH MAXIMUM SHPALLET

IDLE 1 L

EJECT TO CONTAINER (2)2

REJECT TO CONTAINER (2) PROBE PRESENCE ANDS •_ POSITION (2)

PROBE EMPTY NEST (2) HOPPER FEED LOWER
GEAR PLATE

HOPPER FEED LOWER
GEAR PLATE

Figure 11. Dial schematic, machine S3 - lower
plate and shaft assembly
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inspection of S&A module height (0. 532 inch maximum) and winding of
the rotor to the non-arm position. See figure 12.

3. 2. 4. 2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Pallet 11720309

Escape wheel and pinion assembly 11720328

Gear and pinion number 1 11720307

Rotor assemrly 11720305

Spinlocks (2) 11720328

Spinlock springs (2) 11720327

Gear upper plate 11720303

3. 2. 4. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- None.

3. 2. 4. 4 Next Operation -- Machine S8 - S&A Module Subassem-
bly Operation

3.2.5 Machine S6 - Rotor Assembly (11720305) --

3.2.5. 1 O -- Machine S6 inserts and stakes the M55
detonator into the rotor body. A 1-pound pushout test is then applied
to the M55 detonator. The rotor shaft and rotor gear are then assem-
bled to the rotor body and the rotor gear is staked in position. Besides
probing for presence and position of all parts, the 0. 053-inch mini-
mum and 0. 237-inch maximum heights are also checked. See
figure 13.

3.2.5.2 Parts Assembled--

Item Part Number

Rotor body 11720306

Rotor gear 11720330

Rotor shaft 11720329

M55 detonator 8298331

3. 2. 5. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is
planned for roll gear data per drawing 11720305.
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PROBE PRESENCE AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED HOPPER FEED
SPIN LOCK - SPIN LOCK (1)
SPRING(1)

PROBE PRESENCE
PROBE PRESENCE AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED HOPPER FEED
SPIN LOCK SPIN LOCK (1)

ERPROBE PRESENCEP E PRESEE AND POSITION
16 PMAGAZINE FEED

IMDTLE 18 14TORORASSEMBLY

IDEJTTOIL
19AZN 13I RE

20 12POSITION

MAGARFEDINEPROBE PRESENCE
HOPPERT UPEE R AND 11 AND POSITION

S! SUBASSMBLORIENT SIUPPER

GEAR PLATE220
PROBE PRESENCE

AND POSITION PAEGA

IDLE eHPPPER FEED
257 GEAR NUMBER I

CHECK MODULE 26 6IDLE

INCHMAXIUM)PROBE PRESENCE
WIND2 ROO41 ~ AND POSITION

NONARMly 1 2Otion HOPPER ORIENTAND FEED ESCAPEPROBE ROTOR WHEEL- HOPPLR
POSITIONFEED PALLET

EJECT TO IDLE
MAGAZINE

REjECT TO DUAL I___D LE
TRACK

PROBE EMPTY ______PROBE PFESENCE
NEST AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED S&A MODULE
SUBASSEMBLY (OPEN SIDE UP)

Figure 12. Dial schemnatic, machine S5 -S&A module sub-
assembly operation 1 (gear train)
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HOPPER ORIENT AND FEED
ROTOR GEAR

PROBE PRESENCE PROBE 180 DEGREE
AND POSITION INVERSION

HOPPER ORIENT INVERT ROTOR BODY
AND FEED 180 DEGREE

ROTOR SHAFT
PROBE PRESENCE PUSH TESTAND POSIIONDETONATOR S TAKE

14 13 12 (1 POUND)

SETRTRSAT15 11
SET OTR HAT16 10 IDLE

PRO13E SEATING 1 9 STAKE DETONATOR
OF ROTOR S D N

SHAFT 18 8
ST., .OORGER 9PROBE DETONATOR

STAKE ROTOR GEAR 19 7 (GREEN SIDE UP)
TO ROTOR BODY -,-!

20B6 MAINTAIN DETRO-

PROBE 0.053 INCH NATOR PRESENCE IN
GEAR FLUSH OR ROTOR BODY

BE LOW 2

PROBE 0.237 INCH PRO2-E PRESENCE
MAXIUM HIGHT22 4AND POSITION

3 3H "(HAND FEED IF MISS-

EJECI TO 2 1 MAGAZINE FEED
MAGAZINE- MAGAIN, FE

DETONATOR

REJECT TO /ALIGN ROTOR BODYCONTAINER/

PROE EMPTY NEST PROi;L PRESENCE
AND POSITION

HOPPER ORIENT AND
FEED ROTOR I;ODY

Figure 13, Dial schematic, machine S6 - rotor assembly
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3. 2. 5. 4 Next Operation -- Machine S5 - S&A Module Subassem-
bly Operation T.

3. 2. 8 Machine S8 - S&A Module Subassembly, Operation 2 (Lead
Cup - 11720300 and 11720301)--

3. 2. 6. 1 Operations -- Machine S8 assembles the parts listed
below to the 6&A module subassembly. The assembly operation also

includes the following:

0 Spin exercise the S&A module at 5000 rpm.
0 Probe for armed position.

* Probe for lead cup inversion.

* Minimum can length.

See figure 14.

3.2.6.2 Parts Assembled--

Item Part Number

S&A module can 11720302

Lead cup 11720310

3.2.6.3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is
planned for checking the 6&A module outside diameter in accordance
with drawing 11720300 and a visual check is planned for roll crimp
workmanship.

3. 2. 6. 4 Next Operation -- Machine S9 - S&A Module Assembly
Operation 1.

3. 2. 7 Machine S9 - S&A Module Assembly Operation 1 (Arm Check -

11720300) --

3. 2. 7. 1 Operations -- Machine S9 performs the following inspec-
tion operations:

* Spin exercise the S&A module at 5000 rpm.

0 Arm check at 1700 rpm.

* Non-arm check at 1100 rpm.
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PROBE TRANSFER

HOPPER FEED . TRANSFER/INVERT
LEAD CUP S&A MODULE TO CAN

PR093E PRESENCE IDLE
AND POSITION

PROBE LEAD CUP PROBE PRESENCE

STAKE LEAD CUP 151HOPPER FEED CAN
16 10 TO NEST B,

17 9
PRECRIMP CAN PROBE ROTOR

18 8 POSITION

"-WIND TO NONARMIDE 19 7 POSITION

FINAL CRIMP CAN 20 --- REJECT TO

21 5 CONTAINER

PROBE CRIMP -22 PROBE ARMED
HEIGHT (0.564 PSTO
INCH MAXIMUM) 23 2

EJECT TO IDLE
MAGAZINE

REJECT _______SPIN AT 5000 RPM

PROBE EMPTY - -- PROu__B PROBE PRESENCE
NEST AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED
S&A MODULE TO

NESTT'A'

F'igure 14. Dial schematic, machine S8 -S&A module
subassembly operation 2 (lead cup)
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E~ach of the above operations is monitored by inspection probes
which inspect proper rotor position. Reject stations after each of the
inspectl~n stations remove nonconforming assemblies from the
machine, See figure 15.

3. 2. 7. 2 Parts Assembled -- None.

3. 2, 7. 3 Lot Sample Iosecin -- The microprocessor machine
cont'roller shl acmlt ono -go data on all armn and nonarm
cheeks. 'The.se data will be transferred automnatically to a magnetic
ta pe and recorded as X number of rejects per Y number of tests per-
formed. Means will be provi'ied to inoert the date and lot number.
J'his will probably be done by a small keyboard mounted on the
Controlle r.

3. 2. 7. 4 Next Operation -- Machine S10 - S&A Module Assembly

3, 2, 8 Machine S10 - S&A Module Assen 1)y Operation 2 (Setback Pin __

3.2. 8. 1 Operations ~-Machine 510 assembles the parts listed
below to h ( Ano;~ assembly, The assembly operation includes
ini1pecLunofi0 setback pin stake flush to below aaid freedom of move-
)meat and api check at 5i000) rpm. See figure 16.

:1. 2. 8. 2 Parts Assembled

Item Part Num-ber

Setback pin 11720333

Setback p~in disk 117203 17

Setback pin spring 117203:34

3. 2, 8. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspe-ction is
planned for ch'ckuig the itaciý dik sftake integrity.

3. 2.8. 4 Next Operation -- None-,

~3. 2. 9 Spring Winders -- The following spring winding (coiling)
rnachineowill be required for the S&A module auto~mated assembly
line:
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REJECT LOW TIME
UNITS TO STU13 TRACK

REJECT LOCK PIN
REJECT HIGH TIME _________ TO__STU:'

UNITS TO STUB TRACK
TRACK

REJECT NONARMED __________ IDLE
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IDLE ROTOR-CHECK
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PROE ON~r18 1714 ORIENT MODULE
POSITION L19 13

20 12-LIFT AND SPIN
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- DELAY

LIFTr AND SPIN 2'U2
MODULE 1100 - iZs _-PROflE NONARM

RPM Z'I POSITION

ORIENT MODULE,. 24j 'WIND) ROTOR TO~--x-.-NONARM POSITION
25 7

PROBE ORIENT 26-,NREJECT TO

27 5 CONTAINER
PROBEI NONAR.14M 28 (4 RORE ROTOR FOR

ROTOR POSITION (2 3 ARMEO POSITION
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ROTOR POSITION

EJECT ORIENTI MODULE

REJECT TO LOCKED L!FT AND SPINI

CONTAINER 50L00 RPM

N ES I AND POSITIONI

MAG'At -EED
-S S&A f,>!ODULIE

Figure 1.5. Dial schematic, machine S9 -S&A -- odul1e.4

a~s~erbly operation 1 (arrm check)
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SPIN____ MODULIDL PROBE SET13ACK PIN
AT 5000 RPM -FREEDOM OF

RE-ORIENT MODULE -- LIFT MODULE,
INVERT, AND
RETURN TO1 NEST

PRO1E ORIENTATION -IDLE

lbE15 10 AND STAKE

REPOSITION SPIN 17
LOCKS ANDAIR HOPPER FEED AND

BLOW (2) 18S rAKE SETBACK PIN

PROBE ROTOR 18 _. DISG

NONARM POSITION 19 7 PROBE PRESENCE
AND SPIN LOCK AND POSITIONTABS(2) •

REJECT TO LOCKED M N F
CONTAINERI NEFD

C A SETBACK PIN SPRING

PROBE ROTOR
NONARM POSITION- 22 4 '-,-PROBE PRESENCE

AND SPIN LOCK AND POSITIONITABS (2) 23C PIN
EJECT TO 1HOPPER FEEDMAGAZINE SET13ACK PIN

EJECT TO PROBE PRESENCE
L OCKED CONTAINER AND POSITION

PRO.'2 EMPTY NEST _____IDLE

MAGAZINE FEED AND ORIENT
S&A MODULE

Figv,-re 16. Dial schematic, machine S1O- S&A module
assembly operation 2 (setback pin)
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Machine S4 Lock pin spring (figure 17).

* Machine S4 - Lock pin spring (figure 17).

* Machine S7 - Spinlock spring (figure 18).
• Machine S11 - Setback spring (figure 19).

Each spring winder will manufacture the spring and place it in a
stock magazine for use in a subjequent automated assembly machine
as shown in the flow chart (figure 6). The spring winder production
rate will be high enough so that one spring winder could manufacture
springs to feed several automated assembly machines. Magazines
provide a reliable storage mechanism while maintaining spring quality
through subsequent operations such as pickup and feed to the proper
assembly.

V FEED WIRE

COIL AND CUT OFF WIRE

7 7LOAD SPRING INTO MAGAZINES

Figure 17. Station schematic, machine S4 - S&A
module lock pin spring
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7H EED WIRE

7COIL AND CUT OFl WIREI:

OAD SPRING INTO MAGAZINLS

li'igur; 18. Stution tichematic, Umchiflte -87 - S&,A ou h
"4pnl~!ocki Hpring

7FEED WI.E

7 7 COIL AND CUT OFF WIRE

F'7

7LOAD SPRING INTO MAGAZINES

Figure 19. Station schematic, machine Sl1 - S&A module
setback spring
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automated asocambly line, including the minimum required production
cycle rate for each machine.

Machines Fl through F4 are typical Honeywell -de signed dial-index
automated assembly machines. Machine F5 is a commercially -avail-
able hydraulic press with a dial-index table. It will be tooled especial-
ly for the crimping of the electronics and nose cone assembly (E-head)
to the rear fitting assembly.

Machines El through E4 are also Honeywell -designed dial-index
automated assembly machines. Duplicates of machine El (electronic
cover and orientation cup assembly) and machine E2 (setting ring and
plug assembly) are required to meet the proposed production rate.
The slower indexing rate on these machines is due to the size and
shape of the electrical components; i. e. , contact pad, contact coil,

an-d setting rings.

Afuze pictorial diagram showing the subassemblies and operations
previously discussed is shown in figure 22.

Another major portion of the automated assembly line is the auto-
mated component insertion equipment. There are two separate print-
ed wiring boards in the E-head. Therefore, the sequencing and inser-
tion equipment has beer. set up to handle each of these printed wiring

boards separately. One each axial-leaded component sequencer,
axial-leaded component inserter, transistor inserter, and printer wir-
ing board punch out station will be required for printed wiring board 1.
One each axial-leaded component sequencer, axial-leaded component
inserter, DIP integrated circuit sequencer/ inserter, and printed wir-

ing board punchout station will be required for printed wiring board 2.

Assembly drawings of printed wiring boards 1 and 2 are shown in

figures 23 and 24.

The single wave soldering machine will be capable of handling both
printed wiring boards. The printed wiring boards will be conveyed
through the wave soldering machine as an array of nine boards on a
master carrier.

Prior to soldering and printed wiring board punch out from the
carrier, there are two manual assembly operations required, one on
each board. These manual bench stations will be manned as required
to mneet the projected production rate. Manual assembly is required
because the components being attached do not lend themselves to auto-
mated insertion.

After printed wiring board punch out, another manual assembly
operation is required to assemble the boards, the electronic cover and
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Figure 24, Assembly drawing, fuze printed wiring
board 2
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orientation cup assembly, and the setting ring and nost plug assembly.
Manual assembly is required because of fitment and the manipulating
of lead wires to obtain the proper electrical path with the printed wir-
ing boards. This manual bench station will be manned as required to
meet the projected production rate.

A major item of the automated assembly line is the automated en-
capsulation system for epoxy encapsulation of the E-head. The re-
quirements of this system are described in later paragraphs. The
system, with multiple dispensing heads, will have a capability of
meeting the projected production rate.

Electrical testing is planned at three separate operational posi-
tions. The first test station will check electronic subassemblies prior
to the encapsulation process to allow salvage of high cost components.
The second test station on the completed E-head is a contract require-
ment. The third test station will check the final fuze assembl~y and
set and interrogate it prior to final packing and shipment. Each of
these tests will be performed on separate pieces of test equipment
using multiple heads to obtain the projected production rate.

More definitive descriptions of the equipment in the fuze automat-
ed assembly line are included in the following pages.

4. 2 Automated Electronic Component Sequencing/ Insertion Equipment

The automated insertion equipment, as shown in the flow diagram
of figure 20, is described in the following paragraphs. PhotographsI
of typical automated component insertion equipment are shown in fig-

ure 25.
4. 2. 1 Machines ASi and AS2 - Axial-Headed Component Sequencers,
Printed Wiring Boards l and 2 -- The Universal Instruments Model
2583 is a 20-station, axial-leaded component sequencer, expanded by
20 station modules for the sequential taping of axial-leaded compon-
ents. It sequences axial-leaded components in the insertion sequence
chosen (i. e., programmed) by removing components from taped reels
and taping the components in the programmed sequence on one continu-
ous taped reel. After sequencing, the taped reel of sequenced com-
ponents is used to feed the Model 6288D component inserter.

The component sequencer is controlled by a PDP-ll1/05 stored
program controller with 8K memory, giving the system the capability
needed to control 20 to 95 stations. The controller is pre -program-
med for executive and administrative functions, simplifying work or
pattern programs. Systems documentation gives program formats
that are easy to follow and simple to execute. Communications with
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the controller are entered through a teletypwriter via ASCII code

punched tape and the teletypwriter keyboard.

The component sequencer's dispenser heads, with linear feed, are
de,,jigned to accept a wide range of axial-leaded components. i~near t

feed enables components to feed straight through the dispenser heads,
engagiang ,,several component leads at one time and providing positive
handling of componentn, thus ensuring quality and consistency in the
se:quencing operation.

T1he component sequencer is equipped with a heavy-duty conveyor.
chain. The chain-link design minimizes the possibility of misplaced
or mitswring components by ensuring positive feed from the dispenser
heads to the conveyor chain. Should a failure occur, the component
sequencer immediately halts operation and the station number associ-
ated with the failed component is displayed on a digital. readout, enabl-
iung the opertator to correct the error and resume production.

A component centering device centers components as they feed
into the retaping unit. The format unit can be adjusted to give the
proper taping width needed for all standard component insertion re-
(jrlitu'entn. A constant tension reeling system ensures uniform pack-
ing with leh,:s stress on the component leads.

A tape feed roll system enhances machine up-time because it gives
over 10, 000 fee't of cortLnuous tape for retaping components, or ap-
prox.inuately 44 hours of operating time between reel changes.

4. 2.2 Machines AS3 and AS4 - Axial-Leaded Coinonent lnserleis
[I inted I a-]2--r-vra Instrumen's model

" 8DThxial-load 'd component inserter automatically inserts axial-
leaded components into printed wiring boards.

'The comiponefnt inserter's dual head variable center distance (VCD)
insertion system is controlled by a. 1DP- 1 /05 stored program con-
troller with expandablc magnetic core mn emory for additional program
storage. 'Ihe control. system allows for fast and easy program
chtnges, eliminating unnecessary system downtime.

Communications with the controller are entered through a tele-
typwriter via ASCII code punched tape and the te etypwriter keyboard.,

Precise, high-speed X-Y table positioning is achieved by DC
motor,, with closed loop feedback, with a table positioning accuracy of
:t0, 002 inch and a table movement of 900 inches per minute. An inser-
tioiu ai'.a of' 18 inches x 18 inches under each head accommodates ther' uge of various printed wiring board sizes.
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The component inserter's VCD insertion heads offer 1001 center
distance selections, programmable in 0. 001 -inch increments. Head
span ranges from 0. 300 inch minimum to 1. 300 inches maximum.
With the programmable eight-position depth stop, the machine can
insert axial-leaded components from jumper wires to large resistors
and capacitors having up to 0. 375-ic:ch body diameters.

To improve quality and reduce board rework, a continuity check
is used to sense the absence or presence of a component contrary to
the program. Should a fault occur, the system automatically halts
operation.

The cut and clinch units follow the same center distance and span
range specifications as the insertion heads. The clinch on each unit
may be adjusled to give any desired clinch angle from 45 degrees to
90 degree3- with repeatability of ±0. 005 inch or less depending on lead
material.

4. 2, 3 Machine AS5 - Transistor Inserter Printed Wiring Board 1 --
The transistor inserter automatically inserts TO-i 6 transistors into
printed wiring boards, Its control and the X-Y positioning table are
similar to the Universal Instruments model 6288D axial-leaded com-
ponent inserter, previously discussed.

4. 2.4 Machine AS6 -' Dual In-Line Pac'kage (DIP) Integrated Circuit

4 truence-8-serter P--rinted Wiring Board 2 -- The DIP integrated
circuit sequencer/ inserter installs DIP integrated circuits in sequence
into printed wiring boards.

The Universal Instruments model 6785 DIP integrated circuit se-
quencer/inserter is controlled by a PDP-11/05 stored program con-
troler with 8K memory. Communications with the controller are
through a teletypwriter via ASCII code punched tape and the teletyp-
writer keyboard.

The DIP integrated circuit sequencer/inserter has many features

incorporated into its control system to increase machine operating
time. The multi-pattern program feature allows the controller to
store many pattern programs simultaneously, thus eliminating repeat-
ed program loading operations, The on-line editing feature allows new
pattern programs to be generated or existing programs to be edited
while the machine is operating.

The omit/fill-in feature enables the operator to provide the con-
troller with information to omit an empty stick magazine should the
inventory of a particular DIP run out, Once the inventory is replenish-

ed, one simply sterts using the omitted magazine with a fili-in com-
mand.
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The control systum provides vital management information when
required. Such information includes the number of components insert-
ed, the quanti t y of completed printed wiring boards, and X-Y coordin-
ate printouts.

The DIP integrated circuit sequencer/inserter accepts many
manufacturers' stick magazines for DIP input. It can insert 6-, 8-,
14-, 16-, and 1.8-lead DIPs intermixed, including most side leaded,
brazed DIPs as well as ceramic DIPs with glass seals. Intermixing of
units means random selection. Sequenced, inserted DIPs with leads
cut and clinched are thus provided to meet specific requirements.

For stick magazine load and unload operations, the machine has a
12-stick ready-pac which provides a way for the operator' to resupply
the machine with 12 new stick magazines at one time, without inter-
rupting machine operation. The ready-pac has a reservoir of its own,
enabling the operator to visually check DIP input levels, thus provid-
ing more time to resupply the machine.1 The twin ready-pac reservoir plus the input (machine) reservoir
allows for as many as 400 eight-leaded DIPs to be loaded at one time.

Combined with the 24-stick magazines, the DIP integrated circuit se-
quencer/inserter gives the capacity needed for continuous operation.

Positive handling of DIPs from selection, to preforming of leads,
to the pressure-sensitive insertion head which delicately inserts the
DIP ensures better quality and greater reliability in DIP insertion.
Should a DIP insertion be missed, the machine can remedy the failure
with its automatic repair function. The operator presses the repair
button, causing the controller to store, in memory, the X-Y coordin-
ate and magazine number associated with the omitted DIP. Then, at
the completion of the operations on the printed wiring board, the oper-
ator presses the start button, automatically selecting and inserting the

missed DIP.

SThe DIP integrated circuit sequencer/inserter can be equipped
with either an inward or outward cut and clinch unit. The inward cut
and clinch units are available as quick change tooling so that all leads
or any combination of leads can be cut and clinched to meet insertion
requirements. The outward cut and clinch unit requires all leads to be
cut, then formed outward. Precise X-Y table positioning is achieved
by DC motors with a closed-loop feedback, resulting in accurate high-
speed positioning. The table size is 18 inches x 18 inches.
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4. 3 Wave Soldering Machine

The soldering of printed wiring boards will be accomplished on a
wave soldering machine developed by Electrovert Inc. and identified
as model 517-PCI. This machine has a conveyor which is inclinable
up to 8 degrees to facilitate soldering on a horizontal plane or to in-
cline the conveyor and take advantage of the lambda wave configura-
tion.

A major feature of this machine is the foam fluxer to initially coat
the printed wiring board in order to provide the necessary cleaning
action. A combination flux dryer and panel preheater ave included to
provide a controlled temperature which will evaporate the flux solvent
at a rate to allow adequate time for the flux agents to remove oxides.

The preheating procedure thermally preconditions the printed wiring
board to prevent distortion and provides adequate heat to overcome
the heat sinking effect of components and metals on the printed wiring
boards. The soldering lambda wave is guided to shape and controls
solder flow. This wave is smooth and planar with a slightly inclined
surface a.nd provides a washing action on the bottom side of the printed
wiring boards. It assists in promoting wetting, depositing a minimum
amount of solder, and eliminating bridging. The printed wiring boards
are cleaned in a model LSC-BR wave cleaner while they are submerg-
ed to simultaneousl:y clean the top and bottom. The underside of the
printed wiring boards are then scrubbed by variable-speed rotating
brushes.
4. 4 Printed Wiring Board Punch Out Station

This is a manual station required to separate the nine individual
printed wiring boards from the carrier array used in the automated

component insertion and wave soldering operations. See figure 26.

Because of the difference in size and shape of the components at-
tached to each printed wiring board (I and 2), two different punch out

stations will be required.

Each station will consist of a Danly two-post air-actuated press
having a 1-ton capacity, 3-inch stroke, and 5-1/2-inch open height
mounted on a Danly model 1010 die set with a type A control circuit
(single -stroke, two-hand non-tiedown).

Each station will require custom-designed tooling for separating
the nine printed wiring boards in the array in order to provide special
clearances for the assembled components.

The air presses will be capable of 90 continuous strokes per min-
ute.
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4. 5 Manual Assembly Operations

The required manual operations for the fuze automated assembly
line are accomplished at four bench stations. ''e op(prationsl perform-
ed at each of these bench stationm are described in the following para-
graphs (refer4nce figures 20 and 21.).

4. 5.1 ]ench 1 -- '.tis is a manual station that accomplished manual
insertiF-~tr-oe componentsj on printed wiring board 1.

The components assemoblhd at this bench station ace listed below:

1t en Pa~ltrt N iimb ur I

Precis~ion ocillator 1171t 1427

limp'.act switch 1171841B

I"'tncal)•ulate;d 1;r n•( im( '1. 7 1. . 44 8

'.rhe next operation is the wave soldher minachine.

4.5.2 Bench 2 -- ' is n. nanualI stati.on that aCCOmpA1,lshe the man-
ual tinRTOo onwe coingponeant, the intemrfael aircut, oth printed wiring
boardt 2.

.he component linertrid at thov banch otation is the inmlrface cir-
cuit (part namber 10a9904d5a5).

'tihe next operation ithe the wave ,lnlcer- umychine.

4.5.3 Biens h 3 a1 s his ie a manual Htation that accomplirshs the i at-
ing of the printed wiring board I assembly and the printed wiring board
2 assembly. The electronic cover and orientation cup assembly and
the setting ring and nos-e pilug ass-embly are also added at this bench
;ttation to complete the electronicsi suba:•wembl~y.

This is anl assembly and siolder s-tation and requires special handl-
ing for the two monolithic integrated circuits because they can be dam-

aged by static electricity.

The parts assembled at thi.s bench station are listed below.
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Item Part Number

Printed wiring board I assembly 11711413

Printed wiring board 2 assembly 11711414

Electronic cover and orientation cup From machine El
assembly

Setting ring and nose plug assembly 11711450

LJead frame strip 11711419

The next operation is the pre-encapsulation electrical test.

4. 5. 4 Bench 4 -- This is a manual assembly station that brings the
rear fitting assembly and electronics subassembly together in proper
orientation -just prior to the hydraulic crimping operation.

A greased 0-ring is installed in the groove on the nose cone out-
side diameter. An operator can visually index the notch in the E-head
cup with the matching spring pin on the rear fitting sleeve. This will
ensure minimum time to locate the battery terminals in their respect-
ive coil contact.

Parts assembled at this bench station are listed below:

Item Part Number

Rear fitting assembly 11720291

E'0lectronics subassembly 11711430

()-ring MS9386 -033

Washers (3) 11711444

The next operation is machine F5.

4.6 Individual Automated Assembly Machine Descriptions

4.6.1 Machine El1 - Electronic Cover and Orientation Cup Assembly--

4.6. 1.1 Operations -- Machine E'l assembles the three contact
coils, two pad contacts, and the orientation cup to the electronic cover.
The electronic cover is heat staked and probed for height in the orien-
tation cup. The five contact leads are cut off to length and bent to
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retain in position, All parts are probed for presence and position,
See Figure 27.

4.6. 1.2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Electronic cover 11711409

Contact coils (3) 11711418

Pad contacts (2) 11711417-2

Orientation cup 11711410

4.6.1.3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is plan-
ned to check the positional location of the cup to the cover and the heat
stake pushout force as shown in drawing 11711428.

4.6.1.4 Next Operation -- Bench 3.

4.6.2 Machine E2 - Setting Ring and Nose Plug Assembly (11711425)--

4.6.2.1 Operations -- Machine E2 assembles and heat stakes the
two setting ring assemblies and the contact pad to the electronics nose
plug. After probing the stake hei ght (0. 613 - 0. 005 inch), the three

leads are cut off to length and bent 90 degrees. All parts are probed
for presence and position. See figure 28.

4.6.2.2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Electronics nost plug 11711407

Setting ring assembly 11711450-1

Setting ring assembly 11711450-2

Contact pad 11711417-1

4.0. 2. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is plan-
ned to check the following items:

S The true position of the setting rings (drawing 11711425).

0 The maximum diameter at the setting ring to the electronics
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Figure 27. Dial schematic, machine El - electronic cover
and orientation cup assembly
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nose plug (drawing 11711425).

0 Electrical continuity (drawing 11711425).

4. 6. 2.4 Next Operation- .Bench 3.

4.6.3 Machine E3 - Electronics and Nose Cone Assembly (11711430)--

4. 6. 3.1 Operaions -- Machine E3 greases and assembles an 0-
ring to the nose plug of the electronics subassembly. The electronics
subassembly is then inserted in the nose cone and staked. Because of
the nature of this machine, the probes will stop the machine for oper-
ator correction. All parts will be ejected to a stub track for further
disposal, See figure 29.

4. 6. 3. 2 Parts Assembled -

Item Part Number.

Electronics subassembly 11711428

0-ring grease 11711276

0-ring MS9386 -015

Nose cone 11711408

4.6. 3. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- None.

4. 6.3. 4 Next Operation -- Encapsulation of E-head.

4.6. 4 Machine E4 - Nose Cone (11711430) Trimming -

4. 6.4. 1 Operations -- Machine E4 machines and vacuum removes
the waste of the fill tube and the two vent tubes. The tubes will be
checked for proper height after machining.

The life expectancy of the carbide cutters is approximately 1000
parts. Depending on the cutting time required, this machine should
run at 15-20 cycles per minute, producing approximately 30 assemn-
blies per minute from this double-tooled table. See figure 30.

4. 6. 4. 2 Parts Assembled -- None.

4. 6. 4. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is plan-
ned to checK the dimensional tolerance of the nose plug assemrbly to
the nose cone and the dimensional tolerance of the orientaticn cup to
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the nose cone. In addition, the machining of the excess epoxy, fill,
and riser tubes will be checked. See drawing 11711430.

4. 6. 4. 4 Next Opecation -- Machine T2 - Post-Encapsulation
Electrical TesT.-'

4.6.5 Machine F1 - Detonator Block Assembly (11722620) Operation

4.6.5.1 Operations -- Machine F1 inserts and stakes the flat
washer and the ground pin clip into the detonator block. All parts are
probed for presence and position. See figure 31.

4.6.5.2 Parts Assembled --

ltem Part Number

Detonator block 11720298

Ground pin clip 11720214

Flat washer MS27183 -4

4.6.5.3 Lot Sample inspection -- None.

4.6. 5.4 Next Operation -- Machine F2 - Detonator Block
Assembly Operation 2.

4.6.6 Machine F2 - Detonator Block Assembly (11722620) Operation
2 --

4.6,6.1 Operations -- Machine F2 assembles the detonator clip,
detonator, contact detonator insulator, and the detonator contact to
the detonator block subassembly. After a 2.0- to 10. 0--ohm resist-
ance check is made, the power supply with a shorting clip is then as-
sembled to the detonator block subassembly. All parts are probed for
presence and position. See figure 32.

4.6.6.2 Parts Assembled--

Item Part Number

Detonator block subassembly 11722620 (from opera-
tion 1)

Detonator clip 11728234

Detonator 11722405
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Contact detonator insulator 11720299

Detonator contact 11720297

Power supply with shorting clip 11720216 (shorting clip
- 28107993)

4.6.6,3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample test is planned for
power supply electrical requirements as defined in drawing 117202 16.

4.6. 6. 4 Next Operation -- Machine F4 - Rear Fitting Assembly

Operation 2.

4.6.7 Machine F3 - Rear Fitting Assembly (11720291) Operation 1 --

"4.6.7.1 Operations -- Machine F3 applies RTV and assembles
the lead assemly ana T.e spring pin to the sleeve. The lead assembly
is probed for presence and position, blue side up, and then staked.
The spri.ng pin is pressed in position and probed for the 1. 644-0. 010-
inch dimension. See figure 33.

4.6.7.2 Parts Assembled --

Item Part Number

Sleeve 11722622

RTV Type 1, MIL A-461

Output lead assembly 11720258

Pin spring MS51923-138

4.6.7. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is
planned to verify the lead cup stake integrity.

4.6.7.4 Next Operation -- Machine F4 - Rear Fitting Assembly
Operation 2.

4.6.8 Machine F4 - Rear Fitting Assembly (11720291) Operation 2 --

4.6. 8.1 Operations -- Machine F4 checks the S&A module for the
safe condition and places it in the rear fitting subassembly. The bias
spring is then blanked from a strip, coming directly from a punch
press, and placed in the rear fitting subassembly. The detonator
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Figure 33. Dial schematic, machine F3 - rear fitting
assembly operation I
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block and power supply assemblies are then fed, probed for position,
staked, final checked, and then ink stamped. See figure 34.

4. 6. 8. 2 Parts Assembled -

Item Part Number

Rear fitting subassembly 11720291. (fromr Operation 1)
S&A module 11720300

Bias spring 11720296

Detonator block and power supply 11722620 and
assembly 11720216

4. 6. 8. 3 Lot Sample Inspection -- A lot sample inspection is
planned after this operation as required by the appropriate classifica-
tion of defects and tests listed in the drawing 11720291.

4. 6. 8.4 Next Operation -- Final assembly machine.

4. 7 Automated Encapsulation System

This system provides for the automated potting of the fuze elect-I ronics assembly. The potting material is a silicon-filled epoxy con-
sisting of a base mixture and a hardener, mixed in a specific ratio,
The system provides for evacuating the material and filling the assem-
bly with the mixed potting material.

The flow diagram of the automated encapsulation system is shownI
in figure 35. The encapsulation system consists of the following ele-
m ents:

* Mixing system.

* Transfer system.

I' Resin system (reservoir with agitator).

* Hardener system (reservoir with agitator).I Metering system with mix head.
* Vacuum system.

0 Heating system.
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0 Electronic control system.

The base potting material is received in containers (tanks) rang-
ingin izefro 5to 0 gllos.Prior to use, tibe base potting mater-

ial is mixed by means of an agitator to ensure a ho--mogeneous mixture
and transported to a holding reservoir by means of the transfer sys-
tem. Two holding reservoirs are provided for each component of the
potting material (base potting material and hardener) in order to en-
sure that the encapsulation op~eration will not be shut down by a filling
or cleaning operation on the reservoirs. The reservoirs are evacuat-
ed and the agitators activated in order to remove all air from the base
potting material and hardener prior to final mixing and injection into
the fuze electronics assembly.

The base potting material and hardener are combined and mixed
in a dual mix head and dispenser controlled by the electronic control

system.

4 The fuze electronic assemblies are preheated prior to encapsula-
tion. After preheating, the assemblies are moved to the dispenser by
the transfer system and filled with the epoxy mixture. After filling,

rr the assemblies are then moved to the cure area.

Each fuze electronic assembly requires 0. 25 pound of material.
F Based on a production rate of 100, 000 units per month on a 1-8-5 pro-

duction basis and allowing for normal efficiency reduction, the pro-
cessing time for the encapsuilation of each assembly is 4. 5 seconds.
The above schedule results in an epoxy consumption rate of 80 gallons
per shift.

Based on the above conditions, the characteristics of each of the
elmnsofteecasltonsseredsrbenteolwn

paragraphs.

4. 7. 1 Mixing Systern -- This system will accomplish the agitation and
mixin of te base potting mixture (resin) to ensure definite volume

consistency of the mixture prior to transferring it to tanks for use.

It comprises a set of industrial shakers or mixers fitted with

temperature -controlled containers and accomplished a heating of the
base potting mixture asit is mixed.

At this time, the container size will be 1 gallon, and, therefore,
it appears feasible to envision an automated transfer mechanism sys-
tem for transferring the mixed and heated contents of these gallon can
tanks to a larger 60-gallon tank.
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4. 7. 2 Transfer ystem -- The function of this system is to transfer
agitated and heated containers of the potting compound to a larger con-
tainer. This system is expected to handle about 24 such containers
per shift. Handling is interpreted to mean to open and empty contain-
ers into larger containers.

This system can be either manual or automatic. The present
preference is for a mix of both manual and automatic operations where
the agitation and heating are done automatically and an operator han-
dles the loading, unloading, opening, and pouring of potting compound.

4. 7. 3 Resin stem -- This system is a pressurized heated tank com-
plete wth agitator and is connected to the metering head by a heated
hose.

The system can accommodate two 60-gallon tanks. One tank is
utqed for holding and preoarina one batch while the other is in use.

The system will be equipped with a pressure indicator, pressure
regulators, a preset safety valve, and a viewing port, in addition to
the heater and agitator mentioned abovre. Also, sensors for monitor-
ing all temperatures and liquid levels are included.

Evacuation of the base potting material is accomplishea in the
tanks by means of a vacuum cycle, after which the tank is pressur-
ized. The material moves via air pressure through heated hoses to
the metering system.

4.7.4 Hardener S stem -- This system i3 essentialjy a pressurized
tank fiteJd with heated hardener and conrected to the metering system
by a heated hose.

Some evacuation of air bubbles is done on the hardener in the
tanks before the tanks are pressurized.

4.7.5 Catalyst System -- If the need arises for an accelerated cure
catalyst, this system will provide that function. The configuration
will be dependent on the type of catalyst and the unique requirements
for handling and dispensing/metering the catalyst.

4. 7.6 Metering System with Mix Head -- This sysnem contains mech-
anical devices that measure specific amounts of the base pctting ma-
terial and specific amounts of hardener. An optional Qatalyst may also
be metered. The mix head then blends these components and the mix-
ed potting compound is pumped into the heated E-head molds,
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The exact amount o2 the above components pumped is accomplish-
ed by two air-driven oil pumps using different gear ratios. The
pumps use a bladder head for higher effectiveness and lower mainten-
ance.

The overall metering system, with its mix head, is monitored and
controlled by the electronic control system.

4. 7. 7 Vacuum System -- This system will perform all evacuation
functions. it will remove all air b'ibbles from the base potting mate-
rial tanks and the hardener tank. It will also evacuate the E-head
molds if required.

It will consist of a vacuum pump connected to the hardener tank
and the base potting material tanks by hoses. This pump will provide
a vacuum as low as 4 millimeters of mercury in a 227-liter volume
within 15 minutes.

4. 7. 6 Heating System -- This system will provide the tank and hose
heating unction as required. It will also provide heat to the molds
and will be controlled by the electronic control system.

A forced air heating system is recommended since this system
has the least chance of destroying units should the automated assem-
bly line be stopped. Also, such a system will be easily maintained.
Heating coils are recommended for heating the hoses.

4.7.9 Electronic Control System --- This is the "brain" of the dis-
pensing equipment. It will use solid-state logic circuitry in modular
form for easy access and maintenance. This system monitors, con-
trols, and protects the dispensing equipment as follows:

It senses and controls all the temperature zones of the dis-
pensing equipment.

* It measures and controls the volume of potting compound
poured into the mGld.

It controls the ratios of the base potting material and harden-
er as they are mete-ed through the system.

0 It senses when a mold is in position for pouring,

0 It senses the absence of a mold.

It automatically stops the potting compound from pouring if
the automated assembly line is stopped for any reason.
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* It senses the level of material in the tanks.

* It senses pressure changes in the tanks and the system.

* It monitors the performance of the active parts of the system;
metering head, bladder pumps, valves, and lines for clogging.

0 It controls audible an( visual alarms and indicates problem
areas and the nature of problems.

This system is a typical electronic control and monitoring system
in that it is composed of a solid state memory, a control panel, and
appropriate indicators.

4. 7. 10 Transport Mechanism -- This system will be composed of
conveyors and simple operation stations. It will ensure that the molds
are brought to the potting dispenser as efficiently as possible. It will
be designed to allow heating of the entire conveyor leading up to the
pouring of the potting compound. It will also convey potted units to the
cure cycle.

4. 8 Automated Test Equipment

The automated test equipment consists of three separate test ma-
chines. Two of these are functional test machines, one of which per-
forms a pre-encapsulation test (machine TI) and the other a final func-
tional test (post-encapsulation) (machine T2) of the electronics and
nose cone assembly. The two functional test machines differ only in
that the final functional test machine shall be capable of recording on
magnetic tape, 100 percent variables data. The third automated. test
machine (machine T3) shall be for setting and interrogating the fuze.
It shall also have the capability of recording, on magnetic tape, 100

percent go/no-go data.

4. 8. 1 Machines T1 and T2 - Functional Test Equipment (Pre- and
Post-Encapsulation) .- This equipment shall accomplish the testing
and inspection of electrical parameters of the electronics and nose
cone assembly. The equipment shall be designed for a minimum net
capability of 100, 000 electrical tests per month on a 1-8-5 production
basis, allowing for all expected equipment downtime for maintenance
and repair. This will require eight test stations.

The electronics and nose cone assembly test equipment shall test
the electronics and nose cone assembly in accordance with the test re-
quirements specified in drawing l17li430, The equipment shall also
be capable of testing the electronics assembly (drawing 11.711428) in
accordance with the test requirements specified in drwing 11711430.
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Figure 36 is a component block diagram of the test equipment.

The test equipment shall incorporate operator initiated built-in

automatic self-check tests which will isolate approximately 75 percent
of all possible test equipment failures. Calibration failures are ex-
cluded from this requirement. Detected failures by the self-check
test shall be identified per the functional block (figure 37) that requires
repair.

The test equipment shall be controlled by software programming
written in PLM and/or ATLAS languages.

4.8.1.1 - E-Head Test Set -- The following are the requirements
for and the description of the automatic E-head test set. Figure 37 is
a functional block diagram for the E-head test set which shall consist
of the following major components:

* XM36E1 fuze setter.
* A programmable power supply for the E-head.
* Measurement and detection equipment.
* Computer/controller
* Operator status/controi panel

The test set shall utilize an XM36El fuze setter which provides
the major control for sequencing operations during the checking, set-
ting, and verifying of E-head functions. The setter is an important
component in the test equipment and by itself exercises about 80 per-
cent of the E-head electronics. The setter shall be used to set and
interrogate the E-head.

The programmable operational power supply shall provide step or
ramp generation and shall provide the E-head with time-out function
initiation. The master timer/counter of the test equipment shall also
be initiated from this power supply.

Measurement and detection circuits shall provide the following
specific functions:

Detecting the levels which indicate the various events, such
as first scaler going low, capacitor starting to charge, and
detonator event.

* Recording the various event times.

* Measuring the energy applied to the simulated detonator load.

1 Measuring the scaler period.
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0 Measuring the average fuze current.

The computer/controller shall be programmed to automatically
test an E-head and record the data results on 800-bit-per-inch, nine-
track, 1/2-inch computer tape on 2400 feet standard reels and hubs.
The program shall contain the software drivers or the various func-
tional blocks, the high and low limits for each test, the test sequence,
and utility features necessary to make the E-head test set functionally
automatic and capable of testing the E-head in accordance with the re-
quirements. The test program shall be stored in memory and shall
be nonaccessible from the operator interface with the E-head test set.

Each E-head test set shall have an operator status/control panel
which will contain the following features:

I * E-head test set operating status (go/no-go).

Operator-initiated test equipment self-check.

* Start/stop control of the tester.

* Go/no-go (pass/fail) indicator for each of 12 V-heads tested.

An operator control switch to prevent/permit recording of
test data.

* An end-of-test indicator which indicates all N,-heads in the
tray have been tested.

4, 8, 1. 2 Material flandl.er -- T'le F -11CL1Id ;I)allt I)W p e sriCnteC (1to
the F-head test set via an automatic handler'. An operator will load
E-heads into circular 12-cavity trays and load the trays onto the hand-
ler. The units shai.l be tested in the trays. Failed units shall be
ejected by the test equipment. The units which pass the testing shalt
remain in the trays for, manual removal from the handler,

4. 8. 1, 3 Magnetic Taipe t~c td r'.rnqo t rCo tollert -- 'l'li:;
shall provide a mass storage media for test data from the- :-head test

"set and provide a means for program loading if needed by the test e-
quipm.,ent design. The magnetic tape transport shall be 800-bit-per-
minute 9-track tape and shall use standard hubs and reels with a
minimum capacity of 2400 feet. ASCII code shall be standard.

4. 8. 1. 4 (CRT Ti-rininal with Ke yhoard -- I1h aloeryth
(CRT) termina],-comp.•e with Ieybard, shall provide operator-con-
trolled displays of the test data and operator interface with the
computer/controller as required by the test equipment design.
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4. 8. 2 Machine T3 -St and Interrogate Station-- This equipment j
will consist of the electronics from the functional test stations requir-
ed for testing of the set and interrogate functions. The equipment
would provide 100 percent go/no-go data to the data aquisition system.

The set and interrogate test station shall test the time set charac-

torijti',s of the XM587E2/XM724 fuzes. The station shall set the fuzes
and ahall ver'fy that the setting is within the limits as specified by the
YM36Ei flie - tter. The fuze shall be set to point detonation and
shall be inte, )gated to verify the proper point detonatior, setting. All
fuzeH, upon completion of the testing by this station, shall be set fcr
point detotiation operation In accordance with drawings 11711268,
11711433, and 11711435. The block diagram for the set ane6 interro-
gate test stiacon is shown in figure 38.

The test station shall incorporate operator initiated built-in auto-
matte self-check tests which will isolate approximately 75 perceut of
al •)sslb te.,t equipment failures. Calihration failures are excluded
from this requirement, Detected failuref by the self-check test shalt
be Identified per the functional bl, ck (flgi re 39) that requires r'.pair.

4, ., .R Se..t .t..," ''est sot - , following are the re-
qurrcnnts for and the 'Y-ý:h--ption R-t"h-- set and interrogate test set.

'ikure '39) is a functional block diagram for the test set.

Tt'lin XM3i6'Il fuze ;zetter shall be programmed for the desired
functlon/load/time for the teor, After completion of the test, the set-0,.r -ailhe -nteri ogated fort the results it normally would display.

'llhe eoniruter,/eontroller shall bh programmed to a 'oomatically
Hot;t/intorro';oal.e a fuze viia the XMv361, I fuze setter. The program sh,.ll
contain t'he sottware drivers for the various functional blocks, the high
and l•w limltt for the set time, the test sequcnce, and utility features
necessary to O make t ie -et and interrog.ate test station functionally
autoninl.c and capable (of testing the laze per the rt juirements. The
te4t progran-id'irh. be stored in memory , d shall be nonaccessibie
from the opernto)r interface with the tester,

"-,ah tert,,e* •',all have an opera-or status/control panel whic:h
i wi l contnIn the following features:

0 'l' r (:! r oper'ating ,tatus (go /nqgo).

0 ()pvroa)r -initiated 0 -lf cheetk.

S Stanrti/,top ('contrtol of the teoster.
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0 Go/no-go (pass-fail) indicator.

0 An end-of-test indicator.

0 Electrically advanced manual reset counters for number
of fuzes tested and number of fuzes passed.

4. 8. 2. 2 Material Handler -- The XM587E2 fuze, less booster
V pellet and cup, or the XM72 fuze, shall be presented to the test set

via an automatic fuze handler. The fuzes shall be manually loaded
onto a circular rotating table which indexes the fuze to the test set.
The fuzes shall be tested and ejected to a segregated location if they
fall the test. The material handler shall return the fuzes which pass
the tests to the operator for unloading.

4. 8. 2. 3 CRT Terminal with Keyboard -- The CRT, complete
with keyboard, shall provide operator -controlled displays of the test
data and operator interface with the computer/ controller as required
for operation of the station.

The test station shall incorporate operator initiated built-in
automatic self-check tests which will isolate approximately 75 percent
of all possible test equipment failures. Calibration failures are ex-
cluded from this requirement. Detected failures by the self -check
test shall be identified per the functional block (figure 39) that re-
quires repair.

4.9 Crimp Station

The crimping of the electronics and nose cone assembly into the
rear fitting assembly shall be accomplished at this station. The
station shall be designed for a minimum net capacity of 100, 000 units
per month on a 1 -8-5 production basis or 290, 000 units on a 3-8-7
production basis, allowing for all expected equipment downtime for
maintenance and repair.

The electronics and nose cone assemblies pre-assembled to rear
fitting as'3emblies shall be manually loaded into the 24-station dial-
index table. The dial-index table shall carry the units for crimping,
after which the units shall he manually unloaded from the table and
sent to the next oj~ration.

The equipment that comprises this station shall be Abex-
Denison hydraulic presses with a rotating dial-index table. It shall
also have the following requirements:
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0 Capacity - 10-15 tons.

* Series - FW or WS.

* Model - Floor or bench optional.

* Control valves - C97E/M7 automatic repeat.

* Reservoir capacity - 20 gallons maximum.

* Stroke (adjustable) - 6 inches maximum.

* Rate - 190 strokes per minute.
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5. QUALITY ASSURANCE

5. 1 Quality Assurance Program Plan for Production

Honeywell's quality assurance system is a total. system designed
to satisfy the requirements of MIL-Q-9858A and related specifications,
i. e., MIL-I-45208A and MIL-C-45662, The system will ensure that
all XM587E2/XM724 fuze quality assurance requirements are effec-
tively and economically satisfied.

Honeywell's overall quality assurance system also encompasses
most of the specific requirements of MIL-Q-9858A. In instances
where it presently does not meet those requirements, the detailed
program quality assurance plan will make provisionr , ensure full
specification compliance.

The objective of Honeywell's quality policy 4 ate anddeliver quality products. To achieve this objective. jality policies

of the Honeywell Defence Systems Division are base le fundamen-
tal concept that control of quality is a team obligat; &'d that
quality products are produced only when all team m ribers strive
toward this common g-oal. Our team consists of every employee of
the Divison, whether directly involved in the design, manfacture, or I
service of t product, or in support o? these direct activities.

The Quality Assurance Engineering department is a part of the
team. It is directly responsible for the quality of products shipped
from the Division. The specific policies of the Quality Assurance
Engineering department are as follows:

0 Provide quality assurance perspective to product designs,
incorporating features to permit an economical assessment
of product quality.

0 Establish a cost-effective quality assurance program which
encompasses all aspects of quality control as they relate to
the contractual requirements. Maintain an audit system to
ensure continued effective maintenance.on all program
elements.

4 Establish controls necessary to ensure that only quality
materials and components of the proper configuration are
used in our process and products.

i5
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* Promote defect prevention through systematic control of
processes and personnel, utilizing sound statistical control
practices, properly-calibrated equipment. timely corrective
actions, and properly trained personnel. 1

* Promote a quality attitude among employees at all levels to
achieve a quality product.

0 Apprise management of current quality status by providing
effective evaluation and reporting techniques.

a Achieve customer satisfaction through economic on-time
delivery of a quality product, product field performance
assessment, and appropriate corrective action.

The system is continually evaluated for both content and compli-
ance by resident DCAS personnel. The primary tasks involved in
developing Honeywell's XM 587E2/S1M724 fuze quality assurance pro-
gram include the following:

* Technical data analysis (determine quality needs).

* Classification of characterisitics (performed jointly with
Reliability, Design, and Production Engineering to identify
critical, major, and minor drawing characteristics).

* Initial quality planning (define quality approach).

0 Acceptance plans for automated assembly machines.

* Inspection plans for machines and product.

* Configuration management planning.

0 Procured material quality assurance.

* Preproduction pianning.

* In-plant manufacturing process (,>_A.lity assurance.

* Final acceptance and shipment.

All quality tasks shall be accomplished in accordance with
Honeywell's Defense Systems Division quality assurance procedures.

Y3
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5. 1. 1 Organization -- The Reliability and Design Support (R&DS)Engine-e~rng group and the Quality Assurance Engineering departmnent

are separate functions in the Honeywell Defense Systems Division.
The R&DS Engineering group reports up to the Director of Engineering;
the Quality Assurance Engineering department reports to the Director
of Quality Assurance. The primary function of the R&DS Engineering
group is to support the design process in ensuring that the final pro-
duct definition is compatible with all contractual reliability, main-
tainaDility, and system safety i-equiremnents and Honeywell policy,
The primary responsibility oi the Quality Assurance Engineering
department is to ensure that components and assemblies conform to
contractual specifications and requirements, and to related engineer-
ing documentation.

5. 1. 2 insgection System An inspection system in accordance with
MIL-I-152UBA is maintained by Honeywell. As an integral part of
this inspection system, a calibration system in compliance with

MIL-C-45662 is also maintained.

Quality Assurance Engineers shall prepare and coordinate the
execution of the inspection plans, which shall be designed to ensure
product and equipment compliance with the contractual requirements.

Acreptance irspection shall. be accomplished by qualified person-

nel using documented inspection procedures generated by the Quality
Assurance Engineers. Records of tests, calibration, and other quality
control activities shall be maintained. The records shall include
corrective actions taken. Tnhse records shall be made available to
(covernment personnel upon request for the duration of the contract.

5. 1. 3 Measurement and Test Equipment -- All measurement and
test equipment, including gages, setup masters, inspection probes,
and automated test equipment for the S&A module and fuze automated
assembly lines, are all under the surveillance of the Quality Assur-
ance Engineering department. Measurement and test equipment shall
be calibrated periodically against standards which are traceable to the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Calibration frequencies shail be
established on the basis of experience with similar equipment. All
properly-calibrated measurement and test equipment or probes shall
be identified as to its intended use and its calibration status. Soft-
ware -controlled equipment shal be calibrated according to approved
written calibration procedures. All software programs used for pro-
duct acceptance are controlled in accordance with departmental soft-
ware control procedures by the Quality Assurance Engineering Depart-

ment.
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5. 1.4 Material Control and Identification -- The Quality Assurance
Engineering d-epartment, through written procedures, ensures that all
parts, subassemblies, assemblies, and bulk and raw materials are
identified at the point of initial inspection. Thereafter, such material
shall maintain this identity into subsequent assembly.

Nonconforming material shall be segrated and removed from nor-
mal production channels. It shall be analyzed to determine the cause
of the discrepancy. Corrective action shall be initiated when the dis-
crepancy is repetitive and is due to an assignable cause.

Disposition of nonconforming material is determined within the
framework of the authority granted to Honeywell in the contract or
purchase order.

5.2 Machine Development and Acceptance Phase

5. 2. 1 Machine Development -- Quality Assurance Engineers shall
particiapte with Machine Design Engineers and Production Engineers
in machirie design development, fabrication, and debug. Plans and
procedures shall be prepared for:

6 The inspection, evaluation, and control of machine debug and
acceptance hardware.

4 The verification of contractual requirements for machine
operating efficiency and acceptance criteria.

* The qualification of each inspection station.

* The demonstration of reliability-availability-maintainabillty
(RAM) requirements.

5.2,2 Acceptance o, Di- 1-Index Automated Assembl, Machines -- Each
index machine shall u," :_..Jected to four check pointruns -heck
point 1 is a base machine system run-in, check point 2 is the run-in
of completely tooled machines. check point 3 is the qualification of
machine inspection stations (stntions designated to perform produ(,t

acceptance inspection), ana check point 4 is the final performance run.

5. 2. 2. 1 Check Point 1 - Base Machine System Run-In -- E!ach
base machine system shall be cycled a sufficient number of hours to
demonstrate a mean time between failures (M TBF) of 10 hours min -

imum at 90 percent confidence for the motors, drive train, clutch,
cams and linkage.

.... ......... ..
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5. 2. 2. 2 Check Point 2 -- Tooled Machine Run-In -- A dry station
cycling test (withlout parts or subassemblies) shall be run on each
machine after all stations are completely attached and tooled and after
installation of all feeder bowls and handling, transfer and ejection
mechanisms. Each machine shall be cycled a sufficient number ol'
hours to demonstrate an MTBF of 4 hours minimum at 90 percent con-
fidence for the tooled machine.

5. 2. 2. 3 Check Point 3 - Qualification of Machine Yxnspection Sta-
tions -- Each designated inspection station shall be tested for its ability
to differentiate between specification/ drawing defined accept-able and
nonacceptable units. The station reliability shall be checked by

passing known defective units and/or inspection masters through the
stations a sufficient number of times to demonstrate an inspection
station reliability of 99 percent each at a confidence level of 80 percent.

The goal is to ensure the occurrence of no more than one critical
defective part per 1, 000, 000 parts produced, This will be achieved by
controlling product quaiity to < 1 percent defective parts submitted to
two redundant inspection stations, each qualified to be 99 percent
effective. The goal for special and 100 percent major characteristics
is to ensure no more than one defective part per 10, 000 parts produced.
This will be achieved by controlling product quality to • 1 percent
defective parts submitted to an inspection station qualified to be 99
percent effective,

The inspection masters shall be precision ground to the charac-
teristic tolerance, asually of the go or no-go type used for setting and
verifying the setting of inspection stations.

5. 2. 2. 4 Check Point 4 - Final Performance Run -- Each machine
shall be final accepted/rejected on the basis of a performance run. The
run shall be conducted at Honeywe'l. In cases where Honeywell is both
the machine builder and the basic production facility contractor, the
mazhine acceptance shall be made prior to the machine'" release fronm
the machine build area.

During the performance run, enah nmachine shall demonstrate a
productivity as specified in the. individual m~achine specification and

agreed to in the contract or purchase order.

The performance run shall be conducted under conditions that, as
close as practical. simulate the planned automated assembly line
environment relative to operators per machine, parts loading into and
out of machine, and the quality of thL parts being used.



All parts and subassemblies used during the performance runs
shall be of an acceptable quality level, based upon their having passed
sampling inspection. The machine builder shall have the option of fine
tuning the machines prior to the performance run using parts and sub-
assemblies from the same lot as will be used in the performance run.
The machine-induced scrap rate during the performance run should be
no greater than specified in the individual machine specification.

During any of the check point runs, an automated assembly
machine failure is defined as any production stoppage which requires
repair maintenance personnel action due to a breakage, misalignment
or malfunction of any machine component.

5. 2. 3 Acceptance of Automated Electronic Component Sequencing/
Insertion Equipment

5. 2. 3. 1 Preliminary Acceptance -- Preliminary machine
acceptance shall be determined on the basis of a preliminary acceptance
run at the supplier's facility. This run must be witnessed and approved
by the procuring activity prior to machine shipment.

Each tooled machine shall demonstrate a continuous test run at a
cycle rate equal to or better than the machine assembly race stated in
the respective specifications. This run shall be conducted without
feeding or assembling parts for an 8 hour period without a failure. A
failure is an unscheduled stoppage requiring a skilled person other
than an operator to correct.

5. 2. 3. 2 Final Acceptance -- Final machine acceptance will be

determined on the basis o an acceptance run at a designated customer
plant. The acceptance run shall be conducted u3ing custorner-supplied
parts and/or subassemblies. 'The machine will demonstrate a capabil-
ity of fabricating a quantity of units equal to 1 hour's production output
within a 2-hour period. During the acceptance run, the machine-
caused defects shall meet the requirements of the respective specifi-
cation.

Acceptable and/or rejected hardware will bp deteriiined by the
customer of the finished units evaluated against the appropriate
drawing/specification requirements, as defined in the contract or
purchase order. The acceptance run shall be conducted with thu same
number of technically capable operators as required in production, Any
stoppage during the acceptance run, which requires the service of tool
makers or other skilled trades to correct/adjust the machine, will
terminate the run and will require a new run when needed corrections
are completed.
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5. 2. 4 Acceptance of Automated Test Equipment -- A qualification plan
shall be prepared to demonstrate, as a minimum, the equipment
accuracy, testing rate, product yield, test repeatability, software/hard-
ware compatibility, and compliance with the contract and specification-.
require ments.

Acceptance of the test equipment shall be granted upon a success-
ful qualification run. The qualification run, which includes data co~rre-
lation and equipment efficiency verification, shall be conducted with a
predetermined number of assemblies.

The equipment efficiency verification run shall consist of the
testing per the individual specification. Any stoppage diiring the run
which cannot be corrected by the operator shall terminate the run and
shall require a new run when needed corrections are completed. The
success of the verification run shall be based upon inspection of the test
data and the tested units, to determine the product yield as defined in
the respective specifications,

5. 2. 5 Acceptance of Wave Soldering Machine -- Preliminary system
acceptance shall be determined on the basis of a preliminary acceptance .
run at the supplier's facility. This run must be witnessed and
approved by the procuring activity prior to system shipment,

The system shall demonstrate a continuous test run as required
by the machine specification.

Final machine acceptance will be determined on the basis of an
acceptance run at a designated procuring activity plant. The accept-
ance run shall be conducted using procuring activity supplied parts
and/or subassemblies. The machine will demonstrate a capability per
the machine specification. Acceptance and/or rejected hardware will
be determined by the customer of the finished units against the appro-
priate drawing /specification requirements as defined in the contract or
purchase order. The acceptance run shall be conducted with the same
number of technically capable operators as required in production.
Any stoppage during the acceptance run which requires the service of
too makers or other skilled trades to correct/adjust the machine will
terminate the run, and will require a new run when needed corrections
are completed.

5. 2. 6 Acceptance of Encapsulation Equip meit - - A preliminary
acceptance run shall be conducted at te miachine builders facility to
demonstrate the required output rate for the dispensing equipment and
the stability of the heating equipment. The dispensed potting compound '
shall be ins~pected for compliance with the specification requirements.
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After the dispensing system is installed in the basic production
facility, a final acceptance run shall be conducted on the total system
using production hardware supplied by the basic production facility,
contractor. During this run, the equipment must be capable of produ-
cing as required by the machine specification.

The encapsulation equipment shall be accepted according to the
criteria set forth above, the acceptability of the encapsulated elec-
tronics and nose cone assemblies (Part Number 11711430). Accep-
tance inspection shall be performed with properly calibrated and
approved inspection equipment and shall include:

* Proper mix and uniform distribution of the base mixture and
the hardener.

Proper metering (correct ratio and volume) of the base
mixture and the hardener.

* Proper mixing of the potting compound.

* Proper functioning of the presence and position probe(s) or
similar sensor(s).

* Proper output yield.

* Proper product yield.

* Proper potting compound physical properties.

• Proper fill of the electronics and nose cone assemblies.

5. 3 Production Phase

5. 3. 1 Calibration of Inspection Stations -- Precision inspection station
masters shall be used to demonstrate the calibration status of each 100
percent functional test station and each 100 percent dimensional check
station. Special inspection procedures shall be preparrd and adhered
to for checking probing stations where masters are either not feasible
or not necessary. The verification and the recalibration of each
inspection station shall be conducted at predetermined frequencies as
dictated by the reliability data gathered on each station.

5. 3. 2 Machine Log and HAM Prediction Update -- During the initial
production phase, a log shall be maintained on each machine,
Reliability-availability-nmaintainability (RAM) data shall be gathered for
the purpose of updating the preliminary RAM predictions.
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5. 3. 3 Product Acceptance Inspection

5. 3. 3. 1 Procured Material -- The assigned Quality Assurarlce
Engineer shall establish the controls which will ensure that procured
material will comply with all contractual requirements and will perform
their intended functions. A number of electiical components, explosive
elements, and the potting compound used in the fuze require initial
qualification and periodic lot acceptance testing (LAT). Suppliers of
these items shall be surveyed by the Quality Assurance Engineering
Department as to their capability to perform the required testing. A
plan shall be prepared to coordinate all the testing activities and to
ensure conformance with the respective specifications and timely
delivery of the material. Typically, a lot shall be placed in controlled
storage and not be released for production use until the results of the
LAT are available.

5. 3. 3. 2 In-Process Material -- Inspection procedures shall be
prepared for the points of inspection identified throughout the manufac-
turing process. These procedures shall be continually monitored for
accuracy, completeness, and operator compliance. Inspection shall
be performed either on a lot sampling or a continuous sampling basis,
depending upon the type of machine or operation

Subassemblies and assemblies shall be inspected and tested in
accordance with their respective classification of defects and LAT
requirements. Subassemblies shall be inspected and placed in con-
trolled storage until the LAT results are available.

5. 3. 4 Data Acquisition -- As part of the assembly of the XM587E2/
XM724 fuzes, specific types of data must be obtained and processed.
The data to be acquired are defined for the major items by the
following specifications:

Item Specification

S&A module assembly 11720300

Rear fitting assembly 11720291

XM587E2/XM724 fuzes MIL-F-48700

Electronics and nose cone assembly 117 11430
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The following types of data shall be furnished for each lot.

5. 3. 4. 1 Classification of Defects Data.-- Some of the classifica-
tion of defects inspections will be accomplished off-line from the
XM587E2/XM74 fuze automated assembly line. Evaluation of the fea-
tures identified in the specification control drawings reveals that cer-
tain of the required inspections can best be accomplished by bench-type
inspections.

The Production department will accumulate finished product
items until the lot quantity reaches a specified size that is compatible
with the contractor's process/facility, at which time the lot will be
submitted to the Inspection department. The Inspection department
will select a random sample from the total lot and perform the required
classification of defects inspections, recording the attribute inspection
data on the inspection data record form (sample size, accept/reject
numbers, numbers of defective units, and all pertinent lot information).
The inspection data will then be transferred from the inspection data
record form onto magnetic tapes for formal submission.

The planned analysis of the attribute inspection data will be
limited to various percent defective calculations, such as lot to lot,
process, and cumulative.

5. 3. 4. 2 Variables Data -- Variables data on the electronics
and nose cone assemblies shall be recorded on 800-bit-per-inch,
nine-track 1/2-inch computer tape on 2400-foot standard reels and
hubs.

5.3.5 Packing and Shipping Control -- Written inspection procedures
shall be prepared for inspection during packing and shipping. Packing
inspection shall include packing methods, identification, couni, proper
marking of containers, and container damages. Shipping inspection
shall include inspection for conformance with approved methods of
loading and storing in a common carrier. Ammunition data cards shall
be provided on products shipped in accordance with MIL-STI.-1167.
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6. RELIABILITY AND SAFETY

6. 1 Re liability- Availability- Maintainability (RA.IM)

Honeywell's philosophy of automated multimachine automated
assembly lines utilizes the concept of modularized multi-station auto-
mated assembly machines. This philosophy is based on the experience
that Honeywell has gained as designer, builder, and user of automated
assembly and inspection machines for high-volume automated assembly
lines. The modularized automated assembly machines are united into
a production system through the application of input-output part and
subassembly storage capabilities between m-ichines. The quantity of
parts or subassemblies stored is a function of several factors including
safety (explosive storage limitations) and economics (cost of sub-
assembly inventories). The utilization of these storage capabilities
results in a production system which essentially consists of independent
modularized automated assembly machines.

The practice of incorporating independent modularized automated
assembly machines into an automated assembly line has resulted in a
more positive production capability. During those time periods when
an automated assembly machine is undergoing repair, the automated
assembly line has the capability of continuing production of the given
product. This capability becomes readily apparent when the process
flow diagrams presented in this document are considered. The auto-
mated assembly machines which produce the S&A module offer an
example of modular, independent operation and resultant production
system effects.

The acceptable S&A module assemblies from machines S10-1 and
S10-2 are ejected into magazines and subsequently supplied to machine
F4 (rear fitting assembly operation 2). A temporary stoppage (failure
and failure repair time) of machine F4 does not require termination of
production from machines S10-1 and S10-2 unless thir continued
output surpasses the storage capability; i. e., specified limitations or
available empty magazines. In like manner, the operations occurring
at bench 4 (manual assembly, E-head to rear fitting assembly) will con-
tinue until the available supply of rear fitting assemblies is expended.
Conversely, a stoppage of machine SO-1 or machine S10-2 or both will
not require immediate termination of production from machine F4.
Assembly of rear fitting assemblies can continue until the stored quan-
tity of S&A module assemblies is depleted or until ma, ae F4 experi-
ences a production stoppage. Considering the procesb -- ow diagrams
and the single and multiple machine stoppages discussed above, there
is no necessity for system stoppage; i. e., production of the given
product continues.
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The time duration of the capability of the automated assembly line
to continue production when a subassembly automated assembly
machine is in a repair mode is not unlimited. Automat.ed assembly
line production output time is influenced by the stored quantity limita-
tions, the individual automated assembly machine failure frequency
and repair times, and the availability of the last automated assembly
machine in the line.

For the purposes of initial machine line design work, conserva-
tive RAM related factors were assumed for each automated assembly
machine in order to ensure compliance with the required automated
assembly line production capabilities. For example, machine avail-
ability predictions, as contained in Appendix B, an operator efficiency
of 0. 92, a 50-minute hour work period, and moderate scrap allowances
were incorporated in establishing hourly output from each automated
assembly machine. An in-depth RAM analysis is contained in Appen-
dix B.

6. 2 Design Guidelines

The following design guidelines provide design practices, the
implementation of which will improve machine reliability and enhance
maintainability, safety, and human factors and minimize environmen-
tal effects.

6. 2. 1 Reliability Design Guideline s -- The following reliability re -
lated features are to be incorporated into the design of each automated
assembly machine as applicable:

* Each machine will be protected against damage due to defec-
tive parts.

* The presence and position of each part will be verified prior
to the next assembly operation.

0 Each prove-in memory circuit will be programmed to count
consecutive rejects and automatically stop the machine and
indicate the cause of rejection.

0 Acceptable assemblies will be ejected ahead of the machine
reject stations for fail-safe operation.

* Acceptable assemblies must receive a go signal from the
memory command to be ejected; i.e., memory failure causes
rejection.

0 All machine bases will be of a standard design (see Appendix
A).
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0 All machine standard parts and materials (cam followers,
bearings, motors, springs, air cylinders, valves, etc) will
be used below rated capacity for 20-year life expectancy
(1-8-5 production basis) (10 years required).

0 Machine materials (castings, shafting, wear plates, etc) will
be of quality exceeding application requirements; e. g.,
hardened steel alloy or its equivalent will be used where con-
stant abrasion occurs.

* All castings will be stress relieved or normalized to prevent
dimensional changes or warpage throughout machine life.

0 Protective finishes (paint, electroplating, black oxide coat-
ing, etc. ) will be applied to surfaces exposed to environmen-
tal deterioration to prevent corrosion during expected life or
during storage.

* Seals or wipers will be provided to protect moving parts
from foreign materials and undue wear.

* Defects or abnormalities detected by inspectir , stations will
cause the machine to stop or activate anothei ppropriate
device.

6. 2. 2 Maintainability Design Guidelines -- The following maintain-
ability related features are to be incorporated into the design of each
automated assembly machine as applicable:

0 Interchange.ability of components/ parts wherever practical.

* Appropriate use of off-the-shelf parts and standard items.

* Minimization of the need for special tools, fixtures, jigs,
and test equipment.

a Quick and easy access to and accomplishment of adjustments
and repair.

e Good accessibility (including idle stations between major
work stations as necessary), especially to periodically
replaced items.

0 Ease of replenishment of consumables.

* External fault isolation points as appropriate.
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0 Use of self-test and other features for rapid and positive fault
detection and isolation.

* Color coding or marking for easy identification of electrical

and fluidic features.

* Use of modular construction where appropriate.

* Safety for maintenance and operation.

* Use of fail-safe features that prevent machine damage.

* Minimization of items requiring maintenance.

* Minimization of preventive maintenance requirements; i. e.,
items requiring maintenance, frequency of maintenance and
labor required, machine down time involved, parts and tools
required, spare parts /module requirements, etc.

6. 2. 3 Safety Design Guidelines -- The automated assembly machine
must be designed to prevent hazard to the operator and others associ-
ated with the automated assembly line, including maintenance per-
sonnel.

A preliminary hazards analysis for the basic production facility
as described herein is contained in Appendix C. Each automated
assembly machine must also be compatible with the product assembled
such that its safety characteristics are not altered unintentionally, as
through electrical discharge, damage, etc. Applicable portions of
OSHIA, AMCR 385-100, and DOD 4145. 25M apply. Of particular con-
cern are the following features, all of which are to be incorporated as
applicable:

* Shielding of' pinch points/impact points arid hazardous moving
parts.

* Appropriate protection from hazardous materials.

* Interlocks on barricades, etc. , where necessary to prevent
injury.

* Appropriate emergency and automatic shutoffs.

* Warning lights /alarms/ signs /'Jecals where necessary.

* Electrical grounding of machine.
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0 Noise levels below 85 decibals at each operator position
during line operation.

* Maximum weight of loaded magazines/trays acceptable for
female operators.

* Provisions for safe removal of parts and machine repair.

* Adequate protection from dangerous electrical shock pro-
vide d for maintenance personnel.

0 Appropriate protection of personnel and property from
explosives and hazardous materials during handling, pro-
cessing, and storage.

* Explosive barriers and conveyor spacing.

* Equipment located such that access by personnel during
operation, maintenance, or adjustment will not require
exposure to hazards such as chemical burns, electrical
shock, ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, cutting edges,
sharp points, or toxic atmospheres.

a Disposal and storage of scrap explosives and other hazardous
materials.

* Suitable and inclusive warning and caution notes for opera-
tion and maintenance instructions.

* Shielding of personnel from non-ionizing radiation (laser) if
needed.

* Shielding of electric detonators from radio frequency
radiation.

6. 2.4 Human Factors Enaineerinig (HFE) Design Guidelines H-Iuman
factors must be considered throughout the automated assembly
machine design effort to help optimize operation efficiency. H-FE
guidelines, such as described in MIL-STD-1472A (Human Engineering
Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities), are
to be utilized wherever practical in the design and layout of the auto-
mated assembly machines. Each of the following human factors fea-
tures is to be incorporated on newly designed automated assembly
machines as applicable:

* Displays and controls at optimum locations, utilizing HEE
guidelines where possible.
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* Descriptive legends on or near every control and display.

e Station lights corresponding to station numbers.

* Automatic feeder bowl shut-off with machine shut-off
(manual override).

* Consistency in displays and controls for a given function.

* Knobs, handles, dials, switches, buttons, cranks, and other

controls consistent with HFE guidelines.

* Signs, displays, lights, and other signals consistent with
HFE guidelines.

0 Quick and easy, yet safe, access to machine areas requiring
operator access.

* Magazines and trays easy to handle and all consumables
easily replenished.

* Operating instructions and training for normal operation,

malfunctions, and emergencies.

* Feature for easily verifying operability of warning lights, etc.

* Quick and easy adjustment of parts likely to require adjust-
ment.

* Access doors, openings, covers, latches, etc. in accordance
with HFE guidelines.

* Any special precautfons clearly indicated in an appropriate
place on the machine and in a manual.

0 Features for safe manual operation (jogging) of the machine.

0 Acceptable environmental conditons; e. g., noise, vibration,
illumination, and stress.

0 Fail-safe features to prevent damage to machine in case of
malfunction or human error.

6. 3 Special Handling Requirements

There are two types of components that will require special hand-
ling. One involves the explosives (detonators, leads, and boosters) and
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the other involves electrostatic-sensitive electronic components such
as the two integrated circuits. The first requires use of normal
explosive handling precautions and compliance with such documents
as the DOD Contractor's Safety Manual (DOD 4142. 25M) and the AMC
Safety Manual (AMCR 385-100) as well as applicable OSHA regulations
which require approved operating procedures for explosive handling.

Special handling requirements and procedures for electrostatic-
sensitive electronic components and assemblies are newer and less
standardized than for explosives. Appendix D contains an Engineering
specification (ES 8708, Handling of Electrostatic Sensitive Items)
which will be used as a guide for the handling of components on the
XM587E2/XM724 fuzes.

6. 4 Automated Assembly Line Concerns for Product Safety

To ensure that the assembled fuze is safe to handle, it is impera-
tive that the S&A module assembly rotor be in a safe position. If the
S&A module assembly is armed, the explosive train could initiate if
the fuze were dropped since the firing pin is then over the stab
detonator.

Precautions will be taken in designing the automated assembly
machines to ensure with a high degree of confidence that the S&A
module will be in the safe condition after assembly and that an armed
S&A module cannot be assembled to the rear fitting assembly.

To ensure that the S&A module is safe, redundant 100 percent
probe stations are used on the automated assembly machines for
critical (safety) characteristics. For example, machine S9 [S&A

module assembly operation 1 (arm check)] will include the following
safety checks after the 1700-rpm spin function arid re-safe operations:

0 Probe 100 percent for armed S&A modules and reject any
that are found.

* Spin to 1100 rpm for a nonarm test.

* Probe 100 percent the nonarm rotor position.

a Probe 100 percent the nonarm rotor position a second time.

* Reject any defective S&A modules from the above operations
to a locked container.

Also, for assembly of the S&A module assembly to the rear fit-
tings assembly, the tooling will be designed such that an armed S&A
module assembly cannot be picked up, thus further ensuring that the
fuze will be safe.
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7. PLANT LAYOUT AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

7. 1 Plant Layout

The assembly of the XM587E2/XM724 fuze and S&A module will be
performed in a single enclosed work area encompassing 63, 000 square
feet. The overall plant layout is shown in figure 40. The overall plant
layout is arranged such that there will be a continuous logical flow of
materials beginning at the production stock cribs. Materials will then
proceed through the various assembly areas. Final inspection, pack-
ing,. and shipment will occur at the end of the assembly process. The
service facilities, office, and other support activities are located in
the center of the area to facilitate interfacing activities with all the
assembly and work areas.

In additio.i to the service facilities defined in the overall plant
layout, other support facilities are assumed to be available. Such
facilities include the following:

6 Chemical and metallurgical laboratory.

* X-ray facilities.

a Failure analysis laboratory.

a Evaluation laboratory.

a Government agency offices.

suhThe layout of the specific assembly areas have been established '
suhthat there is adequate spacing between the machines and work

areas to allow unobstructed operator movement. In addition, the pro-
vision has been made in assembly areas for operator safety when
hazardous material is handled, including special ventilat, n for the
encapsulation area, temperature control in all assembly areas, plus
humidity control in final fuze assembly and pack area.

The layout of the individual assembly areas reflect the flow dia'-
grams presented in sections 3 and 4. The identification of the various
machine and assembly operations as depicted in the plant layouts is
shown on table I. Plant layout details are shown in figures 4 1 and 42.

7. 2 Material Storage for Fuze Automated Assembly Line

The following three levels of storage inerit consideration:

a Printed wiring board subassemblies awaiting the next operation.
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TABLE I. IDENTIFICATION OF VARIOUS MACHINES AND ASSEMBLY
OPERATIONS DEPICTED IN THE PLANT LAYOUTS

Report
Plant Layout Description Reference
Identification Section

Si S&A Module Lower Subassembly Operation 1 3.2.1

.i2 S&A Module Lower Subassembly Operation 2 3.2.2

S3 lower Plate and Shaft Assembly 3.2.3

S4 Lock Pin Spring Winder 3.2.9

S5 S&A Module Subassembly Operation 1 (Gear Train) 3.2.4

S6 Rotor Assembly 3.2.5

S7 Spinlock Spring Winder 3.2.9

S8 S&A Module Subassembly Operation 2 (Lead Cup) 3. 2.6

S9 S&A Module Assembly Operation 1 (Arm Check) 3.2.7

S10 S& A Module Assembly Operation 2 (Setback Pin) 3.2.8

S1l Setback Spring Winder 3.2.9

El Electronic Cover and Orientation Cup Assembly 4.6.1

E2 Setting ling and Nose Plug Assembly 4.6.2

E3 Electronics and Nose Cone Assembly 4.6.3

F4 Nose Cone Trimming 4.6.4

F1 Detonator Block Assembly Operation 1 4.6.5

F2 Detonator Block Assembly Operation 2 4.6.6

F3 tear t,'itting Assembly Operation 1 4.6.7

14 Rear Fitting Assembly Operation 2 4.6.8

V5 Crimp Station (Crimp E-ltead to Rear Fitting Assembly) 4.9

Bench I Manual Assembly, Printed Wiring Board 1 4.5.1
Bench 2 Manual Assembly, Printed Wiring Board 2 4. 5. 2

Bench 3 Manual Assembly, Flectronics 4. 5. 3

Bench 4 Manual Assembly, E-l-Iead to Rear Fitting Assembly 4. b. 4

AI Component Sequencer, Printed Wiring Board 1 4.2.1

AS2 Component Sequencer, Printed Wiring Board 2 4.2. ,

AS3 Axial-Leaded Component Inserter, Printed Wiring Board 1 4.2. 2

AS4 Axial-Leaded Component Inserter, Printed Wiring Board 2 4.2.2

AS5 Transistor Inserter, Printed Wiring Board 1 4.3. 3

AS6 DII' Integrated Circuit Sequencer/Inserter, Printed Wiring
Board 2 4.2.4

Punch Out Printed Wiring Board 1 4.4

Punch Out Printed Wiring Board 2 4.4

Wave
Solder Wave S;oldering Machine 4.3

Potting
Dispenser Encapsulation System 4.7

T1 Pre-Pot Tester 4.8.1

T2 Post-Pot Tester 4.8. 1

T3 Set and Interrogate Station 4.8.2
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0 Eiectronics and nose cone assembly awaiting the results of

lot acceptance testing (LAT).

0 Final fuze, electronic time, awaiting the results of LAT.

The following paragraphs describe the means of accomplishing
these levels of final assembly and subassembly storage with regard to
the XM587E2/XM724 fuze high-volume production program.

Printed wiring boards 1 and 2 will be stored in tray,3 measuring
24 x 16 x 12 inches. These t.-a.ys will be made of corrugated card-
board and they will contain separate compartments for each printed
wiring board assembly carrier. The carriers will be placed upright
into the trays and will provide protection for the electrostatic-sensitive
components by making a buffer between the tray and the printed wiring
board containing these components. Each tray m!w ll accommodate two
rows of similarly packed printed wiring board -ýlqemblies. The tray
will be designed to allow stacking.

These trays will be used to hold the carriers coming off the
automated electronic component insertion equipment and through to the
wave soldering of carriers and finally ending at the punch out operation.
A color-coded identification system will be used to minimize storeshandling problems.

The electronics and nose cone assembly, commonly referred to
as the E-head, is the digital timing mechanism of the fuze. The lot of
these units submitted for production quality assurance must be stored
during the acceptance testing of the lot sample.

Storage at this level will be accomplished in plastic molded trays

which have a capacity of 12 E-heads. These trays will be used for
storing the electronic assemblies after they have been staked into the
nose cones, potted, trimmed, anu tested.

The final level of storage is the fuze, less booster pellet and cup.
At this level, the lot of units submitted to product quality assurance
must be stored pending the results of the acceptance testing on the
sample drawn from the lot.

Since this is the final level of storage, the fuzes will be stored in
the same ammunition cans in which they will be shipped. The ammu-
nition cans are Government furnished. They will be used immediately
after the set/interrogate station.
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7. 3 Material Handling

The handling of the subassemblies and final assemblies of the
XM587E2/XM724 fuze is described in the following paragraphs.

All axial-leaded components are sequenced and then taped and
reeled. These reels feed the axial-leaded component insertion equip-
ment by which they are inserted onto the printed wiring boards.
Similar handling is applied to the transistors. The dual in-line pack-
age (DIP) integrated circuits are magazine fed to the automatic DIP
integrated circuit inserter and inserted into the printed wiring boards.

The printed wiring board carriers (containing nine printed wiring
boards) will be placed in the special trays described above after
coming off the inserters. These trays will be used through benches 1
and 2 and the wave soldering operations. A different colored tray will
be used for the different operations to minimize stores handling
problems.

After wave soldering, the printed wiring board assemblies will be
separated at the punch out station. At thi. ,tAtion. the printed wiring
boards will be guided into metal pans in which they will be takc:n t• the
electronics assembly station (bench 3). The subassemblies from this
station will be placed in circular trays.

These trays are plastic molded and are compatible with the pre-
pot and post-pot functional test equipment. They will have a capacity
of 12 units and will facilitate stacking. Again, color coding will I)be
used since the trays, although not identical, are similar in most fea;-
tures. After pre-pot electrical testing, the l"-heads are jol.ned with
the nose cone and then placed in potting holders. These are again
12-cavity trays, but are rectangular in shape.

These potting holders carry the ]'V-heads through th,. entire ( ticap-
sulation process up to the trimming of the fill and evacuation tube:s,
After trimrming, the E-heads wiil be transferred to the 12-cavity cir-
cular trays for post-pot electrical testing. After a lot of iH--heads is .I
tested, the lot is stored pending the results of acceptance testing of
the lot sample.

The E-heads will then be transferred to bench 4 for assembly onto
the rear fitting assembly in 12-cavity trays. After this operation,
these subassemblies will be placed into crates for transport to machinm
F5 (the crimp station). Afterwards, they will be returned to the crates
and taken to the set/interrogate station. These crates measure 30 x
15 x 6 inches and have a capacity of 72 units.
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When the fuzes are set/ interrogated, they will be placed in ammu-
nition cans, supplied by the Government, where they will await the
results of the LAT. At the successful completion of these tests, the
fuzes will be subjected to final inspection and then packed for shipment.
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8. MANUAL ASSEMBLY LINE UNIT PRODUCT COST (UPC)
ESTIMATE

A manual assembly line unit product cost (UPC) estimate was
generated to assist in determining automated assembly machine
amortization and to track the effect of design changes on product cost.

8. 1 UPC Estimate Ground Rules

The manual assembly line UPC estimate was based on the follow-
ing ground rules:

• Baseline data package:

- S&A module data list (dated 17 D)ecember 1975)

- Hear fitting assembly data list (dated 17 lecember 1975)

- lFuze data lists (dated 17 )e-.ember 1975).

• Government-furnished power supply at $0. 31 each.

* Availability of all gage.,, tools, and test equipment.

* Production at a rate of 100, 000 fuzes per month (one shift,
8-hour day, 5-day week) with the average cost of the last
12 months of production after 24 months of production.

The price of the fuze is estimated to be $93. 03 with a 15 percent
profit. This relates to a fuze cost of $81. 71.

A di:tribution of the cost per work breakdown structure element
is shown in figure 43. This figure shows that $53. 18, or approxi-
mately 66 percent of the fuze cost is accounted for by the two printed
wiring board assemblies. Further analysis indicates that $52. 79, or
approximately 65 percent of the fuze cost is accounted for by seven
components. These seven components constitute approximately 88
percent of the fuze material cost. These seven components and their
material costs are shown in table II.

8. 2 Material and Component Avwi..bility

A review of components and raw materials as quoted in the UPC
estimate for a production rate of 290, 000 fuzes per month starting in
mid-1978 can be supported with the following observations:
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Long-lead-time items:

- MNOS counter (1099466)

- Scaler (11711256)

- Transistor (11711424)

- Transformer (11711448)
- Interface circuits (11711610)

- Oscillator (11711625)

- Bias spring (11720296-1).

Materials in short supply - no problems are foreseen in this
area.

TABLE II. XM587E2/XM724 FUZE MATERIAL COSTS

Item Material Cost (With G&A)

Integrated Circuit (Counter/Memory) $ 7. 87

Integrated Circuit (Scaler Logic/
Overhead Safety) $ 5.91

Integrated Circuit (Oscillator Hybrid) $14. 72
Integrated Circuit (Interface Hybrid) $13.44

Power Supply (GYM) $ 6. 3102

Nose Cone $ 1. 93

Rear Fitting Sleeve $ 2. 61

Total $52. 79 (88 percent)

Total Fuze Material Cost $60. 23 (100 percent)

(D Cost data for these items were obtained from vendor quotations

using 1976 rates.

"0 GFM power supply does not include top rates.

© Material costs for the seven listed items constitute 88 percent
of the total fuze material cost.
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In most cases, no one vendor will be able to support this level of
production. Therefore, it is imperative to make certain that a mini-
mum of three or more approved and qualified vendors, where possible,
are ready when this prograrn is initiated.

8. 3 Manual Assembly Line UPC Estimate Per Machihe Operation

The manual assembly line UPC estimate has been adapted to show
the manual assembly line cost of thie machine operations. This adapta-
tion will be used to determine automated assembly machine amortiza-
tion. The manual assembly line UPC estimate per machine is shown
in table III. These data were used to compare with data shown in
section 9.

It must be pointed out that the total costs by cost element do not
match the cost elements in figure 43. Since the sequencing of opera-
tions on the manual assembly line are significantly different from the
automated assembly line, it is extremely difficult to break out the

F direct labor and support effort to tie it exactly to the cost elements
of figure 43. Also, the rounding and lumping of costs have made this
direct comparison difficult. However, the total at the cost line is
within 0. 1 percent.
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9. AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINE UNIT PRODUCT
COST (UPC) ESTIMATE

An automated assembly line unit product cost (UPC) estimate was
generated to assist in determining automated assembly machine
amortization in comparison to the manual assembly line.

9. 1 UPC Estimate Ground Rules

The automated assembly line UPC estimate was based on the
following ground rules:

0 Baseline data package:

- S&A module data list (dated 17 December 1975)

- Rear fitting assembly data list (dated 17 December 1975)

- Fuze data lists (dated 17 December 1975).

0 Government-furnished power supply at $6, 31 each.

0 Availability of all gages, tools, and test equipment.

0 Production at a rate of 100, 000 fuzes per month (one shift,
8-hour day, 5-day week) with the average cost of the last
12 months of production after 24 months of production.

The price of the fuze is estimated to be $81. 07 with a 15 percent profit.
This relates to a fuze cost of $71. 32.

A distribution of the cost per work breakdown structure element is
shown in figure 44. This figure shows that $50. 53, or approximately
71 percent of the fuze cost is accounted for by the two printed wiring
board assemblies. Further analysis indicates that $52. 79, or approxi-
mately 74 percent of the fuze cost is accounted for by seven components.
These seven components constitute approximately 88 percent of the fuze
material cost. These seven components and their material costs are in
table 11 (see sect"L.n 8).
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9. 2 Material and Component Availability

A review of components and raw materials as quoted in the UPC
estimate for a production rate of 290, 000 fuzes per month starting in
mid-1978 can be supported with the following observations:

* Long-lead-time items:

- MNOS counter (1099466)

- Scaler (11711256)

- Transistor (11711424)

- Transformer (11711448)

- Interface circuits (11711610)

- Oscillator (11711625)

- Bias spring (11720296-1),

* Raw materials in short supply - no problems are foreseen
in this area.

In most cases, no one vendor will be able to support this level of
production. Therefore, it is imperative to make certain that a mini-
mum of three of more approved and qualified vendorz, where possible,
are ready when this program is initiated.

9. 3 Automated Assembly Line UPC Estimate
per Machine Operation

An estimate of UPC per machine operation is presented in
table IV.
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10. AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY LINE INITIAL
PRODUCTION FACILITY

A budgetary estimate was piepared for an initial production
facility (IPF) for the automated assembly line. A detailed breakdown
is shown in table V.

It should be noted that, in addition to the cost for a capability of
100, 000 units per month on a 1-8-5 production basis anu 290, 000 units
per month on a 3-8-7 production basis (same cost), there are projected
costs fe"' two pilot lines.

The one pilot line, one of each machine (station), would have a
capability of 12, 000 units per month on a 1-8-5 production basis. The
limiting item on this line is a test equipment station.

By procuring three additional test stations at each operation, pre-
pot and post-pot, the capability could be increased to 50, 000 units per
month. No other additional equipment would be required. The total
cost for this additional capability is estimated at $462, 475.

During preliminary production planning srssions, additional data
for the IPF andlow rate initial production prrgrarns were requested.
These data are compiled in Appendix E and include machine costs,
tooling costs, debug and acceptance hardw2 re quantities, test equip-
ment costs, and support and data item (doc.umentation and manual)
costs.
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11. AMORTIZATION

Section 8 shows that the fuze built to the present technical data
package will cast $93. 03 per unit for production of 100, 000 units per
month. Section 9 shows that the fuze will cost $81. 07 per unit for
production of 100, 000 units per month.

This is ?, savings of $11.96 per fuze. This cost savings is accom-
plished against labor only. The same material costs were used in
each analysis.

Section 10 shows a total cost of a balanced line for 100, 000 units
per month of $11, 962, 396. At $11.96 savings per fuze, this cost
would be amortized in 10 months.

Using the estimated costs generated for 100, 000 units per month,
the projected cost of fuzes for 290, 000 units per month on a 3-8-7 pro-
duction basis is $76. i6 for the manual assembly line and $67. 13 for the
automwated assembly line. At $9. 03 savings per fuze, the IPF cost
would be amortized in 4. 6 months (see table VI).

The balanced line with a production capability of 100, 000 units per
month on a 1-8-5 production basis, or 290, 000 units per month on a
3-8-7 production basis consists of 54 pieces of equipment.

Installation costs are estimated at $500. 00 per machine. Shipping
costs are estimated at $28. 00 per hundred weight. The chart below
shows the estimated weight by mauhine type:

Item Average Weight (pounds) (each)

UoneyweIl-designed automated assembiy 9[;00
machine

Wave soldering equipment 2500

Punch out station 500

Spring winders 1800

A.Automated electronic component
insertion equipment

Axial- leaded component sequencer 3600

DIP insertcr 1500
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TABLE VI. MACHINE LINE UNIT PRODUCT COST ESTIMATE

PROJECTED FOR 290, 000 UNITS PER MONTH

Total Material $ 37.83

Production Labor

Production Burden

Inspection Labor $ 5.73

Inspection Burden

Subtotal $43. 56

Shrink/Surplus at 0. 9 percent $ 0.39

Quality Assurance Engineering Labor $ 0.05

Quality Assurance Engineering Burden $ 0.05

Production Engineering Labor $ 0.10

Production Engineering Burden $ 0.09

Production Engineering Labor $ 0.08

Production Engineering Burden $ 0.08

Lot Sample Test $ 0.55

Factory Cost $44.95

G&A (19 percent) $ 8.54

Total Ccst $53.49

Profit (15 percent)

Total Price $61, 51

Power Supply $ 5.50

Data $ 0.06

Total Cost $67.13
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Item ~ Average Weight (pounds) (each)

Axial- leaded component inserter 1500

Crimp station 5000

Encapsulation

Pre-heat oven 12000

Curing oven 15000

Dispenser 2500

The annual maintenance cost for the balanced automated line is

estimated at $143, 784.
The cost to pack and preserve for 10 years $52, 399.

Additional facilities costs such as lay-a-way, relocation to the
production floor, and site preparation are shown in table VII.
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APPENDIX A

DIAL-INDEX AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY
MACHINE STANDARDIZATION

Honeywell has designed, fabricated, and used in production over
1100 automated assembly machines, In the course of L1ds accomplish-
ment, the designs of all major components of these machines havebeen standardized. This standardization and past cexperience will be

applied to the XM587E2/XM724 fuze automated as,,3embly line and its
associated S&A module automated assembly line, The following major
machine components are described in detail:

* OML-189 rnachine base,

* Horizontal transfer mechanism,

* Swinging transfer mechanism,

* Magazine stacker,

SS]Sp tg magazine dispenser,

* Drop staker,

* Probes.

* lBlank and feed tape,

* Detonator feed.

* Electronic machine control system.

OML-189 MACHINE BASE

The OML-189 dial-index machtne base (figure A-i) is
designed for minimum maintenance and maximum life. The frame is
constructed of stress-relieved castings to preclude any possibility of
dimensional change or warpage throughout the life of the machine.
Work stations are operated by the vertical reciprocating action of the
cam-driven upper tooling plate and by a horizontal cam shaft mounted
beneath the tooling platform on the machine base, It has ample space
and mounting areas above or below the indexing dial, Parts feeding
hoppers and other tooling equipment may be placed at convenient posi-
tions at the full circumference of the dial. The machine base occupies
a floor space of 5 square feet and is 7 feet high. The 7-foot height
includes the electronic control cabinet mounted above the machine
base. The indexing dial drive mechanism is provided with a mechani-
cal overload breakaway system which prevents damage to machine
components in the event of a jammed dial.
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Should a breakaway occur, the dial stops, and, simultaneously, an
electric circuit is broken to disengage the drive motor and apply a
brake to the machine mechanism. To ensure functioning of the a.i
springs, clutch, brake, and other pneumatic components of the
machine, a minimum preset level of air pressure is required, A drop
in air pressure below this level will ictuate a switch that stops the
machine.

A single lever type lubricator provides instant lubrication to all
internal and hidden bearings of the machine to ensure protection of all
wear surfaces. All machine cam arms, levers, and bearings are
furnished with grease fittings or oil cups for periodic lubrication,

Tooling plate rigidity and positional accuracy are attained by three
vertical columns actuated by a central toggle system. The tooling plate
movement is produced by a closed cam which assures positive timing
accuracy with other functions of the machine base. Indexing accuracy
of the next transportation dial is achieved by using a shot pin that

enters a hardened bushing in the dial adjacent to each of the nests,

HORIZONTAL THANSFER MIE4CH1AN ISM

The horizontal transfer mechanism (figure A-2) is made in three
size ranges which cover most applicationsg. Actuation is achieved by a
cam, linkages, and a bell crank which drive a sliding block along two
horizontal hardened shafts confined in a bridge frame mounted on a
riser and steel base. Adjustable stops are provided at each end of the
shafts to limit the forward or~ backward motion.

The sliding block carries a vertical plunger, either hollow or solid,
supported in bronze bearings. Vertical reciprocating action is9 sup-
plied to the plunger by the single drive cam through a teeter bar and
linkages. Various types of pickup heads can be mounted on the lower
end of the plunger. for holding the item to be delivered to the dial nest.

SWINGING TRA.NSP'ER MECHIANISM

Honeywell's standard swinging transfer mechanism (figure A-3)
is made in two sizes to accommodate various parts. These transfer
mechanisms are designed to pick up parts that are presented to the
mechanism at a 25- to :30-degree angle. Tfhe delivery position of the
mechanism is a 90-degree vertical position directly over the placement
area.

The swinging transi'er- mechanism is suspended in roller bearings
between the upright mounting plate and the outboard bearing plate. The
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upright mounting plate supports the part track or other required
tooliag and is attached to a wide base plate and gusset for rigidity and
mo~inting purposes. The swinging transfer arc and the up and down
motions are obtained with a single cam, a lever arm, and linkages.

The pickup head that engages and holds the part is custom designed
to fit the configuration of the part. The head is fastened to the shaft
of the transfer mechanism and is easily removed for repair or
servicing.

MAGAZINE STACKER

The standard Honeywell magazine stacker (figure A-A) has been
developed as a means of feeding and ejecting subassemblies where
methods of bulk feeding are inadequate. The magazine handling mnecha-
nisms for either feeding or ejecting subassemblies are identical. In
most applications, the feeding stacker is mounted at an inclined angle
and the eject stacker is mounted horizontally. The inclined feeding
stacker includes a section of track at the output end of the magazine
and a pnotocell detector which monitors the supply of subassemblies
and initiates an air cylinder or lateral ejection of the empty magazine.
The horizontal eject stacker includes a section of track at the input end
of the stacker and a micro sw.itch at the opposite end which initiates
the air cylinder for lateral ejection of the filled magazine. The air
cylinder is connected to linkages and two bell crank arms that provide
ejection and also control the drop rate of the next magazine on the
return stroke, An enclosed area to the vertical stack retains the
ejected magazines.

SPRING MAGAZINE DISPENSER

Spring magazine dispensers (see figure A~-5) are designed to
accommodate various sizes of magazines, depending upon the diameter
and length of springs. The smaller spring magazines are placed into
the dispenser in a vertical stack and the larger magazines are placed
in a horizontal row, side by side. The smaller magazines incidde a
row of equally spaced holes to receive the springs and a smaller lower
hole to index the magazine. For large springs, the magazines contain
vertical pins to receive the springs and a lower hole for indexing.
,Lhe magazines are incrementally advanced by a square motion
mechanism driven by a cam on the machine, or pneumatically, with
each cycle of the machine. On the vertical dispenser, the bottom
magazine is advanced through a shroud, and a timed air jet from
below the magazine transfers the spring through a tube to a delivery
head or into the assembly. The larger magazines are advanced in a
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similar manner, except the first magazine in the row is advanced at a
right angle direction into position [or delivery. The vertically stacked
magazines are allowed to gravity fall into the index position. The
larger horizontal magazines are pneumatically powered into the index
position. Magazines may be changed in either case without stopping
the automated assembly machine or spring coiler.

DROP STARER

The drop staker (figure A-6) is used in applications that require
ligh+ staking operations, A. spring-loaded plunger and impact unit is
mounted on the upper tooling plate above the subassemnbly to be staked.
The downward action of the upper tooling p1 .ate Lowers a replaceable

V staking tool into preloaded contact with the subassembly. The impact-
iuig weight, cocked at the previous retraction of the tooling plate, is
triggered to drop when the preload on the staking tool approaches its
mnaximumn pressure.

PROBES

Piece Part Presence and Position

All of the standard probes used in c-onjunction with standard
Honeywell dial-index. automated assembly machines with an uipper
tooling plate are constructe-d from the samne basic design. F igure A-7
shows standard probes. A rugged casting containingý oilite bushings is
mounted on the upper too)ling plate above the part or subassembly to be
checked. The ca-sting carri-es a s.-et of mnicroswitches, a steel plate
with ý!.djustrnent scr-ews, a spring and collar, and a 5/8--inch-diameter
stainless steel shaft, A probing shoe designed to stop or enter the
desired features of the part or subiassemnbly is mounted at the lower
end of the, shaft.. If the desired. fe~ature i-1 missing or out of position,
one or the two microswitc.Ies Nrill be octuated, c~ausing the machine to
stop, or a memnory to be e stablizThed. Theý cef(ýcti ye rini t will be
rejected at the re-je-ct position.

Part Referen-ce

The, part reference probe is siminlar in ap_-pearance to the standard
presence and posF.ition r'oba except that it. in,_Judes twoX1 pr.C-C slon
microsiwitche s andl w, nt erna) siigshaft. P robing. ,:,hoes designed
to rnce. thespcifi application a~re mnounated on the jower, end of the
two shafts, "'he oun er 31ho, cont acts the area of the part that is 'the,
required rirnesurface, and the, inner shoe checks the desired
Feature of the part. A.iy variation fromn the set point is dletected by) one
of the mric-roswitche s, which Vien establi i hes an accepil or reject Sig-
nal to the tnemory circuit or stops the nweachine.
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FEED AND BLANK TAPE

The standard tape feeding and blanking tools (figure A-8) are self-
contained units mounted on the lower tooling plate and extending over
the dial nest. The tape material is supplied to the unit in coil form and
advanced by feeding rolls to a punch and die assembly mounted on the
extended frame directly above the dial nest. The punch is actuated

V pneumatically to blank and carry the tape through the die to the sub-
assembly.

The coil stock is automatically advanced by chain-coupled feed
rolls, driven by a single direction overrunning clutch, which is recip-
rocated by a lever from the base cam shaft. The extended frame sup-
ports a second reel on which the skeleton scrap is rerolled. Vacuum
is applied through a centrally located hole in the punch to retain the
blanked tape on the punch until the tape is placed on the subassembly.
At that time, the vacuum is shut: off and a slight positive pres~sure is
applied through the hole in the punch to release the tape.

DETONATOR FEED

Detonators which have been previously preloaded into magazines
are supplied to the feeder platform in trays containing 20 magazines.
A pusher bar and gravity feeding mechanism moves the magazines into
position for incremental advancement. The magazines are incre-
mentally advanced by a square motion slide, driven by a cam or pneu-F matically, into position directly over a plunger. The plunger lifts the
detonator from the magazine and inserts it into a spring collet or
vacuum head contained in a horizontal transfer arm. The transfer
arm is driven through linkage by a cam on the lower cam shaft of the
machine base, When a stripping plunger is used on the upper tooling
plate, the plunger strips the detonator from the collet into the sub-
assembly and will also act as a probe to determine the presence and
proper seating of the detonator. When a vacuum head is used, vacuum
retains the detonator during transfer, and a slight positive pressure is
applied to release the detonator as it is inserted. The entire unit is
enclosed by acrylic plastic shields with an open top and interlock doors
for safety considerations. Figure A-9 shows a detonator feeder.

ELECTRONIC MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEM

Honeywell's electronic machine control system consists of five
main parts -- a shaft encoder, sensing elements, decisions elements,
memory elements, and work elements.
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Shaft Encoder

The shaft encoder Is a device used to sense the radial position ofI
the mechanical control shaft. Both the mechanical control shaft and
encoder make one complete revolution with each index cycle of the
machine. In one revolution, the shaft encoder has a capability of 120
command pulses in 3-degree increments.

The pulses are used to command the machine control elements to
function and do their work at preset mechanical positions during the
index cycle.

Sensing Elements

The sensing elements consist of limit switches, pressure switches,
photodiodes, temperature sensors, transduce rs, time interval meters,
or any info rmation- collecting device that will provide information to
the decision elements,

Decision Elements and Memory E'lements

Each dial-index automated assembly machine described in this
document will be equipped with a now microcomputer processor, ThMis
new innovation represents the latest approach to complete machine con-
trol and process monitoring.

The new processor is approximately one-third the size of the conl-
ventional solid-state controller. It presents a new dimension to station
control and process monitoring because it offers programming flexi-
bility during initial machine control setup, and, later,, if changes are
deemed necessary, the processor can be reprogrammed.

rrhe system has a 4000-word, 1. to 4-bit memory and provides a digital
display to identify stations that are detecting, malfunction, The use of
the microcomputer permits similar wiring for each machine. Varia-
tions between machines are easily accommodated by a change in pro-
gramming. The new processor enables any station to be looked oi-t on
command.. It can be used to sort parts or subassemblies by main-
taining appropriate memory.

Each machine will have counter variables for machine stoppages
which will permit a station to run from one to five times with identified
rejects. This provides an opportunity foi- the machine to correct it-
self before stopping, Rejected piece parts or subassemblies that con-
tinue through the station(s) are retained in the memory and later
rejected from the machine.
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On command, the efficien'cy (number or good parts versus total)
will be displayed as a percentage for indivi~dual stations or for the
entire machine, T7he machine can be programmed to stop if the per'-
centage exceeds predetermined limits,

Honeywell has successfully employed the new microcomputer'
processor on the 1Rockeye T1 weapon syste-,m productioni program,
Performance of the, system has been outstanding, TIhis excellenti
expe rience has convinced uis to incorporate the system Or, I'utu 1-
Tloneywoll-designed and built automated as sembly ma..chires,

Work Elemients

TIhe wor~k el1emetits ",otsist or4l Ocanoids, mnotor stv. rte rs, air'
valves, motors, hopper- feeders, and other- devices4 which are. needed
to initiate tand accomplish the actual working operationis, The work
element receiVe info rmat ion from hoth dleci sion elemients :and the
iii emu y ce~ements andI, upon comnimand o1' thle shart eto(Icde', (do the wo rk
as directed b~y the ina ormnation r eeel v ('(,

A11l elect rica]. corniponent.1 5 use ih thi.F hinStalti11 on co niply with the
N ational 'Electrical Code (NEC().

The electronic. machinte cont rol. s"y'tC m- pr~ovideI(,s lo OW osft 11iaila-
tellance, hig2h r'iialhility, tong im'rhi no life, 11nd a hilfh degree0 01l
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APPEND]X B

XM587E2/XM724 FUZE BASIC PRODUCTION FACILITY
RAM PREDICTION/ALLOCATION

BY AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY MACHINE

INTRODUCTION

Presented herein is a preliminary prediction of the reliability/
availability/maintainability (RAM) characteristics of the automated
assembly machines and test equipment as presensly conceived for the
XM587E2/XM724 fuzt% basic production facility.

PURPOSE

This preliminary RAM prediction/allocation is intended to fulfil
two purposes:

"* To help establish reasonable RAM values, particularly
machine availabilities, for use in system analysis and
planning of the proposed basic production facility.

"* To help determine early in the automated assembly
line design process any potential machine availability
problem areas.

SCOPE

The machine concepts analyzed in this report inclhde the follow-
ing (see also the process flow diagrams of figures ]3-1, 1R-2, B-3):

* S&A module assembly machines S1, S2, .3, S5, S6, S8,
S9, and S10.

* Fuze automated assembly line (part A) machines AS1
through AS6, El, E2, T1, and the wave soldering ma-
chine.

* Fuze automated assembly line (part B) machines F1
through T2, T3, and the potting machine.

The S, E, and F machines listed above are expected to be of the
Honeywell dial-indexing type or equivalent. The ASi through AS6
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machines are electronic component sequencing and insertion machines
such as are available from Universal Instruments and possibly other
manufacturers. The TI-T3 items are test stations.

Spring winders, such as machines S4, S7, and S11, are auxiliary
equipment that generally have much higher rates than the machines
they support and are not considered a significant factor in this analy-
sis. They are generally relatively trouble-free machines.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This preliminary prediction indicates a range of assembly machine
availabilities from 75 percent for a complex dial-indexing automated
assembly machine to 98 percent for an electronic component sequencer,
based on the limited user data currently available. Mach.ine S2 is the
only dial-indexing machine with a category five station (most complex
or troublesome category), which is assigned a 10 percent lower station
availability than a category four station. An effort should be made to
reduce category numbers through design improvements and simplifica-
tion wherever practical.

The actual impact of the availability of any machine must consider
other factors such as operation efficiency, production rates, storage of
parts, and cost tradeoffs, It is recommended that a system analysis
be performed on the proposed automated assembly line in light )f these
preliminary RAM results and other factors affecting output and effi-
ciency of the entire line.

SUMMARY OF PREDICTED MACHTuNE, AVATITAIILITIHS

The values shown on the following p ige are the predicted machine
availabilities expected to be achievable in an established high-volume
automated assembly line with appr'oprialely trained operaling and
maintenance personnel available.

In arriving at these values, it was assumed that machine failure is
a stoppage that required skilled repair or maintenance personnel t:o
remedy.

DISC USSION

Accurately predicting RAM characteristics for machines is very
difficult because of a general lack of published RIAM data on machinls
in use and the variety of machine operation.q perfornied.
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Machine Availability Machin: Availability Machine Availability "1
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent)

Si 83 AS4 95 TI 989

S2 77 AS5 95 T2 988 ]1
S3 85 AS6 90 T3 989

S5 78 E 1 81 Wave 95
Solder'-
ing Ma-
chine

S6 79 E2 83 Potting 92
Machine I

S8 7 6 E3 84

S9 77 E4 75 5

S10 82 'l 91

AS1 98 F2 79

AS2 98 F 3 84

AS32 95 F4 84

p- 5 90

The data base used in this analysis included information from two
basic sources:

. Data on dial-index automated assembly machines were
obtained from a group of Hloneywell manut'actured ma-
chines in use at the Twin Cities Army Amnmunitioi
Plant, New Brighton, Minnesota. These machines had
been producing 1V223 mechanical fuzes at high rates foI'
at least six months when data collection was started
in late 1975 by the lioneywell. RAM committee.

0 Data on other assembly and test equipmen! were ()btain-
ed by telephone from machine manufacturers and froni
various Honeywell (and other) facilities ae, )ss the couli-

try that have been using similar equipm( nt.
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Dial- Indexing A utomated Assembly Machines

In collecting the data from Honeywell dial-indexing automated as-
sfmbly machines, only those stoppages that required repair mainte-
nance personnel wvere recorded; short stoppages such as those that
could be quickly corrected by the operator- were not recorded (the lat-
ter type is to be allowed for elsrewhere in calculating automatedl assem-
blyý line output rates),

The mean timne between failures (M'I3"F) characteristic on the
WV1223 fuz-e machines was determined from the relationship AITBF =- T

Nwhere To was the total operating time in the period specified on
miachine log sheets and N~. was the total number of machine failures
occurring in that period,

times required to repair t~he Nr, machine failures.

AITI3F/(:MT'RF + MTTY).

The dat~a fromn the MVI223 fuze miac~ines were further br'jken dolvilI
fo r pred ictiot) purposes to reflect diiffer-ence s between types (or sizes),
of machine bases and differences between types of machine stat-ion'-.
Table 13-i summrarizeis RAM values relative toT ffoneyw cl OMIL-189 T
machine bases (24-30 station-s) and 01\11-31 5 mar-hine bases (21 or- few.-I, cmp~.x. ategrie arcgeneal )ar OV
er stations) and the comb)*ined vesults. Table -11-l suinim-arizes I AMN

valiues ]'r various c,,Aterories of' machine stat~ions , fromi simple to
lowspex The fivzr aeore r defined in a meeo~.ianiner as o.)

0 C~tegry I- Asim-ple prol'2 st~ation such aýs a work sta-

assmbl intheholding nest, or, pr'obes to \erCit\Y an enlp-
ty nest.

* Category 2 -A slightly more cc.;m piex statioi such aIS a
work station that e-jects or' rejects assemibl-ies or probes
for presenice of explosive p's

* e -leoy 3 - A )norv comnplex stat iou sje icIas a fleed

station, a null or' press staltioni, or a p-,robe to ai Fspeci f-
ic dimension,



TABLE B-I. RAM DATA SUMMARY, AUTOMATED
ASSEMBLY MACHINE 13ASES

Total Total MTTIH Availability
Base Type Operating Failures (T Io s Repair (It R A Percenty

__________ lburs(I-lours) Hus(Hours) (Percent)Hours Hours

OML-189 Base 172.0 2 86.0 3.0 1.5 98.29

OML-315 Base 830.1 10 83.01 12.74 1.27 98.49

All Bases 1002.1 12 83.5 15.74 1.31 98.45

TABLE 13-I1. tRAIVI DATA SUMMARIY, WORK STATIONS

Total Total
MTBI'" MTTI AvailabilityCategory/Type Operating Failures R epair

___________ -ious (ours) Rear(hours) (Percent)Hours I1our's

Category 1 4716.7 2 2358.35 2.25 1.13 99.95

Category 2 4438.7 3 1479. 57 1.96 0.65 99.94

Category 3 5986.9 67 89.36 79.23 1.18 98.70

Category 4 2667.7 60 44.46 97.58 1.63 96.46

Category 5 382.5 25 15.3 58.16 2.33 86.78

Noto: RIAM values are applicable to individual work stations
of the category listed.
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Category 4 - A more complex station that performs an

assembly/manufacturing operation or a test such as
staking a detonator, pushing and probing to a dimen-
sion, adjusting a screw or feeding a difficult part.

. Category 5 - A complex or troublesome station usu-
ally performing multiple functions such as the feed
and installation of a screw to a certain dimension
or force.

Each of the functional. stations on the planned XM587E2/XM724 fuze
dial-index automated assembly machines was assigned a category num-
ber based on the preceding category descriptions and engineering judg-
ment based on input from machine design personnel familiar with the
specific parts and anticipated station design characteristics for this
application. Figures B-4 through B-19 show the currently planned
machine dial schematics with assigned station categories.

Table B-11 indicates the calculated MTBF, MTTR, and availabil-
ity values for the various XM587E2/XM724 fuze dial-indexing automat-
ed assembly machines as currently conceived. Note that no dial sche-
matic is available for machine F5, which will crimp the electronics
and nose cone assembly (E-head) into the rear fitting assembly. This
machine will be purchased commercially and essentially consists of a
Denison hydraulic pressing station on a dial-indexing table. Engineer-
ing judgment and experience indicate the availability of this machine
will be at least 90 percent; this value will be used in this prediction.

Electronic Component Machines

Six of the machines in the XM587E,2/XM.724 ruze automated assem-
bly line (part A) are expected to be computer-controlled electronic
component sequencing and insertion machines. Machines ASl and AS2
would be sequencers, machines AS3 and AS4 would be axial-leaded
component inserters, machine AS5 would be a transistor insertion ma-

chine, and machine ASG would be a DIP component insertion machine.
These could be essentially off-the-sheiT machines such as manufactur-
ed by Universal Instruments of Binghamton, New York.

No known RAM data currently exist on marahines of this type, other
than what can be obtained verbally from various manufacturers and us-
ers of similar equipment. This type of information was obtained by
telephone from personnel at Universal Instruments and from cognizant
production personnel at Honeywell locations in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Tamnpa, Florida, Brighton, Massachusetts and Arlingrton Teights,
Illinois, where Universal Instruments seqp mcing and insertion equip-
ment similar to that anticipated for this program have been in use for
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HOPPER FEED
MODULE PINS (2)

PROBE PRESENCE _
AND POSITiON (2) IDLE

PROBE PRESENCE
IDLE AND POSITION (2)

PRESS MODULE -- OPPER FEEDPINS (4 42MODULE PIN (2)
PINS (4)

PROBE HEIGHT (4) 1 1 3 ( -1IDLE

I4 IDLE " •PRO,'E SHtAFT
IDL 8 HEIGifT (2)

STAKE SPRING ,19 4 3 7 PRESS SHAFTS (2)
POCKETS

PROBE SPRING IL
POCKET STAKE 213 5

22 2 1 3 4 4 RO';E PRESEiXCEIDLE- AND POSITION (2)

EJECT TO 24 2 POPPER FEED SPINl'i
CONTAINER LOCK SI'AFTS G'

REJECT TO DLE
CONTAINER

PROBE PRESENCE
PROBE EMPTY RND POSITION

NEST

HOPPER FEED SPACER
GEAR PLATE

Figure 11--4. Dial schematic, machine Si - S&A module
lower, subassembly operation 1
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SEAT AND PROBE

IDLE ______HOPPER FEED
BOTTOM PLATE

MAGAZINE FEED IDLE
LOCK PIN SPRING

PROBE PRESENCE IDLE
AND POSITION 14 13 12

16 40 PROBE PRESENCE
IDLE ) 2 " AND POSITION

BLANK FEED AND 1 HOPPER FEED ROTOR
STAKE LOCK PIN 18 1 LOCK PIN

DISK 53
PROBE STAKE

FLUSH OR BELOW 19 3 7 IDLE2 6
IDLE 2 2 3 DLE

SEAT AND PRO!3E
CONTAINER ..3

REJECT TO 24lOPPER FEED LOWER
CONTA,,i'ER PLATE AND SHAFT

AS SE MHLY

PRO",E EMPTY D
NEST

__ PRORE PRESENCE
IDLE AND POSITION

HOPPER FEED GEAR
PLATE SPA2,ER

Figure B-5. Dial schematic, machine S2 - S&A module
lower subassembly operation 2
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STAKE PALLET SHAFT

2-POUND PUSH OUT

IDL

2-POUND PUSH OUT STAKE PALLET SHAFT

PROBE0177UNC UH MAIUMT3-'HOPPERFEE PALLETSAF
IDLE 4DL

REEC TOCOTANE\(1 - ROB3E PRESENCE AND

i.!PROBE EMPTY IN ESTXMU 12) -.__., - 4 HOP-- P ERIT FEE LOWR

PROBE O ,17 INCH MAIMUHOPPER FEEDOPERLOWERALE

13 9
193

- 15 7POSITION (2)

GEARR PLATE

PROBE~ ~ ~ ~~~OPE 0.177 INHMAIUOWER 6 HPERFEPLE

Figure 1-6. Dial schematic, machine 23 - lower plate

and shaft assembly
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PRO13E PRESENCi: AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED HOPPER FEED
SPING()LOCK SPIN LOCK (1)

PROBE PRESENCE -- PROIE PRESENCE

PROBE PRESENCI

PROBE PRESENCE AND POSITIONMGMAGANER FIR EDSPINR LOT SILORK AS(EM)

HOPPER FEED AND POEP{SN;
ORIENT UPPER 21 1 1 PROD POtSElINc

GEA PLT RI NG(1

PROBE PRESENCE 3 PLACE GLAR
AND POSITION

IDLE7 15 -MA"GAZ-- INP E FEED
IDLE181 OOASML

' ~13 INAR NMtED

CHECK MODULE iIDLE
HEIGHT (0.532 23 PRSITIO N

INHO MAXIMUM)E2AND 1 " PROBE PRESENCL

WIND ROTOR TO 1 AND POSITION

N GNARM POSITION 1

PROBE PROTORNCAND FCEDESCAPL
PRB RTRWtlI-[L- !tOPPERDPOSITION 2 9FED PALLET

EJECT O -----/ • IDLE

MAGAZINE
REJECT TO DUAL IDLE

TRACK/

PROBE EMPTY 28 21_..1 4PROBE PRESENCE
NEST AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED S&.A MODUL

SUBASSEMBLY (OPEN SIDE UP)

Figure 13-7. Dial schematic, machine S5 - S&A module
subassembly operation 1 (gear train)
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HOPPER ORIENT AND FEED
ROTOR GEAR

PROBE PRESENCE PROBE 180 DEGREE
AND POSITION INVERSION

HOPPER ORIENT -- AINVERT ROTOR BODY
AND FEED 180 DEGRE;K

ROTOR SHAFT
PROBE PRESENCE PUSH TEST

AND POSITION -DETONATOR STAKE

SEAT ROTOR SHAFT15 131 1

PRO1E SEATING 3 4 9 4
OF ROTOR - VSTAKE DETOhATORSHAFT 18•- 8 4 .

STAKE ROTOR GEAR 19 4 PROBE DETONATOR
TO ROTOR BODY

P 5 2 6 MAINTAIN DETRO-
PROBE 0.053 INCH O3 2 NATOR PRESENCE IN

GEAR FLUSH OR 21 5 4•ROTOR !BODYBE LOW 2(,• 4

PROBE 0.237 INCH2 1 1 2 PRO ýE PRESENCEMAXIMUM HEIGHT 1 3 1 t• AN•D POSITION
23 (IAND FEED IF MISS-

EJECI 10 24 1 ING)
MAGAZINE MAGAZINE FEEl

DETONATOR

REJECT TO \ALIGN ROTOR BODYCONTAINER --

PRO!'.E EMPTY NEST PROE PRESENCE
AND POSITION

I'OP,)ER ORIENT AND
FEED ROTOR I;ODY

Figure 13-8. Dial schematic, machine S6 - rotor assembly
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PROBE TRANSFER

HOPPR FED ______TRANSFER/INVERTLEA CUP S&A MODULE TO CANLEAD CUP

PRO'3E PRESENCE IDLE

AND POSITION

PRORE LEAD CUP PROBE PRESENCE
INVERTED AND MINMUM HEIGHT

INVETED14 3 12

STAKELEADCUP.15 1HOPPER FEED CAN
STKlEDCP-,, bi . 1 - 10 TO NEST 'B3'

RR C PRO13E ROTORPRECRIMPCAN 4 2 3 8 POSITION

IDLE ,, WIND TO NONARMI19 4 POSITION

,,, REJECT TO
FINAL CRIMP CAN R614ECT TO

PROBE CRIMP 2- 2 PROBE ARMED
POSITION

EJECT TO IDLE
MAGAZ INE

REJECT SPIN AT 5000 RPM

SPRO;-E EMPTY - _PROBE PRESENCE

NEST AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEED
S&A MODULE TO

NEST 'A'

Fi'gure B-9. Dial schematic, machine S8 - S&A module
subassembly operation 2 (lead cup)
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REJECT LOW TIME
UNITS TO STUR TRACK

REJECT LOCK PIN
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UNITS TO STUB TRACK

TRACK

REJECT NONARMED IDLEUNITS TO STUB
TRACK ATTEMPT TO WIND

ROTOR- CtIECK

WIND ROTOR TO PRO",E ORIENT
NONARM POSITION -- \

PROBE NONARL 18 1 1.6 ORIENT MODULE

REJET ARED 4RPM-CHIECK TIME

RJ E 4 1 DE LAY

LITAN1PI2 PROflE NONARMMODULE 1100 4 POSITION

4 - 4 8 WIND ROTOR TO
ORIENT MODULE.-- 25 1-' 2NONARM POSITION

PROBE ORIENT 26 2 6 REJECT TO
27 CONTAINER

PRODE NONARM 1 PROFE ROTOR FOR

ROTOR POSITION ARMED POS ITIO

PRONE NONARM PROVE ORIENT
ROTOR POSITION

,i'EJECT • _ORIENT MODULE f

REJC TLIFT AND SPIN

REJECT TO LOCKED . J MODULE AT
CONTAINER /5000 RPM

PROPE EMPTY PROBE PRESFNCE
NES T AND POSITION

MA GAZTrN '-TE E D
S&A MODULE i

Figure 13-10. Dial schematic, machine S9 - S&A module
assembly operation 1
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IDLE
PROBE SETUACK PIN

SPIN MODULE FEDMO
FREEDOM OF

Al 5000 RPM MOVEMENT

RE-ORIENT MODULE- I- OUES~INVER'I, AND

RETURN TO NEST

PROE ORIENTArION - IDLE1 ,11

IDLE kPROHE PRESENCE
16 3 2 10 AND STAKE

REPOSITION SPIN 17 1 9
LOCKS AND AIR - HOPPER FEED AND

BLOWK (2) -STAKE SETRA(-K PIN

PROBE ROTOR
NONARM POSITION- 19 2 1 PROIlE PRESENCE

AND SPIN LOCK AND POSITIOi,TABS(2) 24

REJECT TO LOCKED 2 1 MA'AZINE FEED
CONTAINER 5 SETBlACK PIN SPRING

PROBE ROTOR
NONARM POSITION 22 1 3 4 PROBE PRESENCE

AND SPIN LOCK AND POSITION
TABS (2)

E THOPPER FEED
MAGAZNECT TSETBACK PIN

EJECT TO __PROBE PRESENCF

LOCKED CONTAINER AND POSITION

PROrE EMPTY NEST ____ IDLE

MAGAZINE FEED AND ORIENT
S&A MODULE

Figure 13-11. Dial schematic, machine S10 - S&A/ module
assembly operation 2 (setback pin)
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PROBE PRESENCE

AND POSITION (2)

HOPPER FEED
IDLE CONTACT PAD

HOPPER FEED AND HOPPER FEED
ORIENT ORIEN- CONTACT PAD

TATION CUP

SEAT AND PROBEPRESENCE ANDPOIIN/ --- DL

POS ITION 14 .J12I
HEAT STAKE (2) CUT AND BEND1_ 3 1 3 10 COIL LEADS (3)

3
PROBE STAKE 1 2 IDLE

HEIGHT (0.020 INCH 1
IDL___8PROBE PRESENCE

19LE 19 7 AND POSITION (3)

CUT AND BEND 20 2 3 HOPPER FEED
PAD CONTACTS(2) CONTACT COIL

21 21 3 5CNATCI

EJECT TO 22 3 4

MAGAZINE

REJECT TO __HOPPER FEED
CONTAC CONTACT COIL

PROBE EMPTY NEST /_ IDLE
AND AIR CLEAN NEST -IL

IDLE -__PROBE PRESENCE
AND POSITION

HOPPER FEED
ELECTRONIC COVER

Figure B-12. D)ial schematic, machine I.•l - electronic
cover and orientation cup assembly
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PROBE PRESENCE AND POSITION

HEAT STAKE •HOPPER FEEDPAD CONTACT

PROBE 0.613-0.005 INCH _IDLE

PROBE 0,003 INCH FLATNESS PROBE PRESENCE S-AND POSITION

TRIM LEADS (0.12 INCH.. 1 1'TTING
MIMIMUM (3)3

IDLE 16 6 IDLE

BEND LEADS 90DEGREES (3) 2 3 " PROBE PRESENCE
N LD DAND POSITION

19 1 3 1 3
HOPPER FEED SETTING

EJECT TO CONTAINER RING ASSEMBLY

REJECT TO CONTAINER IDLE

PROBE EMPTY NEST PROBE PRESENCE
CLEAN NEST AND POSITION

HOPPER FEED ELECTRONIC
NOSE PLUG

Figure 13-1.3. D) al schematic, machine E2 - setting
ring and nose plug assermbly
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SHUTTLE

------ PROBE PRESLNCE- A N PO SITIO0N
INVFRT AND PLACE ELECTRONICS __POERSNEASIO

ASSEMBLY IN SHUTTLE /
/ LAZY SUSAN FEED NOSE CONE

FEED ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
FROM SHUTTLE TO NOSE CONE

POSITION . OIL
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IDLE 3
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STAKE 0 -

L -HOP I'ER ,1EED I) IN(,

IDLE2_3

(iRASL PLU(;

EJECT TO STUB TRACK ---
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Figure B-14. Dial schematic, machine E3 - elext'onics
and nose cone assembly
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IDL
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IDLE 2IDLE
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1 HOPPER FEED
REJECT TO CONTAINER 151 3GROUND PIN CLIP
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Figure 13-16. Dial schePSatic, machine Fl detonator
block assembly operation 1
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(MECHANICAL) iIDI

PROBE PRESENCE
PROBE EMPTY NEST -AND POSITION

(INSERT CENTER PIN)

HOPPER FLLD DETONATOR BLOCK
SUBASSEMBLY

Figure B-17, Dial schematic, machine F2 - delonator-
block assembly operation 2
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I''

IDLE

HOPPER FEED "-__PROBE STAKE
SPRING PIN

PROBE PRESENCE 

S L

PROBE LEAD

IDLE ASSEMBS Y
14. 1 BLUE SIDE UP

PRESS PIN 1 3 1 4 10 IDLE

IDLE 4 PROBE PRESENCE

1- AND POSITION

MAGAZINE FEEDPROBE 1.644- 1 3 3 7 LEAD ASSEMBLY

0.010 INCHDIMENSION 20 - . 6•

IDLE 2122 4 5 IDLE

REJECT TO STUB APPLY RTV
TRACK

PROBE EMPTY NEST- IDLE

IDE_ _PROBE PRESENCEIDLE --AND POSITION

LAZY SUSAN FEED
AND ORIENT SLEEVE

Figure 13- 18, Dial schematic, machine U.,3 - rear

fitting assembly operation I
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.F- ' " . . .. ...

PROBE PRESENCE

MAGAZINE FEEDDETONATOR BLOCK

ORIENT POWER SUPPLY * - AND POWER SUPPLY ASSEMBLY

PROBE ORIENT AND HEIGHT

SEAT AND STAKE DLE

PROBE 0.215 INCH HEXIGHT PROBE PRESENCEPNHEIGHT 16 3 10-AND POSITON

PINK TM 3 1 ~ ~ ~ C
IDLE 8 -" V-D

IDLE r ROBE NONARMED S&A MODULE

E22 - 1MAGAZINE FEED AND PROBE FOR

EJECT TO STUB TRACK _3 1 NONARMED S&A MODULE

REJECT TO STUB TRACK IDLE

PROBE EMPTY NEST IL

IDLE/ \ \ - PROBE PRESENCE
-- AND POSITION

LAZY SUSAN FEED AND ORIENT
REAR FITTING SUBASSEMBLY

Figure 13-19. Dial schematic, machine F4 - rear
fitting assembly operation 2
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TABLE B-III. PREDICTED RAM CHARACTEERISTICS, DIAL-INDEX

AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY MACHINES

S&A Module Assembly Machines

Machine MT13f M'I"'1H Availability
Number (Hours) (Hours) (Percent)

S1 6.684 1. 335 83

S2 5.843 1.750 77

S3 7. 247 1. 329 85

S5 5. 073 1.399 78

36 5.068 1.393 79

S8 4,807 1.481 76

s9 4. 961 1.478 77

S3O 6. 527 1.451 82

Fuze Assembly Machines

Machine MTBI," BVWTT I Availability
Number (Hours) (flours) (Percent)

E1 5.802 1.371 81

E2 6.660 1.384 83

E3 7. 305 1. 352 84

E4 4.626 1. 568 75

F11 13.921 1,320 9i

F2 5.400 1.410 79

F3 7.219 1.420 81

F"4 7.171 1.414 84

1"'5 13.5 1. 5 90

Crimp machine 15 doe-, not have a dial schematic

at this time. The hNAM values are based on
engineering judgment and related experience. It
is to be purchased commercially and is expected
to include a pressing station on a dial-indexing
table.
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one and one half to six years. Results of these conversations are sum-
mrarized in the following paragraphs:

0 In a discussion with a sales representative from Univer-
sal Instruments, it was stated that machine availability
varies depending upon the user's maintenance facilities,
spare parts supply, and training personnel. The follow-
ing machine availability rates could be expected on Uni-
versal machines located in a facility comparable to those
at Honeywell:

- Axial-leaded component inserter - 95 percent

- Transistor inserter - 95 percent

- Sequencer - 99 percent

- DIP (component) inserter- - 90 percent

• Honeywell Residential Division, Minneapolis, has one
Universal Instruments model 6288 inserter (single head)
which is about one to one half years old. Very few
breakdowns have been experienced (one power supply
failure has occurred and three encoder light bulbs have
failed - the latter is improved on newer models). When
the machine was used for only 25, 000 insertions per
day (about two-thirds of a shift per' day), maintenance
took about three hours per week. It is now used for
about 100, 000 insertions per day (three shifts five (lays
per week -1us two shifts on Saturdays) and requires
about six hours per week for maintenance. This ma-
chine is reportedly easy to work on.

Certain parts do wear and need to be replaced. Parts
tend to be expensive; they are available from Universal
Instruments in about three days (sooner from the Hloney-
well Arlington Heights, Illinois plant where more IJni-
versal Instruments machines are used and a good sup-
ply of spare parts exists).

• Honeywell Peripheral Operations, Tampa, IFlorida, pIlr'-
chase(] a computer-controlled DIP component inserter
three years ago. A second D]I' component inserter and
a VCD axial-leaded component inserter were purchased
two years ago. On a one-shift basis, with a second shift
for overflow work when necessary, these machines aver-
age about 16 hours downtime per nionthh. Each machine
requirts a few minutes for cleaning and adjustmnent every
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couple of days and a repair every couple of months (re-
pairs often involve an electronic problem that may take
a day or longer to solve). Much more downtime occurred
during the first few months of machine operation. A good
setup man is very important in minimizing downtime. Out-
put averages about 16,000 insertions per shift with num-,
erous printed wiring board configurations.

* Honeywell Computer Operations, Brighton, Massachusetts,
has five Universal machines (about four to six years old)
including:

Two Universal Instruments model 6785 inserters
for integrated circuits

Two Universal Instruments model G284 axial-
leaded component inserters

One Universal Instruments model 2581 sequen-
cer

During a recent five month period (February - June 1976),
there were 182 hours of machine downtime and 3600 hours
of machine run time, or about five percent downtime.
At the beginning of this period, the machines were on a
one-shift basis, but were then boosted to two shifts five
days per week for several months. Machine availability
had been about 70 percent before a major effort was made
to improve output. This effort included adding a second
technician on the first shift (there is one technician on
the second shift as well) and spending over $8, 000 for"
upgrr ding the machines, including adding computer stor-
age capacity and replacing worn parts.

* The Honeywell Commercial Division, Arlington I leights,
Illinois, has four Universal Instruments inserters and
one sequencer purchased in 1972 (three machines) and
1975 (two machines). They are operated in two shifts
six days per week and average about 50, 000 insertions
per weel. About $10, 000 per year is spent on parts for
the five machines. Most of the repairs are on head tool-
ing that wears; replace modules and then repair the old
modules. The sequencer requires practically no main-
ternance; inserters are scheduled for maintenance once
eac'a week, or approximately one (lay per machine per
month, The Production Supervisor estimates that all
five machines are available 80 percent of the time.
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Table B-TV indicates the availability values arrived at based on the
preceding information from the electronic component machine manu-
facture and users (MTBF and MTTR estimates are very rough esti-
mrates due to the limited data).

TABLE B-TV. ELECTRONIC COMPONENT MACHINES,
PREDICTED AVAILABILITY VALUES

f: !f

Machine ~~Predicted MlF M'Naube Machine Description Availability M7131"i (Heou Trs

Number ~~~(Pe-rcent) or)Mus

ASi Axial-Leaded Component 98 73.h5 1.5
Sequencer

AS2 Axial-Leaded Component 98 73.M 5 1.5
Sequencer

AS3 Axial-Leaded Component 95 28. 5 1. 5
Inserter

AS4 Axial-Leaded Component 95 28. 5 1.5
"Inserter

AS5 Transistor Inserter 95 28.5 1.5

AS6 DIP Component Inserter 90 13. 5 1. 5

These are preliminary predicted values for unscheduled repairs/
maintenance based on limited data for' throughly debugged mature ma-
chines operating in an established high-volume production environment
"with appropriately trained operators and repair personnel assigned to
the machines and with necessary spare parts readily available. These
values do not reflect short stoppages; i. e. , those that do n,.1 require
maintenence personnel to remedy short stoppages must be reflected
in a separate efficiency factor for each machine and do not necessarily
correlate with availability. For example, a sequencer might have a
significantly lower operation efficiency than an inserter, but a higher,
availability.

Wave Soldering Machine

The soldering of printed wiring boards is expected to be accom-
plished on a wave soldering machine such as the model 517-PCI ma-
chine made by 1lectrovert Inc. This includes an inclinable conveyor,
a foam fluxer, a combination flux dryer and panel prehcater, and a
Model MSC-BR wave clear.er.
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To arrive at a preliminary RAM prediction for the wave soldering
equipment, the manufacturer and several users of similar equipment
were contacted. The consensus is that most of the downtime is due to
routine maintenance and cleaning that should be scheduled on a daily
and weekly basis. For example, it is recommended that one half hour
be planned for cleaning, etc., daily and about four hours weekly for
cleaning the pump and fluxer aerater. Unscheduled downtime is mini-
mal if properly maintained. The heaters are expected to last one to
two years or longer, and can be replaced in one half hour (wave heater)
to two hours (panel heater) according to the manufacturer. Fuses,
belts, anid heaters should be kept on hand.

The following preliminary RAM values reflect the estimated un-
scheduled wave soldering equipment downtime; other factors must re-
flect the routine maintenance:

MTBF MTTR Availability
(Hours) (Hours) (Percent)

19 1 95

Potting Dispenser For- E-Head

The potting or encapsulation system provides for the automated

potting of the fuze electronics assembly using a silicon-filled epoxy
consisting of a bas( mixture and a hardener, mixed in a specific ratio.T~ach assembly uses approximately 0. 25 pound of material, and the
processing time for encapsulation is expected to be about 4. 5 secunds
per assembly.

A similar potting system has been used by Honeywell in the FMU-
61 fuze production line. Experience with this system was considered
in estimating the following preliminary RAM values for the XM587E2/
XM724 fuze E-head potting system:

MTB3F MTTI{ Availability
(Hours) (lloui's) (Percent)

12 192

It must be remembered in calculating machine output that the RAM
values reflect only unscheduled downtinmes and do not consider schedul-
ed maintenance, which, in this case, may involve one half hour for
start up, one half hour for shutdown and cleanup, and one fourth hour
for a mixture check each time the machine is run. Startup and shut-
down times are much more significant for the 1-8-5 (single shift) pro-
duction schedule than for a three-shift schedule because continuous run-
ning can occur on a three-shi!l schedule.
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Test Stations

Two types of test stations are planned for the production program -
E-head (TI and T2), and fuze, (T3), test stations. The TI B-head test
station will functionally test the E-head prior to potting and register
go/no-go data. The T2 E-head test station will functionally test the E-
head after potting and record variables data on magnetic tape, The T3
fuze station will set and interrogate fuzes and register go/no-go data.
Both test station types will be patterned after, the XM58'7E2/XM724 fuze
acceptance tester uscd under Contract DAAG39-75-C-0157. The T1
E-head test stations (figare 13-20), consist of an E-head test set and an
automatic handling fixture. The T2 E-head test station (figure B-21),
consists of an E-head test set, an automatic handling fixture, and a
magnetic tape unit.

Availabilities of 988 and 989 percent have been predicted for the
T2 E-head and T1 E-head/T2 fuze test stations, respectively. These
values are based on the following expected MT13F and MTTR values
for a single station; multiple stations will result in correspondingly
lower overall MTBF and availability values:

MTBF MTTR Availability
(Tlours) ('Hours) (Percent)

E-Itead 92 1. 1 988

Fuze 9(G 1. 1 989

The MTT3F and MVITTR data used in determining the above values
are based on Honeywell experience with similar equipment. The test
set MTBF is based on actual operating/failure experience with the pre-
sent XM587E2/XM724 fuze acceptance tester; the MTT. is based on
experience, with allowance for self-check features. The magnetic
tape unit MT13F and MTTR values are based on T oneywell computer
and test equipment experience. Trie handling fixture MTI3F and MTTR
values are based on Honeywell automated assembly equipment experi-
ence.
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/l. USED FOR TEST SET CHECKS ONLY;SCRTNOT JSED IN AVAILABILITY CALCULATION
TELETYPEO•I (MTBF>9000 HOURS EXPECTED)

XM587/XM724
FUZE TI/E- AUTOMATIC
HEAD OR T3/ HANDLING
FUZE TEST SET FIXiURE
W(Th SELF-
CHECK

RAM VALUES FOR A MTBF 2800 HOURS MTBF 100 HOURS
SINGLE STATION: MTTR - 2.0 HOURS MTIR 1.0 HOURS

MTBFTEST STATION - 96 HOURS

MTTRTEST STATION 1.1 HOURS

AVAILABILITYTEST STATION 98,9 PERCENT

Figure B-20. Block diagram, 'fl (E-head) and
T3 (fuze) test stations

L1) USED FOR TEST SET CHECKS ONLY;
NOT USED IN AVAILABILITY EVALUATION
(MIBF-> 9000 HOURS EXPECTED)

CRT
TELETYPE®

MAGNETIC XMT587/XM724 FUZE AUTOMA IC
TAPE UNIT ,SET2IE-HEAD TEST HANDLING
(NINE-TRACK) SET W FIXTURE

MTBF 2000 HOURS MTBF r 2800 HOURS MTBF 100 HOURS
MTTR = 1.5 HOUFS MTTR -- 2.0 HOURS MTTR - 1.0 HOUR

RAM VALUES FOR A SINGLE STATION:
MTBFTEST STATION 95 HOURS

MTTRTEST STATION - 1.1 HOURS

AVAILABILITYTESI STATION = 98.8 PERCENT

Figure 13-21. Block diagram, T2 (E-head) test station
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APPENDIX C

XM587E2/XM724 FUZE BASIC PRODUCTION FACILITY
PRELIMINARY HAZARDS ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This appendix was prepared in response to DD Form 1423 Contract
Data Requirements List, DAAG39-76-C-0048 with 1IDL.

This appendix documents an initial evaluation of the proposed auto-
mated assembly lines for the fuzes and related S&A module to identify
potential safety hazards and how they may be prevented or controlled.
Results of this preliminary hazards analysis should provide a basis for
future design considerations relative to personnel safety as the com-
ponents and layout of the basic production facility are further defined
and are implemented,

SUMMARY AND RESULTS

The automated assembly line concepts analyzed is described in the
main body of this report.

This preliminary hazards analysis essentially involved the follow-

ing elements:

• Review of the proposed basic production facility concept.

* Discussion of potential hazards, hazardous materials,
and possible preventive measures with cognizant produc-
tion and design personnel and with appropriate material
and safety specialists.

0 Documentation of results (see Tables C-I through C-X).

Results of this analysis are summarized in Tables C-i through
C-X. These tables provide the following informatioi,:

0 Hazard/ Location - Type of hazard, such as explosion,
and the area or station number where the hazard may
occur.

• Cause - Possible hazard causes (inadequate grounding,
venting, guarding, shielding, etc.)
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0 Effects -Possible effects of the hazards (damage to equip-
:: ~ment, injury to fingers, burns, etc, "r, '1

• Hazard Class-

Severity - Hazard level, per MIL-STD-882 categories
as follows:

I - Negligible - Will not result in personnel injury
or system damage.

IT - Marginal - Can be counteracted or controlled
without injury to personnel or major system
damage.

III - Critical - Will cause personnel injury or major
system damage, or will require immediate
corrective action for personnel or system
survival,

TV - Catastrophic - Will cause death or severe injuryto personnel, or system loss.

"- Probability - Estimated probability of occurrences,

A - An occurrence in less than 1000 operations or cycles.

B - An occurrence between 1000 and 10, 000 opcrati., s
or cycles.

C - An occurrence between 10, 000 and 100, 000 operation,,-
or cycles.

D - An occurence between 100, 000 and 1, 000, 000 opera-
tions or cycles.

E - An occurrence in more than 1, 000, 000 operations
or cycles.

VP Cost:

Standard Countermeasures suggested for the design
of the equipment normally planned intoItoneywell equi•pment, where countermeasures

are defined as possibl.e preventive measures
that should be implemented and monitored
"during future phases of the BPi' program
"(appropriate venting, guarding, slhielding,
training, precautions, etc.)
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POI

A - Less than t500 additional cost,

jB -$ 500 to $ 2000 addit~fonal cost.I

C -$ 2000 to $*10, 000 adk 'tional cost.

1) -Ove $ 1. 00 aditinalcost,

CONCLUISIONS

Results of this analysis hidicate t~hat various potential hazards and
hazardoii-v. m-aterials will be inv,.lved with prodacilion of thie Xm.587VE2/
XM'724 luaze and' S&A imodule. Continuing em-pha.sis on safety will be
required throughout the programn. Thei machine design countermeasures
ouggostod in Tfables C-i through C.-X would essentially all be incorpor-
atod ats stan Lard prac ti~ce on iloneyweli-supplied equipment. Monitor-
ing will also be necessary during produýction usaro of some of the equip-
me-nt, particularly where fumes roary et-icape or explosive dust might
ac-tounuat(c. Noise levels shoubi1 also be che(,ked when all equipment
is i~n use.
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APPENDIX D

HANDLING OF ELECTROSTATIC-SENSITIVE
ELECTRONIC ITEMS
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Honeywell
GOVERNMENT AND AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION CODE I DENT NO. 94500

UP!CIFICATION NO. LS 708

k 1.0 SCOPL

This document rra~vides the mninimum acceptable handling requirements necessary
to insure the highest practical protection for specified items during all op-
erat ions.

The controls described in this specification are recommiended for any item
defined as electrostatic sensitive in this documient.

This specification is intended to provide division wide controls and is appli-
cable to all departments handling electrostatic sensitive devices and ý'ssemblies.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOLIK~NTS

Military:
MIL-S-19491 Semiconductor Devices, Packaging of

MIL-S-19500 Semiconductor Oevices, 6(encral Specification for

MIL-S-38510 Microcircuits, General Specification for I
MIL-M-55S65 Microcircuits, I-reparat ion for- Del iverv ol i
MIL-li-81705 Barriet- materials, Flexible, Llectrostatit- I roee,

Hleat Sealableother
ASTI D1257 [1-C Ilesistance or Conductaice of' Insulating Materials

The definitions included in MIL-M-38S10 and MIL-S-19S00 shall apply. Additional
definitions established by this dociument, as well as others. repeated for conven-
ience, are listed In subsequent paragraphs.

3.0,1 MSL: Liectrostatic Discharge

3.0.2 LSDS: LlectrocŽ;tatic Discharge Sensitive

31.0.3 Fality: A location, either commiercial or governmental, where cooqionents or

assemblies may be stored, hiandled, assembled, or tested.

.1.0.4 P~toctedAre~as: Any area in the facility where Category I or 2parts and
asmemblies are handled or stored.

7 A1 4 R7
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Honeywell
GOVEANIMENT AND AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION COOF I DENT NO. IiW

WICIFICATION NO. us80

3.0.5 Category 1 Electronic C2 Vnents: Components which are very sensitive to
elcrsai icag damage. Components include: microwave
semiconductors, metal oxide semiconductor (MOrS) devices with no
input protect~on circuitry, dielectrically isolated semiconduc-
tors with internal capacitor contacts connected to external pins,
and microcircuits utilizing N+ guard ring construction.

3.0.6 Catgory 1Assemblies: Unless otherwise specified, any assembly having
two or more pins directly connected to a Category I component
with no parallel interconnections.

3.0.7 Category. 2Electronic Cq nens: Components which are sensitive to elec-
trotaicdischrge dmge. Components include: NtIS devices with
input protection, junction FET'is, Hlybrids utilizing tiny of' the
r)arts listed In Categories 1 and 2, and precision ladder networks,

3.0.8 Category 'Assemblies: Unless otherwise specified, any assembly having two~
ur more pins directly connected to a Category 2 componen~t with no
parallel Interconnections.

9 4.0 QUALITY ASSUJRANCE PROVISIONs

4.1 RESPONSIBILITY

Qu.ality Engineering is charged with the responsibility of' verifying that de~vices
or assemblies covered by this specification uire Properly handled and tha~t the
necessary instructions are in effect.

This verification should take the form of revie'w of* handling iprucv~dfre.4, lay'outs,
arA inspection procedures. Formal ond reguli. auidits are also recommended to In-

sure compliance to this specification.I4.z TRAINING
All personnel Involved in the handling of* IESIS devices should recrive instructions
and training in the implementation or the requirements and guidelimnes herein.

4.3 SPECIFIC RESPOSIBILITILS

The following areas of responsibility are shown as reconmmendation,.; Although prod-
uct groups may choose to assign the listed functions to different groups it is, nec-
essary that these tasks are accomplished and areas o1' responsibilities he defined.

Till
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Honeywell
GOVERNMENT AND AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION CODE I DENT NO. 94580

SPECIFICATION NO. S8708

4.3.1 Categorization of parts - Design Engineering shall be responsible for cate-
gorizing all electrical parts. lhis categorization can then be
shown on the part drawings or in the case of customer drawings, a
list of parts used for that productshall be gencratcd.

4.3.2 Production processes - Production Engineering shall insure that pioduction
operations (Assembly & Test) are accomplished using precautions
as defined in this document.

4.3.3 inspection Operations - Quality Engineering shall have the responsibility

to insure all inspection operations are accomplished using pre-
cautions as defined in this docunent,

4.3.4 Packing 5 Shipping - Packaging Engineering shall evaluate Packing and Ship-
ping practices on ESDS devices and insure adequacy.

4,3.5 Vendor Control - Quality Engineering shall insure that all necessairy require-
ments are included in Purchase Orders to vendors supplying uSDS parts.

4,3.6 Material Ilandling/Stock/Receiving Dock - Packaging and Material Handling uin-
gineering shall insure that the Material Handling Procedures reflect
the precaustions in this docivitent,

5.0 DETAIL REQ(JIRFMTrS

The detail requirenmnts contained in this section are de4fned to provide lati-
tude in the control measures necessary for the protection of LSI)S electronic
components and assemblies by allowing altrnative control measures. Table I
summarizes the alternative control measures for electrostatic protection.

As described in Table 1, five acceptaible/equivalent control measures (displayed
as Control Measure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are listed. Any Category I control measure
shall be considered more stringent Ihan any Category 2 control measure. The
facility at its option shall implement any control measure, equivalent or better,
for the corresponding category to bh protected. The facility may) implement dii-
ferent control measures in different areas of the facility to meet the require-
ments (e.g. for Category 2 components and assei iblivs, the facility's Receiving
Inspection area could implement Control Measure 2 of Category 2 whitle kn Assembly'
area could implement another control measure listed for Category 2 or 1).

As an illustration as to the use of Table 1, i f Control Measure 2 of Category I
is chose4 then the following paragraphs of this docunent iimLst be met.

•. ~5.1, 5.1.1, 5.1.A, 5.1.5, 5.1.6, 5.1 .7, 5.1.8, 5.1.9i, 5.2, 5,2.1.2, 5.2.2., 5, ... .2,
5.2.2.3, 5.2.2.4, 5.3, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3.

should be noted that if" Control Measure 2 is selected all rCquireI1ents which are
am ked with an "x" in that coluiin must ne met. Any of the Control Measures shown
pijvide approximately the same protection.

• HS-257

1o1
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Alt-cilh t I V,V A itýý in 1:1, 1 Vt.
SRequi mct V.L;ult erl

; Pararaph Title 1.3J1,

5.1.1 Relative humidity x x

5.1.2 elntl ve humidity x x Y

5.1.3 Ionized air X K
)'• blowerm

,5i.2. Tbet equiprment x K X x X

5.1.5 Carpting X X x x 4 X

5.1.6 'Prcys corr .irn,
tote boxen,
cushioninj! mterial
and bags

5,1.7 Common ,round x x K K '

5.1.8 'Terrernture chambers x x x A

5.i.9 E'lectrical equiplsnit, x x x x X
tools, solderitu Iroro,
solder potti, V')o
aolderinG aquip•,,xt

5.1,10 Edmirn or otools K

5,1.11 Grounded work ntation x x K

5.2 Poruonnel xxxx X X X

5.2.1.1 Smocks, gloves, x X x K x x x, A
tlirwýr cots

5.2.1.2 Wrist bracelets x K K X X

5.2.1.3 Outer garment K x

5.2.2.1 General x x x x . x x
5.2.2.2 CArione nt bwxiy x x x X K X Y x N X

handling

5.2.2.3 Protective covering x K x x

5, 2.2,11 Power applied to lcndn K X X ".1 X

5.3 Packnrini, and storage x K x K X A X X

5.3.1 [.xterwal lend, ofr x X Y x X X
paoki•iod electronic
covroeontr and nsernmhlies

5.3.2 Markingr of containcra K x xS

*1- T 5.3.3 I'nckingr, pmterial
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5.1 FACILITY

Category I and 2 electronic components and assemblies shall bnly be handled,
stored or tested in protected areas of the facility meeting or exceeding the
requirements for that category as shown in Table I.

5.1.1 RELATIVE IllMIDITY

The protected area's relative humidity shall be 40% or greater when meas-
ured with equipment accurate to + 2% or better. Note: This requirement
shall not preclude the facility representative's responsibility to ensure
that advers-e amounts of moisture are not present accelerating rust forma-
tion and other detrimental effects.

5.1.2 RELATIVE HUMIDITY

The protected area's relative humidity shall be 25% or greater when meas-
ured with equipment accurate to ± 2% or better. Note: This requirement
shall not preclude the facility representative's responsibility to ensure
that adverse amounts of moisture are not present accelerating rust fox-ma-
tion and other detrimental effects.

5.1.3 IONIZED AIR BLOWERS

Ionized Air Blowers (capable of !.,ouirtiI,'jing %oltages of 10,000 volts from
an exposure distance of 3 feet in a period of IS seconds or less) shall be
placed at a maximum distance of 6 feet from the electronic component or
assembly being tested or handled.

5.1.4 TEST EQUII4iNtf

Test equipment shall have all exposed metallic surfaces electrically connected
to the test equipment power system ground (200 ohms or less) when measured
with a Simpson ohmneter Model 200, equivalent or better, RXI0 scale.

5.1.5 CARPETING

Carpeting shall be prohibited in the protected area.

5.1.0 TRAYS, ClARRIIRS, 'IX'rE BOXES, CUSIIIONIN; WI'IiRIAI. AND MAGS

Trays, carriers, tote boxes, cushioning iauterial and bags used to transport,
store or hold electroni components or assemblies shall have a !surfice resis..
tivity of less than 10'2 ohMs/sqtwire when measured per AS'h Test Method
D)257 or equivalent or better.

[GI 6lof 14
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5.1.7 GROUND ING

Each protected area shall have all grounds connected to a conmon point,

that point wired to earth ground (a cold water pipe is an acceptable ground).

5.1.8 TEMPERA'URF, .v&ABERS/BA~ltS

Temperature chambers shall be equipped with baffles or equivalent to prevent
direct air flow over electronic components and assemblies present in the temp
erature chamber. Electronic components that have not Ien assembled shall .he
placed in containers with a surface resistivity of 10ol ohms/square or less
when measured per ASTN Test Method D257 or equivalent or better.

Temperature Baths using Fluorinert (FC 77, PC 48) are acceptable for condi-

"tioning parts for test purposes. All metallic containers, etc. must he connected
to Earth ground.

5.1.9 ELECT-RICAL EQUIltM'iNT, '(X)LS, SOULDRING( IRONS, SOWIIER POITS, PLO( SOLIIERING

IHQU ixxrN I
Soldering irons, soldering pots or flow soldering equilpment shall be transfontler
isolated from the power line and be grounded. The resistance reading from the

tip of a hot soldering iron to ground shall be less than 0.2 ohm (Simpson Model
260 meter, equivalent or better on the RXI scale). Low voltage (less than 15
volts) soldering equipment need not be grounded if the isolation transformer
contains a grounded electrostatic shield between its primary and secondary
windings. Other electronic equipment or tools which come into contact with
electronic components or assemblies shall he grounded (200 Ohms or less) when
measured with a Simpson Model 260 meter, equivalent or hetter on the RX1O scale.

5,1.l0 CIHAIRS OR STRX)LS

Chair or stool parts that could contact personnel, equipment, or tools where

electronic ct ipongnts and assemblies are handled or tested shall have a surface
resistivity of 10 ohms/square or less and shall he grounded through a 100,000

ohms minimun to 500,000 ohm IIaximuLn resistance when measured with a Simpson
Model 260 meter, equivalent or better on the R.XIO00 scale.

5.1.11 GR(WNDIJI) WORK STATION

Handling and testing of electronic components and assemblies shall he performed
at a grounded work station as shown in Figure 1.

'PAI[ 7,o f 14 RV
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5.2 PL.SAINEL

Category 1 and 2 electronic components and assemblies shall only be handled,
stored or tested in protected areas by personnel meeting or exceeding the
requirements for that category as shown in Table 1.

5.2,1 WEARING APPAREL

S.2.1.1 9UCxS, GLOVES, FINGER COTS, SHOES - Smocks, gloves or finger cots made of
plastic, rubber or nylon shall not be worn. Cotton woaring apparel is ac-
ceptable as opposed to any synthetic material.

5.2.1.2 WRIST BRACELETS - Personnel handling electronic components and assemblies
shall wear a wrist bracelet which is connected to the common ground through
a 150,000 ohm mi*nimum to 200,000 maximum resistance when measured with a
Simpson M4odel 260 meter, equivalent or better on ýhe RXIO00 scile. Per-
sonnel shall not be connected directly to hard ground to help ensure that
personnel safety requirements are met,

b. 5.2.1.3 OUTER GARMEiNT
Personnel handling electric components or assemblies shall wear an outer
garment (smock, etc) with a surface resistivity of less than 107 ohmns/square
when measured per ASTM Test Method D257 or equivalent or better.

5.2.2 HANDLING

5.2.2.1 NERAL. lilecteonic components and assemblies shall be unpackaged, packaged,
handled, worked on and stored only in protected areas (See 3.0.4).

5.2.2 Component body handling. Electronic components and assemblies .ihall he handled
by their body/case and not by their leads.

5.2.2.3 Protective Covering. Each electronic component and assembly shall be covered,
wrapped or bagged whenever they are not being tested or worked on. Materials
used shall have a maximum surface resistivity of 1012 ohms/square when meas-
ured per ASTh Test Method D257 or equivalent or better, Covering, wrapping
or bagging shall be accomplished in amaimer not to induce penetration of the
protective package by th.ý electronic component or assembly. Note: This re-
quirement shall not require repackaging or over-packaging of components or
assemblies which are already adequately packaged and identified according to
the intent of this document.

5.2.2.4 Power applied to leads. No power shall be applied to the electronic component
or assembly test socket(s) while being inserted or otherwise connected.

I1'A 1G 8 of 14 HI Vls 8708
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5.3 PACKAGING AND STORAGE

Category 1 and 2 electronic components and assemblies shall be packaged and
stored in protected areas of the facility meeting or exceeding the require-
ments for that category as shown in Table I.

5.3.1 lixternal lead. of packaged electronic components and assemblies,

Electronic components and assemblies received, shipped or stored shall be
packed in a manner such that external leads are electrically connected to
each other through a maximum resistivity of 10-12 ohms/square when measured
per ASTIM rest Method D257 or equivalent or better.

5.3.2 Marking of containers. Electronic components and assemblies received or to
be shipped or stored shall have their associated container(s) marked or tagged
with a legend of an attention-attracting color easily readable to normal or
corrected vision at a visual Inspection distance of three feet stating the
appropriate category used: "CALUTION - ELECnOSIATIC SENSITIVE DEVICE:
Category . Do not remove antistatic protection except when applying
test voltagie-or for final assembly,"

Purchase Orders to vendors supplying liSiPS- parts to Honeywell should reflect a
requirement to mark containers in a manner which will make them readily identi-
fiable as to their sensitivity.

5,3.3 Packing Material. Electronic components and asseiblies shall be wrapped In
material with a nmximun surface resiktivity of IQ ohms/square if packing mater-
ial with surface resistivity of greater than 10" ohms/square is used in packing.
Measurement shall be per ASTIM Test Method D257 or equivalent or better.

196
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GROUNDED VRIST STRAP (150 K2- 200 KR SERIES RESISTANCE)

CONDUCTIVE FOAM, METAL TRAYS, ETC

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE BENCH TOP

3.ýELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
FLOOR HAT (SEE NOTE)

- ••"--IBUILDING GROUND

NOTE: THE ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE FLOOR MAT SHALL OE OF SUCH SIZE AS TO ALLOW TEST PERSONNEL

TO BE IN CONTACT WITH T1HE FLOOR KAT WIIILE WORKING (STANDING or SITTING) AT TIlE SE1CH

REQQ U I RED TEST STATION

(other approachoe achlevlIg the same results shall be neceptable)

ES 870P
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6.0 (IIDEUL.NES

6.1 GENERAL

The tollowing guidelines, although not required to meet the intent of this
docunent, are listed for guidance purposes.

6.2 MATFWRIALS

',he following list of materials may be used to implement the requirements
of this document.

Conductive Polyethylene film (Velostat #1701M or equivalent)
Conductive Polyethylene bag (Velostat #1798M or equivalent)
Conductive Foam Cushioning (Velofoam #7611M or equivalent)

6.3 TOOLS AND SPECIAL LIQUIPFINT

The following list of tools and special equipment may be used to implement the
requirements of this document.

Static Eliminator (cEc Cynostat DS-120 or equivalent)
Personnel Grounding Straps (Velostrap #6098M or equivalent); 150 K ohms

resistance + 20 percent
Static Detection Meter (Velostat CMI-777M or equivalent)

6.4 S(IIRCES 31 ESD PROTECTIVE 11'3.Io

The following manufacturers produce products that meet the requirements of items
and materials noted in this document. The manufacturers noted are known sources
of LISD protective items and are presented for information only and does not pre-
clude the procurement from any manufacturer meeting the requirements of this
documnent.

a. Customs Material, Inc.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts - 01824
(Straps, mats, films, foams, containers, and electrostatic
detection meter)

b. Emerson A Cumming, Inc.
Canton, Massachusetts - 02021
Gardena, California - 90248
(Films, foams, and fabrics)

c. The Richonid Corp.
Redlands, California - 92373
(Films, Foams, Containers, Bags)
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d. B. K. Sweeney Mfg. Co.
Denver, Colorado - 80216
(Electrostatic detection equipment)

e, Monroe Electronics, Inc.
Lyndonville, New York - 14098
(lilectrostatic detection equipment)

f. 3M
St. Paul, Minnesota - 55101
(Straps, mats, foams, containers, ionic blowers, and
detection meters)

6.5 OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

The following operating instructions are shown to indicate minimum general
operating guidelines.

6,5.1 RECEIVING DOCK

A) Personnel should not unnecessarily handle any device recefved which
indicates it is a "ESDS" Device.

B) If counting is required, parts should not be removed from the vendor
packing under any circumstances. If packing is not transparent counting
should not be done.

C) Insure any warning or precaution marking remains on packaging as received.

D) Any questions or problems should be referred to Quality Engineering for
resolution,

6.5.2 RECEIVING INSPECTION

A. Affix precaution label (IIL-14S) to each container.

B. Opcrator must wear a cotton smock whenever handling ESDS devices.

C. If the IPI calls for finger protection - cotton gloves must be wrn.

D. Assure devices are in an approved container. Approved containers are those
that short the devices' leads with wire, metal foil, or other conductive
material such as conductive foam (Black Foam). Also acceptable are plastic
trays specially treated with an antistatic spray. NC)fE: Plastic rail carriers
used for dual-in-line pakcages are not acceptable carriers. Conductive rail
carriers are acceptable. If not properly packaged or If unsure of proper
packaging consult Group Leader, Supervisor, or cognizant PQA Engineer before
handling devices.

[PAGE12 0f1 '-v
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SPECIFICATION NO.

E. Inspection benches and seats must be of a conductive material and
grounded to preclude the high static charge created by the sliding
of the body on an insulated bench or seat.

F. The inspector i, t be grounded thru a high resistance groundstrap
when handling and/or testing ESDS devices.

G. Place parts on a grounded conductive plate as soon as they are unpacked
from their containers.

If. When testing is specified, all the test equipment contact pins must be
grounded while the device is placed in the test socket.

[. Devices must be returned to proper containers after inspection and/or
when being moved from one area to another.

J. Handle devices only when necessary and then by first grasping the body
.before touching any of the individual leads. Ceramic packages with
brazed leads require extra careful handling to avoid breaking off the
leads.

K. Materials prone to static charge accumulation, such as plastic, rubber,
and silk, or synthetic cloth should not come in contact with ESDS devices.

6.5.3 STOCK AREAS

a) Personnel should not unnecessarily handle any device received which in-
dicates it is a "ESDS" device.

b) When parts are issued to Assembly they should be packed in the same manner
as they were received.

c) If parts must be handled in order to issue partials, personnel must be
properly grounded and follow precautions in this document.

6.5.4 ASShMBLY

a) Perform all assembly operations involving ESDS devices on a grounded
conductive plate.

b) C',iir seats in the assembly area must be of a conductive material and
must be grounded.

PAGE 13 of 14
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c) Smocks made of nylon or other synthetic materials shall not be worn.
Operator must wear cotton smock whenever handling [SDS devices.

d) Maintain the short placed on the devices' leads and/or keep devices
in the specially treated plastic containers until time of assembly.

e) The assembler must ground himself on a conductive plate before hand-
ling a device. P.C. Board bench clamps or vises must also be grounded.

f) ESDS devices must be handled by either the ceramic hody (flatpacks and
dual-in-lines) or the metal cans (TO-5, TO-99, or other canned devices).

g) All electrical assembly equipment, e.g., soldering irons and tips, in-
sulation strippers, heat guns, etc. must be grcunded. All solder pots,
reflow soldering equipment, and desoldering tools must also be grounded.

h) When testing is specified, all the test equipment contact pins must be
grounded while the device is placed in the test socket. This action
avoids the possibility of a charged test set discharging into the device
as it is placed in the test socket,

i) Prevent the accumulation of solder rlux between adjacent pins which may
cause leakage paths. HI{S device operation depends upon the high imped-
ance between certain circuit elements and ground. Solder fluxes in the
presence of a humid atmosphere can be very conductive.

6.5.4 TEST

a) Ground all test equipment.

b) )•ielectric strength or insulation resistance tests are not recommended
for equipment containing luSDS devices,

c) Continuity tests must be performed only when authorized by the cognizant
engineer. Certain MOS devices have built-in protective diodes which can-
not sustain more than 10 MA current. A Simpson 260 V(14 is capable of
producing as high as 300 MA for short periods of time on the Xl ohmic
scale.

d) Perform all operations on a grounded conductive plate on the test bench.
Periodic checks ot assembly, rework, and test stations must he made to
assure adequate grounding. Sources of static discharge and floating
60 cycle ac resulting frTm faulty grouz-1 connections must he eliminated.

14of 4 IV
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APPENDIX E

XM587E2/XM724 FUZE INITIAL
PRODUCTION FACILITY DATA

The following assumptions were made:

0 Contract award will be for the production of 225,000
fuzes and required non recurring costs,

0 Production schedule deliveries would begin in 15th
month and continue through 24th month (see figure E-l).

Acceptance of initial tooling, facilities, and equip-
ment will be on the basis of passing first article ac-
ceptance sample tests and meeting production sche-
dule.

* An additional contract award for the initial produc-
tion facility required for the first production buy
and establishment of a mobilization base capable of
100, 000 fuzes per month on a 1-8-5 production basis
will be awarded simultaneously with the primary
production contract award to ensure production de-
liveries.

* The automated mobilization base facility will be com -
pleted in 24 months after award.

Trhe automated equipment will be accepted per speci-
fications submitted under Contract DAAG39-76-C-
0048.

As automated equipment is accepted for production, it
may be integrated into the production process without
requiring additional first article acceptance sample
testing.

0 Cost data are valid only if the total composite program
is contracted.

0 M739 fuze machine 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 will be used to
produce M739 anrl XM587E2/XM 724 fuze S&A module
subassemblies umil XM587E2/XM724 fuze S&A module
machines are accepted and available for production.

202
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Projected delivery schedules un the M739 fuze S&A
module show no conflicts in meeting deliveries.

* A difference in module pin length in the S&A module
assembly will be resolved by engineering ý;hange order
if bowl feeding cannot handle both lengths (M739 fuze
machine 4).

* Constant 1976 dollars were used.

0 All production (i. e. , assembly) on the first production
schedule will be done at the New Brighton, Minnesota
plant except for the wave soldering machine (located at
the Hopkins, Minnesota plant) which will be used to wave
solder the E-head printed wiring board assemblies.
The elect1ronics will be assembled to the printed wiring
board assemblies wLth Honeywell-owned insertion equip-
ment located in the Hopkins, Minnesota plant.

* The facility has no restriction on shift, hour, and day
usage for the first production delivery schedule.

* Printed wiring boards will be redesigned for auto inser-
tion.

* The following drawing packages were used as the base-
line for this estimate:

The S&A module assembly, rear fitting assembly,
and fuze da'a lists are dated 17 December 1975.

Incorporation of all engineering change proposals

(ECPs) from Contracts DAAG39-76-C-0048 and
DAAG39-77-C-0056.

• The power supply design includes a detonator firing lead
internal to the power supply. No provision has been made
in this estimate for accommodating an external firing lead
assembly. If the external lead design is retained, the
estimated cost increase for the tooling will be $36, 296 at
price. This tooling will fabricate the lead and assemble
it to the power supply.

* The requirement of drawing 11711274 ( shock requirement
for electronic components) will be met by using qualified
vendors.

203
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* Automated assembly machine manuals will be per
Honeywell format,

• Machine documentation will be per Honeywell format.
(HDL will have concept approval from three-dimensional
sketches prior to fabrication).

• Gage and calibration master documentation will be per
Honeywell format. (HDL approval of design required
prior to fabrication).

• A process manual (description of manufacture) is not
required.

* Acceptance of all equipment will be accomplished at the
New Brighton, Minnesota plant. No transportation or
installation costs to another location are included.

• The automated assembly line estimate is based on data
submitted in the final report of Contract DAAG 39-76-C-
0048.

* All production assembly subsequent to the first scheduled
deliveries (225,000 units) will be done at the New Brighton,
Minnesota plant,

A cost summary is provided in table I'-l. Detailed cost data arv
presented in tables E-I! through E-XVIII.
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TABLE E-I. COMPOSITE PROGRAM COST SUMMARY

NON-RECURRING IPF
DESCRIPTION 22SK PROD. lOOK PER MONIH

1. MACHINES (MACHINE LAB) 2,746,831

2. MACHINES (OTHER) 557,282

3. TEST EQUIPMENT 783,24L

4. DATA ITEMS 57,414 112,242

5. SUPPORT 317,388 714,308

6. PROD. LINE SHAKEDOWN 153,783 551,951

. Debug I--L-2-]T "-gi 9-2,-2'2"
* Accept 1.4,014 [ 3 29

7. VENDOR TOOLING 258,505

8. MFG. TOOLING 269,176

9. ASSEMBLY TOOLING 472,672 166,030

10. MATERIAL HANDLING 98,512

11. GAGES 235,407 9,257

12. GOVERNMENT FURNISHED MAT'L

. Total LBM 1,862,857 5,701,141
. Total Cost (19% G&A) 2,216,800 6,784,358
. Subtotal Price(l0% fee) 2,438,480 7,462,794

. Less G&A & Fee (Table 120,598
except items I&A)

. Subtotal 2,438,480 7,342,196
* With contingency 2,560,404 7,709,306
* Area Prep 300,000 150,000

TOTAL 2,860,404 [,89,30J6
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TABLE E-III. MACHINE COSTS (OTHER - PURCHASED)

FLOW
DIAGRAM UNIT TOTAL

MACHINE NAME IDENT. QTY. COST COST

1. CRIMP E-HEAD TO RF ASSY F5 1 $24,640 $ 24,640

•, SEQUENCER ASI,AS2 2 45,244 90,488

3. AXIAL LEAD INSERTION MACHINE AS3,AS4 2 60,661 121,322

4. TRANSISTOR INSERTION MACHINE ASS 1 54,584 54,584

5. DIP INSERTION MACHINE AS6 1 61,016 61,016

6. WAVE SOLDER MACHINE 1 25,000 25,000

7. POTTING SYSTEM FOR E-HEAD Pi 1 82,225 82,225

8. RONCI ENAMELING MACHINE S&A 1 7,000 7,000

9. ULTRASONIC CLEANER S&A .1 3,500 3,500

10. PREHEAT & DRYING OVEN S&A 1 2,500 2,500

11. VENTILATED TUMBLING BARREL S&A 1 2,000 2,000

12. CONVEYORIZE CURING OVEN S&A 1 5,000 5,000

13. FLUROSCOPE FUZE 1 52,482 52,4__ 4.82

Subtotal $531,758

Mat'1 Acq. Rate 4.8% 1.048

TOTAL $557,282
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TABLE E-V. DATA ITEM COSTS

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

CATEGORY NO, MONTHS M.M. SUPPORT RATE FACTORY COST

225K PRODUCTION 12 14 4101 $ 57,414

IPF 24 42 4101 172,242

225K PRODUCTION: 2 men first 2 months; 1 man next 10 months.

IPF: I man first 6 months; 2 men next 10 months.

2
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TABLE jr,-VI. NONRECURRING SUPPORT COSTS

225K PRODUCTION TPF 1O0K/MO.
CATEGORY MM FACTORY COST MM FACTORY COST

PROD. ENG. MFG. 3 $ 12,303

PROD. ENG. ASSY. 36 147,636 83 $340,383

DEV. ENL. II 7 36,148 14 72,296

DRAF',I NG 1 3,lt8 3 9,504

RELIABILITY 8.4 43,378

QUALITY ENG. 17 64,345 40 151,400

ASSY. INSPECTION 8 19,504 23.8 58,022

REC. INSPECIION 3.3 8,045

M&TE ENG. 0.6 2,271 1 3,785

CAL. TECH 0.8 2,481 1.2 3,721

EVAL. TECH 4 12,180 6.2 18,879

EVAL. ENG. 1.5 7,785 2.2 11,41-1

M&TE TECH 0.5 __1.522 0.5 1,5"L'

TOTAL FACTORY COST $317,388 $714,3]
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TABLE E-X. VENDOR TOOLING COSTS

PART NUMBER TOOL DESCRIPTION QTY, MAT L $

1. 11711407 MOLD FOR NOSE PLUG 1 $ 16,640
2. 17111409 MOLD FOR ELECTRIC COVER 1 19,648

K 3. 17111411 PWB #1 TOOLING 1 11,860

4. 17111412 PWB #2 TOOLING 1 9,735

5. 11711419 DIE (FRAME, LEAD STRIP) 1 4,855

6. 11718234 DIE (CLIP, DETONATOR) 1 3,300

7. 11720247 DIE (TEST VEHICLE BODY) 1 1,125

8. 11720258 OUTPUT LEAD TOOL 1 65,000

9. 11720295 MOLD (DUMMY BOOSTER PELLEI) 1 325

10. 11720297 DIE (CONTACT, DETONATOR) 1 5,600

11. 11720299 MOLD (INSULATOR, DET. CONT.) 1 11,012

12. 11720307 DIE (GEAR & PINION NO. 1 ASSY.) 1 4,895

13. 11720308 DIE (ESCAPEWHEEL & PINION ASSY.) 1 4,895

14. 11720328 MOLD (SPINLOCK) 1 2,500

15. 11722405 EXPLOSIVE TOOLING (ELECT. DET.) 1 47,500

16. 28107993 DIE (SHORTING CLIP) 1 375

17. 11711408 NOSE CONE (TOOLS & GAGES) Set 6,100

18., 11) 1416-1 RING (P.P. DIE) 1 3,000

19. 11711416-2 RING (P.P. DIE) 1 3,000

20. 11722622 SLEEVE (TOOLS & GAGES) Set 15,200

21. 11720296-1 BIAS SPRING (P.P. DIE) 1 10,100

$246,665
Material Acquisition Rate 4.8%

TOTAL $25,505
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TABLE E-XI. MANUFACTURING TOOLING COSTS

TOOL -TOOL MAT'L TOTAL

PART NUMBER NAME DESIGN MAKE $ COST

1. 11711410 ORIENTATION CUP 161,000

2. 11720214 CLIP 24 150 900

3. 11720335 BOTTOM PLATE 10 375 50

4. 11720323 LOCK PIN DISK 40 250 350

5. 11720321 LOWER GEAR PLATE 10 Boo 1,000

6. 11720318 SPACER 10 375 50

7. 11720306 ROTOR BODY 10 250 2UO

8. 11720330 ROTOR GEAR 10 750 200

9. 11720309 PALLET 10 375 200

10. 11720303 UPPER GEAR PLATE 10 850 1,000

11. 11720302 CAN, S&A MODULE 125 500 75O

12. 11720317 DISK, SETBACK 75 400 500•'• ",075 166,200

Labor Rates/Mat'1 Acq. $15.33 $17.41 4.8%,

TOTALS $5,120 $89,878 $174,178 $269,176
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TABLE E-XV. GAGE AND INSPECTION EQUIPMENT COSTS
(NONRECURRING PRODUCTION OF 225, 000 UNITS)

TOOL TOOL MAT'L TOTAL

GAGE FOR PART NO. NAME QTY. DESIGN MAKE $ COST

HONEYWELL PIECE PART GAGES

1. 11711408 NOSE CONE 1 50 4 $ 8,460

2. 11720206 CUP 1 16 0 2,650

3. 11722621 SLEEVE 1 79 4 23,930

4. 11720327 SPRING 1 24 52 1,550

5. 11720298 BLOCK 1 11 1,750

6. 11718234 CLIP 1 2 3 15

7. 11720335 BUTTOM PLATE 1 21 25 2,500

8. 11720321 LOWER GEAR PLATE 1 25 2,000

9. 11720318 SPACER 1 35 5,000

10. 11720306 ROTOR BODY 1 32 100 3,700

11. 11720306 ROTOR BODY 1 43 250 650

12. 11720309 PALLET 1 18 132 270

13. 11720303 U. GEAR PLATE 1 20 4 1,750

14. 11720302 CAN 1 3 8 235

15. 11720312 DISK 1 2 0 125

Hours -607 $ 54,585

LB Rates/Mat'l Acq. $15.3' $17.71 4.8%

SUBTOTALS (This Sheet) $5,457 $10,750 $ 57,205 $73,412

fI _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE E-XV. GAGE AND INSPECTION EQUIPMENT COSTS
(NONRECURRING PRODUCTION OF 225, 000 UNITS) (CONCLUDED)

GAGE NO, OR
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY TOTAL $ FUNCTION/DESCRIPTION

E-HEAD & FUZE GAGES

1. 11711408 H11711408G1 2 $ 400 Stage
2. 11711428 HI11711428GI 2 650 2.207 mw~.
3. 11711428 (3.140 Max.) 3 1,775 3.140 max
4. 11711428 H11711428G2 2 1,200 0 A 1 -.015 DIA• 3 places
5. 11711435 H11711433E1 1 290 Crimp Joint Tester
6. 11720296 GGIT 2 1,000 Load Gage
7. 11720307 0G20350 2 700 Roll Gage
8. 11720307 0G38123M1 1 600 Master Gear
9. 11720308 0G38125M1 1 600 Master Gear

10. 11722622 GGIU 5 2,500 Runout Gage
11. 11722622 H28107890G1 2 550 1.700 + .005
12. 11722622 GGID GO 5 515 2.000 -12 UNS -1A/GO
13. 11722622 GGIE NO-GO 5 515 2.000 - 12 UNS - lA/NO GO
14. 11722622 GGIII 5 600 1.600 - 20 UNS - 2A LII
15. 11722622 GGIK 5 600 1.600 - 20 UNS - 2A LU!
16. 11720206 GGIN D.E.P. 5 400 1.600 - 20 UNS - 2B 11I
17. Impact Sw. Test Fix. 1 1,700
18. 11720300 S&A Spin Test Fix. 1 18,000 Temperature Controlled
19. 11720300 S&A Centrifuge Fix. 1 500
20. IC Tester Handler 2 75,000 1 for each hybrid Circuit
21. Cap. Bridge 1 35,000 Required for tear drop
22. Leak Test Fixture 1 2,300 Icapacitors only.
23. TV Adaptor(HOPG Testing) 1 1,700
24. LAT Test Material ISet 6,875
25. 5' Drop Test Fix. 1 500
26. 11720206 Set Plug Gage 1 105 1.600 - 20 UNS - 2A

$154,575

Mat'l Acquisition Rate 4.8%

Subtotal (This Sheet) $161,995
Subtotal (Page 1) 73,412
TOTAL $235,407
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TABLE E-XVI. GAGE AND INSPECTION EQUIPMENT COSTS (IPF)

SNAME/ TOOL TOOL MAT'L TOTAL

GAGE FOR PART NO, FUNCTION QTY, DESIGN MAKE $ COST

HONEYWELL MACHINE MASTERS

1. 11720313 S&A MODULE 2 4 24 $ 4
Flush to Below

2. 11720319 L. PLATE & SHAFT 2 4 30 4
.177 Max Height

3. 11720301 S&A SUBASSEMBLY 2 4 24 4
.532 Max.

4. 11720305 ROTOR ASSEMBLY 2 5 22 10
1 lb. Push

5. 11720305 ROTOR ASSEMBLY 2 5 20 8
Gear Flush to
.053 Below

6. 11720305 ROTOR ASSEMBLY 2 3 18 4
.237 Max Height

7. 11720300 S&A SUBASSEMBLY 2 4 20 4
.564 Max Height

8. 11711428 CUP & COVER 2 5 18 6
.020 Max Stake
Height

9. 11711425 NOSE PLUG ASSY. 2 4 20 4
.613 Max Height

10. 11711425 NOSE PLUG ASSY. 2 8 34 10
Flatness

11. 11720291 REAR FITTING 2 6 30 10
1.644 Dimension

12. 11720291 REAR FITTING 2 6 20 10
.215 Max Height

13. 11711428 CUP & COVER 2 --- 60 40
3.140 Max Dim.

14. 11720291 REAR FITTING 1 90 600
H• urs r 430 $718
LB Rates/Mat'l Acq. $15.33 $17.71 ,

SUBTOTALS (This Sheet) $889 $7,615 $753
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TABLE E-XVII. (fOVERNMENT-FURNISHiED MATEPJAI (GFM)
REQTUIREMENTS (NONRECURRING PRODUCTION OF 225,000 UNITS -

TOOLING TRYOUT)

QTY. QTY.
OTY. DEBUG ACCEPT

PART NUMBER & NAME OTHER HARDWARE HARDWARE

1. 117201.16 BATIERY POWER SUPPLY l000 lO000(Dummy) (Live)

3. 8798331 M55 DETONATOR 1000 000(Inert) (Lve)

4. 8864492 AMMO BOXES WITH TOP & 100
BOTTOM SUPPORTS

5. 8866458 WIRE BOUND BOX 50
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